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Experience the joy of sticks! 

Centurions/Reaktor 
Dawnssley/Top Ten 

Draughts Genius/Rack-lt 
Evening Star/Hewson 

Flunky/Piranha 
Football Director/D&H 

Heist 2012/Firebird 
How To Be A Complete Bastard/ 

Virgin 
Joe Blade/Players 

Moonstrike/Mirrorsoft 
Mystery Of The Nile/Firebird 

Plexar/MAD 
Samurai Trilogy/Gremlin 

Soft And Cuddly/Powerhouse 
Solomon’s Key/US Gold 

Streaker/Bulldog 
Wizball/Ocean 

Xecutor/The Edge 
7rr2/Mind Games 

COMPO 

MEGAGAMES 

COMPOS 

Five Go Mad At 
Alton 

Towers... 

and Barbarian * °" 

Mercenary/Novagen 
Are vou a Daid killer? 

Publication 

Meanstreak.52 
Rock On Tommy. Biker Filofaxes 
and copies of Meanstreak up for 
grabs! 

EDITOR Teresa Maughan 
PUBLISHER Kevin Cox 
SUBSCRIPTIONS Suzie 
Matthews 
01-631 1433 
ADVERTISEMENT ENQUIRIES 
Mark Salmon, Julian Harriott 
01-631 1433 
Your Sinclair, Dennis 
Publishing Ltd, 14 Rathbone 
Place, London W1P IDE. 

Slaine The King/Martech 
Spasms on the Speccy! 

with lashings and lashings of ginger 

beer. 

720°/US Gold 
Andy Capp/Mirrorsoft 

Bravestar/Go 
Combat School/Imagine 
Freddy Hardest/Dinamic 
Hysteria/Software Projects 

Jackal/Konami 
Knightmare/Activision 

Lazer Tag/Go 
Magnetron/Hewson 

Meanstreak/Mirrorsoft 
Rygar/US Gold 
Spitfire/Durell 

Super Hang On/Activision 
Yes Prime Minister/ODE 

Shock, horror, probe. 
New games exposed! 

YOUR 
T"^ i l a i i 

REGULARS 

Frontlines... 6 
Snap, crackle and pop. 
Letters. . 14 
And we don’t mean alphabetti 
spaghetti! 
Street Life. 72 
Don’t Grumple — chart you way 
to street success. 
Slots Of Fun. 90 
Peter Shaw hits Blackpool! Ouch! 
Adventures. 78 
Mike Gerrard Serves You Write! 
Compo Winners. 57 
YS Superstore. 96 
Everything you want and a little 
bit more! 
YS Subscriptions. 93 
Do it now and get a FREE game! 
On The Warpath. 94 
Battletips from Owen & Audrey 
Bishop. 
Back Issues. ... 88 
Input Output. 100 



1 

game of grand adventure based on James Clavell's great novel 
k TAI-PAN. To become a Tai Pan (Supreme Leader) you must 
amass your fortune and power through smuggling, trading, 

gambling, piracy and any other means, legal or criminal! Press gang 
your crew but beware the mutineers. You've got to be 

street-wise in China as you 
build your empire or fall foul 

of your rivals! 

7.95 DISK — 
8.95 DISK 12.95 
8.95 DISK 14.95 
— DISK 19. 
8.95 DISK — 

AVAILABLE FOR 
PECTRUM 48*128 CASS. 
OMMODORE 64-128 CASS. 8.95 DISK 
MSTRAD CPC CASS. 8.95 DISK 
TARI ST CASS. 

CASS. 
AMSTRAD 1512 PC+ COMPATIBLE DISK 19.95 

Ocean Software Limited • Oc 

I. Tai Pan is a registered Trademark. 

Entertainment Inc. 

Telex $69977 Oceans G 6633 

Huron 



SUPER BARGAINS* REC 
PRICE 

OUR 
PRICE 

FAIRLIGHT II (48K + 128K) 9.95 4.99 
THEATRE EUROPE 9.95 4.99 
DRUID 7.95 3.99 
HIJACK 7.95 2.99 
BARRY McGUIGAN'S BOXING (128K) 10.99 3.99 
DANDY 7.95 3.99 
URIDIUM 7.95 3.99 
INVADERS 6.95 0.99 
PROJECT FUTURE 7.95 1.50 
BATTLE OF BRITAIN 9.95 4.99 
BATTLE FOR MIDWAY 9.95 4.99 
HACKER (128K+48K) 9.95 2.99 
WAY OF THE TIGER 9.95 3.99 
SNOOKER 7.95 1.99 
ACE 9.95 3.99 
XEVIOUS 8.99 3.99 
SUPER SOCCER 7.95 4.99 
SUPER BOWL 9.95 3.99 
MASTER OF THE UNIVERSE 8.99 2.99 
AFTER SHOCK 9.95 2.99 
W.A.R. 7.95 2.99 
INFLITRATOR 8.99 3.99 
LEONARDO 9.95 2.99 
SCREEN MACHINE 9.95 2.99 
ZOIOS 8.95 1.99 
SHADOW OF THE UNICORN 15.95 3.99 
KRAKOUT 8.95 3.99 
DRAGON'S LAIR 9.95 3.99 
CONTACT SAM CRUISE 7.95 2.99 
THE FINAL MATRIX 8.99 3.99 
WAY OF THE EXPLODING FIST 8.99 2.50 
BRIAN JACK'S SUPERSTAR CHALLENGE 7.95 1.99 
TINDERBOX 4.99 1.50 
SABRE WULF 9.95 1.99 
MANIC MINER 7.95 2.99 
3 WEEKS IN PARADISE 9.95 3.99 
MANTRON IX 8.99 1.99 
POLE POSITION 7.95 2.99 
EQUINOX 9.95 3.99 
DEFENDA 7.95 1.50 
STAINLESS STEEL 8.95 3.99 
EUREKA 14.95 3.99 
BLOOD & GUTS (QUICKSILVA) 7.95 1.50 
COMET GAME 7.99 1.50 
GHOSTBUSTERS 10.99 3.99 
FAIRLIGHT 9.95 4.99 
RASPUTIN (128K) 9.95 2.99 
TOY BIZARRE 8.95 2.99 
ZENJI 8.99 1.99 
ALCHEMIST 7.95 0.99 
REVOLUTION 8.99 2.99 
STRANGELOOP 7.95 1.99 
FIRELORO 8.95 2.99 
CITY SLICKER 8.95 2.99 
TECHNICIAN TED (128K) 9.99 3.99 
PYRACURSE 9.95 2.99 
IMPOSSABALL 8.95 2.99 
GLADIATOR (128K) 10.99 2.99 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 8.95 2.99 
STRIKE FORCE COBRA 9.95 3.99 
TARZAN 8.95 2.99 
HIGHLANDER 7.95 2.99 
MAILSTROM 7.9$ 2.99 
MICKY 7.95 2.99 
GALVAN 7.95 2.99 
MARIO BROTHERS 7.95 2.99 
DOUBLE TAKE 7.95 2.99 
DONKEY KONG 7.95 2.99 
IT'S A KNOCKOUT 7.95 2.99 
MIAMI VICE 7.95 2.99 

* While stocks last 

BATTLESHIPS 
TRANTOR 
RENEGADE 
BUBBLE BOBBLE 
BARBARIAN 
ACE II 
IMPLOSSION 
RINEWORLD 
BANGKOK KNIGHTS 
JACK THE NIPPER II 
WORLD CLASS LEAOERBOARD 
GAME OVER 
SOLOMON'S KEY 
GUNSHIP 
WIZBALL 
FLUNKY 
BATTLE FOR GUADALCANAL 
STAR PAWS 
INDIANA JONES 
CALIFORNIA GAMES 
MASK 
TAI-PAN 
REBEL 
ARMAGEDDON MAN 
F-15 STRIKE EAGLE 
ROAD RUNNER 
TANK 
MERCENARY 
SURVIVOR 
EXOLON 
ARKANOIO 
ARMY MOVES 
PROHIBITION 
JAMES BOND "LIVING DAYLIGHTS” 
RE BOUNDER 
HIGHFRONTIER 
TIBET 
LAST NINJA 
HEAD OVER HEELS 
HYDROFOOL 
WONDERBOY 
LEADERBOARO TOURNAMENT 
ELITE 
BOMBJACK II + BOMBJACK 
PROFESSIONAL ADV. WRITER 
NINJA HAMPSTER 
PAPERBOY 
ENOURO TRACER 
GAUNTLET 
DEEPER DUNGEONS (GAUNTLET II) 
NEMESIS (THE FINAL CHALLENGE) 
SWORD OF THE SAMURI 
DEATH WISH 3 
BASK THE GREAT MOUSE DETECTIVE 
EVENING STAR 
THROUGH THE TRAP DOOR 
HOW TO BE A COMPLETE BASTARD 
BOOK OF THE DEAD 
SUPER SPRING 
XECUTOR 
HYBRID 
YOGI BEAR 
JACKAL 
XOR 
FREDDY HARDEST 
STIFF UP & CO. 
CRY ZOR 
CENTURIONS 
RY CAR 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 

REC 
PRICE 

7.95 
8.95 
7.95 
7.95 
9.95 
9.95 
9.95 
9.95 
7.95 
7.95 
8.95 
7.95 
7.95 
9.95 
7.95 
8.95 
9.95 
5.95 
8.95 
8.95 
7.95 
7.95 
9.95 

12.95 
9.95 
8.95 
7.95 
9.95 
9.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
9.95 
8.95 
8.95 
7.95 
8.95 
7.95 
7.95 
9.95 
4.99 
9.95 
7.95 

22.95 
7.95 
7.95 
9.95 
8.95 
4.99 
7.95 
8.99 
7.99 
7.99 
7.95 
9.95 
7.95 
8.95 

7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
7.95 
9.95 
7.95 

OUR 
PRICE 

5.75 
6.50 
5.50 
5.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
5.50 
5.70 
6.50 
5.50 
5.75 
6.50 
5.50 
6.50 
6.95 
4.50 
6.50 
6.75 
5.50 
5.50 
6.75 
9.99 
6.50 
6.50 
5.50 
6.50 
6.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
6.50 
6.50 
6.50 
5.75 
6.25 
5.50 
5.50 
6.50 
4.99 
6.50 
5.75 

17.95 
5.50 
5.75 
6.75 
6.50 
4.99 
5.50 
6.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
6.50 
5.50 
6.25 
6.50 
5.50 
6.25 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
5.50 
6.50 
5.50 
6.25 
6.25 
6.50 

SPECTRUM 

If you wish to purchase any product from our list and 
find that you can buy the same product cheaper from 
another mail order company, simply enclose the lower 
amount, stating the name of the other company and 
where you saw the advert. (It must be a current issue). 
Price Promise does not apply to other companies 
‘‘Special Offers”. 

SOLD A MILLION 
SABRE WOLF 
DALEY'S DECATHLON 
JET SET WILLY 
SPY HUNTER 

CLASSIX 1 
BOBBY BEARING 

BRIAN BLOOD AXE 
THAT'S THE SPIRIT 

PSYTRAXX 
STAR BIKE 

FIVE STAR 2 
DANDY 
COLDRUN 2 
QUADZATRON 
ALIEN HIGHWAY 
STRIKE FORCE COBRA 

FIVE STAR 
ZOIOS 

EQUINOX 
3 WEEKS IN PARADISE 

BACK TO SKOOL 
SPINDIZZY 

DURELL BIG 4 VOL 2 
SABATOR II 
THANATOS 
DEEP STRIKE 
SIGMA 7 

KONAMIS COIN OP HITS 
HYPERSPORTS 

PING PONG 
YIE AR KUNG FU 

MIKIE; GREEN BERET 

DURELL BIG 4 HIT PACK 2 VOL 1 
COMBAT LYNX v > SCOOBY D00 
SABATEUR -J nEQflp fighting warrior 
CRITICAL MASS 1942 
TURBO ESPRIT >■ SACRED ARMOUR OF ANTIRIAD 

ffmffy JET SET WILLY 2 
* SPLIT PERSONALITIES 

DUET 

PUZZLE PACK 
JIGSAW 
DIMENSION DISTR 
REFLECTIONS 
SPECTRUM CHESS 
3D QUADCUBE 

HOTSHOTS 
GYRON 

FIGHTING WARRIOR 
SHADOW FIRE 

MIND SHADOW 
ROAD RACER 

SOLD A MILLION VOL 3 
FIGHTER PILOT 
RAMBO 
KUNG FU MASTER 
GHOSTBUSTERS 

HIT PAK 
BOMB JACK 
COMMANDO 

F. BRUNO BOXING 
AIRWOLF 

HIT PACK 6 VOL 2 k . STAR GAMES 2 
INTO THE EAGLES NEST AVENGER 
BATTY jEg ball blazer 
ACE -^■§5 EIDOLON 
SHOCK WAVE RIDER yaP- HIGHWAY ENCOUNTERS 
LIGHT FORCE “f1 fT* TRAIL blazer 

CYBERUN 

SPORTS PACK 
SNOOKER 
ON THE OCHE (DARTS) 
WORLD CUP FOOTBALL 
OLYMPIC 
ST ANDREWS GOLF: DERBY DAY 

MEGA HITS 
30 STARSTRIKE; BLUE THUNDER 

SON OF BLAGGER: AUTOMANIA 
BUGABOO: PSYTRO 

WHEELIE: FALL GUY 
BLADE ALLEY: PENEYTRATOR 

BARGAIN SOFTWARE ORDER FORM 
Please send me the following titles. BLOCK capitals please! 
Tvne of comnuter 

Title Amount 

Total Enclosed £ 

YOUR SINCLAIR/NOV ISSUE 

Date. 

Name .... 

Address 

Tel. No. 

Please make cheques or postal orders payable to BARGAIN SOFTWARE. 

Prices include P&P within the U.K: Europe please add £0.75 per tape: 

Elsewhere please add £1.00 extra per tape 
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micn&snips 
37 SEAVIEW ROAD • WALLASEY • MERSEYSIDE • L45 40N. Telephone: (051) 630 3013 

HARDWARE 

WIDE RANGE OF SOFTWARE STOCKED 
FOR ALL SINCLAIR MACHINES 

SIX PAK.£7.99 
SABOTEUR 2.£6.50 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT (BABY BOOMER)....£11.95 
TRIAXOS.£7.95 
THE LIVING DAYLIGHTS.£7.95 
VULCAN.£7.95 
WIZ (MELBOURNE HOUSE).£6.50 
WONDER BOY.£7.99 
WORLD GAMES.£7.25 

AMSTRAD DMP2000 PRINTER.£159.95 ZYNAPS (HEWSON).£6.50 

SPECTRUM 128+2. £134.95 
SPECTRUM 128+2 with Joystick 
and 10 games. 
SPECTRUM 128+3 PACK. 
LTR1 TERMINAL PRINTER. 
PANASONIC KX-P1081 PRINTER. 

£139.95 
£199.95 
£119.95 
£179.95 

SOFTWARE 
ACE BY CASCADE.£4.99 
ADVANCED OCP ART STUDIO (128).£19.95 
ATHENA.£6.50 
APOCALYPSE.£7.99 
BARBARIAN.£7.99 
BIG SLEAZE (PIRANAH).£7.95 
DOC THE DESTROYER.£6.50 
ENDURO RACER.£7.99 
EDUCATIONAL 5 PACK (5-8 YR. OLD)...£9.95 
FIRST STEPS WITH THE MR. MEN.£7.95 
F15 STRIKE EAGLE.£7.95 
FINAL MATRIX.£6.50 
GOBOT (ARIOLASOFT).£7.50 
HERE & THERE WITH THE MR. MEN....£7.95 
HEAD OVER HEALS.£6.50 
HYBRID....£7.50 
KNUCKLE BUSTER.£7.25 
KILLED UNTIL DEAD.£7.50 
LIVING DAYLIGHTS.£7.95 
LIVINGSTONE.£7.50 
MAG MAX.£6.50 
MUTANTS (OCEAN).£6.50 
NOW GAMES III.£7.95 
NEMESIS.£6.50 
NEMESIS THE WARLOCK.£6.50 
QUARTET.£7.95 
ROAD RUNNER.£7.25 
SARACEN.£7.25 
SECTOR 90.£6.50 
SCRABBLE.£7.95 
SHADOWS OF MORDOR.£6.50 
SLAPFIGHT.£6.50 
STARFOX.£7.50 

UTILITIES 
TASCOPY. .£8.75 
TASWORD +2 (128). £12.50 
TASPRINT. .£8.75 
TASWORD 3 (M/D). ....£13.99 
TASDIARY. .£8.75 
PRO ADVENTURE WRITER. ....£19.95 
ART STUDIO. ...£12.95 
GRAPHIC ADVENTURE CREATOR... ....£19.95 
ARTIST II. ....£15.95 
ANIMATOR 1. .£7.99 
HISOFT PASCAL. ...£21.95 
HISOFT BASIC.. ....£19.95 
ART MASTER (CS). .£9.95 
CODE MACHINE (SIREN). ....£10.50 
ADVANCED ART STUDIO. ....£19.99 
QUILL ADVENTURE WRITER. ....£11.95 
THE WRITER (48K). ....£11.95 
TRANSEXPRESS. .£7.99 
(State tape/m. drive/opus 3V2") 
GENIE DISASSEMBLER. .£7.99 
DEVPAC - HISOFT. ....£14.95 
HISOFT - ‘C’. ....£21.95 
+80 ADDRESS MANAGER. .£6.95 
+80 VAT MANAGER. .£6.95 

SPARES 
SPECTRUM POWER SUPPLY. .£9.95 
ZX-MEMBRANE. .£3.99 
SPEC + MEMBRANE. .£8.95 
QL MEMBRANE. .£5.99 
ZX SERVICE MANUAL. .£29.95 
TEMPLATE. .£3.50 

ACCESSORIES 
ALTAI DATA RECORDER INC SPEC LEAD £16.95 
DISCIPLE DISC INTERFACE.£89.95 
3V2" DS DRIVE (FOR ABOVE).£119.95 
KAO 3V2" SSDD DISCS (10).£14.99 
KAO/AXIOM 3V2" DSDD DISCS (10).£17.99 
3V2" DISC CLEANER KIT.£9.95 
3V2" LOCKABLE DISC BOX (HOLDS 90)£10.95 
MICRODRIVE CARTRIDGE.fl.99 
MICRODRIVE 4 PACK.£7.95 
WAFAS 16K.£1.99 
WAFAS 64K.  £4.49 
TEN C12 DATA CASSETTES RRP £5.90...£3.50 
MICRODRIVE STORAGE BOX.£4.99 
COMPUTER/TV. LEAD.£1.99 
ROTRONICS WAFADRIVE.£39.95 
ROTRONICS SERIAL LEAD.£13.99 
ROTRONICS CENTRONICS.£13.99 
56W EXT. LEAD.£9.95 
DUAL 56W EXT..£14.95 
SPECTRUM CASSETTE LEAD....£1.59 
CENTRONICS ‘E’ PRINTER INTERFACE£39.95 
TIMEX/ALPHACOM THERMAL PAPER...£9.95 
NEW ROMANTIC ROBOT PRINT/INT.... £39.95 
SPEC/INTERFACE 1 LEAD..£9.95 
OPUS CENTRONICS CABLE.£9.95 
QL/EPSON LEAD.£9.50 
ON-OFF SWITCH (STATE MODEL).£4.99 
ZX-PRINTER PAPER (5).£8.99 
CHEETAH MACH 1 JOYSTICK.£14.95 
DK-TRONICS SINGLE PORT l/F.£7.95 
AMX MOUSE/AMX ART.£62.50 
KEMPSTON MOUSE/ART STUDIO.£62.50 
TROJAN LIGHTPEN (+2). £19.95 
RAM MUSIC MACHINE..£39.99 
SPECDRUM - DIGITAL DRUM SYSTEM£24.95 
SPECTRUM + LUXURY DUST COVER...£4.99 
SPECTRUM +2 LUXURY DUST COVER.£6.95 
MULTIFACE 128.£44.95 
MULTIFACE 128 (DISCIPLE VERSION).£44.95 
MULTIFACE 1.£39.95 
DK-TRONIC KEYBOARD.£34.95 
SAGA EMPEROR KEYBOARD.£49.95 

YOUR OLD FAULTY SPECCY REPAIRED (40 
NEW FEET, NEW TEMPLATE ETC. LIO 

ORDER BY PHONE WITH 

HOTLINE 051-691 2008 
We apologise lor any alteration, omissions since going to press. 

* CREDIT 
CHARGE 

IF IT’S AVAILABLE - WE STOCK IT 
PLEASE PHONE 

OPEN SIX DAYS 
FREE 20 page price list 

sent with order 

Postage and Packing 
Items up to £20 add £1.00. 

Up to £50 add £2. 
Up to £100 add £5. 

For items over £100 add £10 for Group 4 courier 
ensuring delivery to you the day after despatch. 

Overseas customers: Full price shown 
will cover carriage and free tax. 



PREVIEW-PREVIEW-PREVIEW muin 
Eek! Light the blue touch paper and run away very quickly because here conies 

Future Shetks. 

720°from US Gold is a coin-op 
conversion of the chart topping 
dedicated arcade game of the 
same name. Its unique 
skateboarding format has you 
doing flips, jumps and slaloms, 
and is the closest thing to a real 
skateboard... without the bruises! 

The skater earns tickets, or 
street creds (ho ho), skating on 
the city streets in order to 
compete in any of the four 
skateparks, where he skates 
against the clock to earn medals 
and cash prizes (greedy pig!). 
The player can choose which of 
the skateparks he competes in, 
and in which order, so every 

game is different. The four parks 
are the Downhill, Jump, Slalom 
and Ramp. The titles explain 
themselves but basically what 
they are is this — In the Downhill 
park you have to race down the 
slope as fast as you can and 
change direction quickly without 
falling off your board; in the 
Jump park you have to do the 
same, but this time jumping over 
water traps and landing on 
targets at the other side. Slalom 
park gives you the opportunity to 
stretch your knees and go around 
the obstacles without 'blowing 
out', or falling; and finally the 
Ramp park lets you show off your 

U-turn ramp tricks without painting 
the track withjyour face! 

After each skatepark 
competition, it's back on the 
streets and a race against time to 
get into the next skatepark. 
Skaters can use their cash prizes 
to buy extra equipment to help 

them become Champion of the 
Skateboarding World. The game 
should be out almost by the time 
you read this, and at £8.99, you 
can probably still afford to get a 
pair of knee and elbow guards 
for those really heavy sessions! 

Gangway! (Whooosshhh!) 

□sed on he exceedingly trendy TV show of the same name, Knightmare 
aces the footsteps of a blindfolded stooge through a fantastic TV 
ungeon, directed by the yelping voices of his accomplices who can see 
here, and on what, he's treading. And now here's Activision's Speccy 
inversion of this original role-playing game idea, in which you direct the 
ooge into certain danger in the self same dungeon. Probably priced at 
round £9.99, Knightmare will be going bump in the dark around 
ovember time. 

I_I_l i:__ A_j "WmnFk The legend lives on. Arcade 
players will be delighted to hear 
that this old favourite has been 
converted for your Speccy by US 
Gold and its team, Tecno (who 
also converted Solomon's Key). 
The legendary Rygar, a man with 
more muscles in his earlobe than 
Arnie Schwatzenegger's got in 

his whole body, fights off wave 
after wave of snapping and 
slithering prehistoric monsters. 
The Speccy version should have 
lots and lots of levels, getting 
harder all the time, (oo-er) and 
should be out at the end of 
September for £8.99. 
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PREVIEW-PREVIEW-PREVIEW mum 
Don't panic! Let's not get 

hysterical! Calm down and get 

down from that lampstand. It's 

only Hysteria, the latest game 

from Software Projects, and it's 

much easier to thwart evil 

conspiracies from the comfort of 

an armchair. 

An extinct primeval entity has 
been summoned through the 

barriers of time by a fanatical 

sect who can change our futures, 

by altering our past. (Sounds 

alright to me. Could they make 

me a millionairess, do you think? 

Ed) They plan to disrupt the 

future balance of power to their 

own advantage. And naturally 

you, a time warrior, have the 

honour of beating them to a 

pulp, mashing their brains in your 

scrambled egg and eating them 

for breakfast. But remember, 

you've got to catch and identify 

them first, and quickly, before your 

energy supply runs out. For this 

^pleasure, it'll cost you £7.95,land 

you'll have to wait until October. 

Swagger, swagger, "Get off your 

ass and drink your milk" 'cos 

here's US Gold's Bravestar. It's a 

futuristic western, based on the 

cartoon and range of toys. John 

Wayne won't be appearing in it, 

but for £9.99 what do you expect? 

It should be out in October. 

An engine throbs between your 

legs, the wind's in your hair, 

Madonna rides pillion wrapping 

her thighs around your hips — 

and you're away babe, in Electric 
Dream's Super Hang-On. If you 

don't fantasize too much and pay 

attention to the game, you'll 

notice it's a coin-op conversion 
of the popular arcade game from 

Sega — a motor-cycle racing 

game just like Enduro Racer. It'll 

be roaring into the shops in 
November priced at £9.99. 

INISTER 
To: Prime Minister, Jim Hacker 

From: Sir Humphrey Appleby 
Re: Yes Prime Minister Game 

Made by: ODE 

Price: £14.95 
Copies to: Bernard Woolley 

As you are no doubt aware, 

having of course read the 
minutes of the meetings dated 

3rd, 5th, 19th, 24th and 30th of 

August, of the Select Sub- 

Committee on Computer Games 
Manufactured To Lampoon 

Members of Parliament, there is 

to be a computer game based on 

your performance as Prime 

Minister. The committee resolved 

to allow the publication to go 

ahead, stating that, and I quote, 

"...the game could not possibly 

ridicule or lampoon the Minister 

in question more than he already 

does himself..." In this piece of 

electronic buffoonery, you have a 

crisis on hand, and a mere week 

to decide your strategy, make the 

country's decisions and ensure 

that it doesn't all end in 

Parliamentary chaos and scandal. 

All the time, how well you are 

coping is to be reflected by 'the 

polls', just like in real life. Ho ho. 
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•PREVIEW-PREVIEW-PREVIEW* 

FUTURE SHOCKS 

Do wot? Leave it aht! 'As it 

'appens! Professionally 

unemployed person Andy Capp 
has finally igot a job. In a 
computer game?!? 

In Mirrorsoft's newest, Andy 

has got to scrape along for a 

whole week on his dole money. 

It's hard enough for most people, 

but Andy doesn't seem to have 

much chance of success, with the 

game set in locations such as the 

betting shop, the snooker hall 

and the pub^ Communication is 
through speech bubbles and 

promises a laugh a minute. 

Mirrorsoft reckon it should be 

out in time for Christmas at 
£7.95. 

Hard as nails, tough as Tonka 

toys, but thick as a Prize 

yoghurt. That's Dinamic's new 

hero, Freddy Hardest. Freddy's a 

member of a counter espionage 

service somewhere out in space 

and after one or six too many, he 

writes-off his celestial rustbucket 

and ends up on an enemy planet. 

So Freddy has to search it to find 

a spaceship to steal, but to make 

things really tricky for the lad, 

he's got to figure out how to 

work the damn thing — oh and 

where's the filler cap? We'll have 

to wait till this one hits those top 

shelves (BLAM! That'll be £7.95 

please!) to see how he gets out 

of it. 

You've all heard of the amazing new game, Lazer Tag, where you don 

helmets and pistols and shoot all your friends and rellies with real lasers. 

Well, now US Gold have wacked it all on a cassette and you can play the 

game on your very own Speccy, without all that tiresome running around. 
It should be out in October for £9.99, so save your energy for then. 

Do you fancy being a meknotech 

droid? Me neither, big boy. Well in 
Magnetron you are Quazatron 

hero KLP2, who has been 

transported to the space platform 

orbiting the planet Quartech. You 

have to destroy the reactors 

controlling those wibbly wobbly 
marauding alien hordes that get 

just about everywhere these days. 
Rack-lt's Magnetron will be out in 
Nov. at £2.99. 

MMNEfflON 



•PREVIEW-PREVIEW-PREVIEW* 

FUTURE SHOCKS 

Chocs away, batman! No, not 
you, Batman, we were talking to 

our 'batman', that chappy on the 

grind over there wavin' those 

jolly old bats in the air, don'tcha 

know? Spitfire is a crackin' new 

aerial combat simulator, from 

Durell, and it looks to be the 

fastest thing in the skies towards 

the end of November. You fly 

through the air scrolling 

left to right, up and down. Mind 

you, it's advisable not to go too 

far down, as you pile into the 

ground at a rate of knots, what? 
Haw haw haw! The animation is 

top hole and the Vi's, or 'buzz 

bombs' as they're known in the 

trade, are as real as they can be 

and will blow you out of the sky 
sooner than you can say 'Jimminy 

Cricket'! I say, what? Priced at 

£9.95, this jolly old prang 'em up 

should be a repl corker, what? 

It's the 21st Century and you're living in a leisurely world where roads are 

redundant but the M25, for want of something better to do with it, is now 

a Battletrack. (/ thought it already was. Ed) You are a member of a band 

of outcasts whose idea of a good laugh is running people off the road 

whilst racing on the Battletrack. It's tough on the streets, and to prove it 

you have to beat all the other bikes off the track to win the grand prize. 

Incidentally, anyone with a record breaking score will be invited to a real 

life play-off in Mirrorsoft's office and have a chance to win a real 
Mountain Bike. Zowie! The game will be out in October for £7.95, so rev 

up your engines, bounce on your kick-start and vroom out to the shops 

and buy one. 

Here is where the action takes place, on the Battletrack. In the old days the 
problem used to be steering around the other drivers without pranging anybody. 
But in the 21st Century, pranging them before they get you is the only way to 
survive! (Dan dan daaan!) 

Like so many vertical scrolling 

shoot 'em ups, Jackal from Konami 

is a simple story of everyday folk. 

The folk in this particular coin-op 

conversion have one goal in life, 

and that is to barrel down the 
road, guns ablaze, in a heavily 

armed jeep. Do it every day, don't 

we? The thing about this one is 
that it's VERY fast! So if you like a 

lot of speeding on your licence, 

join their club! Jackal is out in 

November priced at £7.95. 

If Combat School was your 

favourite game in the arcades, 

it'll soon be your favourite on the 

telly too! Ocean, never a slouch 

when it comes to the peachiest 

license deals, is as we speak 

creating the Spectrum version of 

this chart topping arcade 

smasheroony. As you can see 
from the screenshot, all the same 

gruelling tests are present as 

were on the coin-op„and boy! 

Do they look TOUGH? Just like 

the arcade game it's got the 

obstacle course, three different 

firing ranges, iron man race (a 

sort of boating race), arm 

wrestling, and finally a punch up 

with your instructor, a real hard 

geezer. That's seven games in 

one, and what better value could 

you ask for? What? You want 

them all to be good, too? Well, 

the pre-production sneak preview 

graphics we've had look very 
good, so the finished article must 

be brilliant. And the best news of 

all is that you'll only have to wait 

a teensie bit longer to play it for 

yourself! 
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FLOPPY 
nicnm ikiTC 

If you’re used to floppy discs with stiff prices, we have good news. Amstrad now sell 3" 
compact floppy discs for <£2.99- 

They’re suitable for the Amstrad CPC 6128, PCW 8256, PCW 8512 and the new PCW 9512 
and all other computers that have 3" disc drives. 

Each disc carries up to 360K of data (on the 8512 and the 9512 this doubles to 720K). 
Available through: ADL, Allders, Comet, Currys, Dixons, Eltec, Farnell, First Software, Laskys, 

John Lewis, Lightning, Norbain, Office International, O.S.T.A., Ryman, Northamber, P&P, Sandhurst, 
Wildings, and Hugh Symons. Price correct at 1.9-87 but may change without notice. 

Amstrad pic., PO Box 462, 
Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EF. 
Telephone: (0277) 262326. 



WRITE TO THE ED, YS, 14 RATHBONE PLACE, LONDON W1P IDE 
Star letter winners receive their three fave games! All letters win a YS badge. 

Sim up 
While playing Firebird's mega- 
mega-mega-etc game, The 
Sentinel, myself and a friend, 
Rob Dickson, decided to print 
out the title screen. Imagine our 

surprise when the message 

'SEEKING RELOAD BLOCK 42' 
printed out. Its ink colour would 
have been black, so it wouldn't 
have been seen on-screen. 

Does this mean that some 
more levels will be made 
available for sale on an extra 

tape by Firebird? 
Adam Sotheran 
Romiley, Cheshire 
PS We are currently on level 
7253, code 21887706. 

After talking to those likely lads 
at Firebird I learnt... absolutely 
naff-all. All Firebird will say is 
that it is possible that there'll 
be some extra levels for The 
Sentinel but it certainly won't 
be this year and possibly not 
next. Hang on a mo, maybe it 
was talking about that highly 
illogical game, Star Trek. Ed 

VIVA L'ESPANA 
It's my duty with Francisco 
Alexandre to tell you the truth. 
The Peeker, a graphic utility 
that was published in the last 
issue of your mag, was first 
published in a Spanish 
magazine — Microhobby, 
no. 78 — and is by Francisco 
Alexandre. Khalid Jamil is 
telling porkies. Enclosed are 
three photocopies of the 

“ original listings of the program 
which was, and still is "El 

Espia". 

Sorry about my English, but I 

think it's better than your 

Portuguese. 
Paulo J Lucas Martins 
Viseu, Portugal 

Hasta la vista! Ole, ole! Buanos 
Noches! Uno serves/o! So 
what's wrong with my 
Portuguese? Well, strong words 
Paulo (even if they were in 
Portuguese). I think it's over to 
Khalid to defend himself and 
come up with an exclamation, 

sorry explanation! Ed 

FOLEY FOLLY 
My 128 +2 is knackered! I am 
scrawling this to give your 
followers a piece of advice — 
don't buy Amstrad/Sinclair! 

They must be the worst 
computers around (well, except 
the Commode +4). I've had 
EIGHT, and they all screwed up 
within a month. What's more, I 
lost (sniff, sob) an original of 
WAR. Good job it wasn't a 
decent game! 

However I must praise the 
staff at the Cwmbran branch of 
Currys. I know they've had a 
lot of bad PR (They have? Ed), 
but they always replaced my 
machines, no problem. 
Eventually I asked for a refund, 
and was simply handed 
£159.95. I'm now saving for an 

Atari ST. 
But it's not all doom and 

gloom. I still own a rubber-key 
48K, and I can honestly say 
that it's a damn sight better 

than any 128 +2! 
Axel Foley 
Cwmbran, Gwent 

Are you accident prone 
perhaps? I've never heard of 
anybody else who's had as 
much bad luck as you with their 
computers. It's possible that 
your Speccy~F2 objects to 
being used as a skateboard 
when you're not playing games 
on it. Try using a plank of wood 

instead. Ed 

ZILCH INPUT 
How's about making the 
message length in Input Output 
a line (or six words) longer? 
Oh, and on the subject, I have 
sent no less than six ads in, 
and had no more than 0 

(zilcho) printed. Sorry, but if 
you want my praise, you'll just 

have to do better. 
Colin Campbell 
Kilwinning, Ayrshire 

If we increased the message 
length in Input Output by an 
extra line you'd have even less 
chance of getting one printed. 
We receive thousands of entries 
a month and there just isn't 
enough space to print them all. 
I think you've been pretty lucky 
getting none printed out of six. 
It could've been out of 200! 
But seriously we do try to print 
as many as we can — the best 
way to increase your chances is 
to write clearly and legibly in 
the allocated space and send 
separately to the Input Output 
section. Good luck! Ed 

TORRYD AFFAIR 
As I was teaching my half- 
Peruvian, lesser-spotted, three¬ 

footed budgie Pythagoras' 
theorem for the fourth time, I 
realised that you never, ever, 

print totally sane letters in your 
fabulous and really trendy 
mag. This is the third time I 
have written to you all at 
Castle Rathbone and my 
budgie and I both think it's 
about time you printed me. If 
you don't I'll have to take 
drastic action and sell up my 
stock of computer software, 
hardware, add-ons and join a 
monastery. I hear that the 
clothes they give you to be a 
monk are quite trendy. Anyway, 
back to the serious stuff. 
Mike Ledingham, aged 

17, 
Torry, Aberdeen 

I wouldn't like to see you get 
into any bad 'habits' so I've 
relented and printed your 
letter. Here's a joke to cheer 
you up. What did the Friar use 
to open the door? A monkey! 
Ha ha, thought you'd find that 
a bitorralaff! Ed PS Is your 
stock of computer software 
cheep budgiet stuff by any 

chance? 

SPOT THE MISTAKE 
Erm, is Brian there? His cream 
for the boil on his bottom is 
ready, if you'd like to pick it up. 

Oh sorry! Wrong address! 
Andrew Geoghegan 
Bradford, W Yorks 

As it happens Phil could do 
with a zit stick after all those 
cream cakes he keeps stuffing 

himself with! Ed 

DOODLEBUGS 
Keep on doodling — it's a doddle! Send your cartoons to Doodlebugs, YS, 
14 Rathbone Place, London W1P IDE. There's a prize of a new game for 

each cartoon printed. 

W/MT TO M WHEW WUR MATE WON’T LET VOUMM HIS 75 
fey ZTEREMV JACUA/WJ 

-—-- —I r- 

1 

This month's cartoon comos 
from Joronty Jackaman of Bury St. Edmunds who wins a now gamo for his offorts. 
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MANGO MANIA 
I am the leader of the Polish 
Mango Society. My colleagues 
are The Man, Slaphead 1, 
Slaphead 2 and Fartin' Martin. 
We all love Sigue Sigue 
Sputnik, Run DMC and the 
Beastie Boys. Hello to Lloyd 
and Smiley as well as Poofter 
Hesford, Boghead Jeffries and 
Kind Dude Squires. We also 
have another society. It is the 
Guru Appreciation Society. We 
worship Guru Nanak and Guru 
Gobind Singh (all trendy lads). 
I think that Ultimate is crap and 
3D games are boring (with the 
exception of Head Over Heels, 
which Slaphead 2 owns). 
Mr ZX81 Powerpack 
Stratford-on-Avon, 
Warks 

I'm particularly fond of 
mangoes myself. Oh, and I love 
bananas and fresh pineapple 
makes me drool too. And kiwi 
fruits are simply delectable, not 
at all like Kiwi men, though it 
has to be said (It does? 
Marcus) that lecherys are the 
best of all! Ed 
Don't you mean lychees? 
Marcus 
PS Don't ever write such a load 
of old trash again. Ed 

KEEPONTHRUCKEN 
May I offer my congratulations 
on your new Program Pitstop 
routines. As a new computer 
user I found them very 
interesting, and was well 
pleased with the end results. I 
have recently purchased a 
Spectrum 128 +2, after the 
children's 48K was accidently 
wrecked (note date of birth — 
18.8.42 — mine, that is, not 
the 48K). The sound routine by 
Tim Follin was a joy to hear. All 
members of the household look 
forward to your excellent 
publication every month — 
keep up the good work, and 
may we have more of the 
same. 
M A Depear 
Thrucken Holt, Lines 

You can indeed have more of 
the same thing 'cos every 
month we'll be packing 
Program Pitstop with even more 
handy hints from a bevy of top 
name programmers and loads 
of readers' racy routines. So 
stick with YS and keep your 
eyes glued... Ed 

MILLER SHITE 
A very quick line indeed to tell 
you to sack T'zer and bring 
back Program Power and Kevin 
Cox. Have you noticed that YS 

TRAINSPOTTER 
AWARD 

Re: Multiface 128 Special 
Offer. 
Me finks £44.95 - £5.00 = 
£39.95. 
You finks £44.95 — £5.00 = 
£24.95. 
We finks different. 
Me finks you finks wrong. 
Me finks Trainspotter Award 
due. 
Fanks, 
Paul Thomas 
Broadgreen, Liverpool 
PS Goodbye! 

Me finks you finks someone at 
YS made huge cock-up on 
Special Offers page in August 
issue of mag. 
Me finks you finks right. 
You finks you deserve a 
Trainspotter Award. 

is remarkably similar to Smash 
Hits? Frontlines is similar to 
Bitz, posters in the middle, 
letters. Hack Free Zone is 
similar to Get Smart, T'zers is 
like Mutterings (well it used to 
be). Where does this influence 
come from? Does T'zer read 
Smash Hits? And why is T'zer 
called T'zer? 
Steven Miller 
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk 

Are you mentally deranged? 
What on earth do you want to 
bring Kevin Cox back for — 
he's already done enough 
damage. As for the similarity of 
YS and Smash Hits, / don't 
think they're at all alike. When 
have we ever had a pin up of 
Mel Gibson or Madonna? And 
the answer to your last 
question — why are you called 
Steve? I suspect it had 
something to do,with your 
parents! Ed 

Me finks you finks right. 
Me finks it was nowt to do with 
me but apologies to everyone 
who ordered the Multi face at 
the incorrect price. Ed 

OOPS UPSIDE... 
"And we've just heard that 
Michele Alboreto has again 
retired from the Grand Prix... 
with reported stability 
problems..." "Er, actually he's 
upside down Murray." "...Oh 
my God! Michele Alboreto is 
driving upside down! This is 
just amazing! And so is 
Stefan Johansson in his 
McLaren! I don't think we've 
seen anything like this 
since..." "Actually, Murray, I 
think it's those wallies at Your 
Sinclair printing the 
screenshot for Grand Prix 
Simulator upside down." 
"...You don't mean the one on 
page 10, do you James?" "Of 
course I do, you senile old 
moron." "Well in that case I 
think they ought to give 
Simon Barnard a Trainspotter 
Award!" 
Simon Barnard 
Herne Bay, Kent 

Well spotted! The screenshot 
was indeed upside down and 
a Trainspotter Award is on it's 
way. This slight cock-up was 
all due to Peter, the Art Ed 
who thinks he's an Aussie. You 
should see his bilabongs! Ed 

W0RRAHUNK 
We are the two avid readers of 
YS and we were pleased to see 
the four tasty chunks in the 
September issue. We were 
wondering if we could have a 
signed photograph of Peter 

George and some information 
about him. We like the rough 
and rugged look! 

Hope you can oblige. 
Helen and Elaine 
Brixton SW9 

Peter is 5/2", 16 stone has one 
blue eye and one brown and 
mousey hair. He loves the Bee 
Gees, hates physical exercise 
and spends a lot of time 
wearing cap sleeve T-shirts and 
strutting! As you can see he's 
also very photogenic...Ed You 
summed me up beautifully — 
I'm as rough and rugged as 
they come. If you want a good 
time you can't go far wrong 
with me. Pete He's also a 
pathological liar! Ed 

GRAND PRIX BOOB 
With regards to September's 
edition of YS, on page 10 in 
Future Shocks is a screenshot 
for a game called Grand Prix 
Simulator. I don't know about 
you but I think you must be a 
load of Grand Prix not to 
notice the screenshot's upside 
down. I hereby make a claim 
for a Trainspotter Award. 
Tone Villacci 
Bevendean, Brighton 

If you stand on your head 
and read the review you'll 
find that the screenshot isn't 
upside down so I'm afraid 
you don't qualify for a 
Trainspotter* Award so ner! Ed 
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HAMSTERUNG! 
I was reading issue 20 and I 
found a mistake in Hit List It 
said that we have lost Curse Of 
Sherwood but there it is at 
number 9. I think Marcus got 
mixed up with the prices in the 
review of Wolf an. He said it 
was £2.99 but it's really £1.99. 
If I don't get an award I'll eat 
my hamster. 
Stuart Oliver 
Lawrieston. Falkirk 

SMALL PRINT 
If this letter gets printed I'll 
eat all my other computer 
mags with tomato sauce. 
Robert Redfern, 
Plymouth 
You can eat those words, 
literally; you saucy devil you 
'cos here you are in print! Ed 

Please excuse the bad writing 
but I just chopped my hand 

off. 
Patrick Walsh, Slough 
Sorry I couldn't read your 
letter 'cos it was covered in 
blood! Ed 

Can I have all your games 
when you've finished 
reviewing them? 
Monk D'Wally De Monk, 
Castledawson 
No you flamin' well can't! Ed 

When my brother first heard 
of you, he thought you were 
a drink. 
Robin Stewart, 
Cirencester 
Long, cool and fizzy! Yeah 
that describes me pretty well. 

T'zer. (More like sickly, orange 
and fattening. Marcus) 

As much as I can't stand cruelty 
to animals I have to say that 
you're right. Marcus is a 
complete wally and did indeed 

make a terrible error in the 
Wolfan review. Still, I'm not 
sending you a Trainspotter 
Award 'cos I'd love to see you 
doing Freddy Starr impressions. 
Ed 

'ham' sandwich! 

SORRY STATE 
I was flicking through the Sept 
ish of this fabulous magazine 
of yours when on page 38 I 
read the headline 'What will 
you be playing this Christmas?' 
I have no choice. I'll be playing 
on my good old ZX Speccy, not 
a +3, not a Sega or Nintendo 
games console. You want to 
know why? (No Ed) Because 
I've got no dosh to buy any of 
these out-of-this-world, super- 
duper things. 

Yours feeling-sorry-for-myself 

Neil Watson 
Maryport, Cumbria 

There's no reason to feel down 
in the dumps 'cos there's 
nothing wrong with the 48K 
Speccy. I'd personally rather 
play with that than any of the 
consoles — you get such a thrill 
after all that knob twiddling 
(Oo-er) when a game finally 
loads. Ed 

YUM YUM YUM! 
Hallo! I saw your picture in 
August's YS, and... er... 
hmmm... aaahh... er... (a few 
years later) er.. hmm.. will... 
er... will you... ahh... will you 
marry me? Oh! I'm already 
imagining our marriage, you 

with a pretty red dress, and I 
with a yellow suit. 
Sandro 'Coach' Silva 
Setubal, Portugal 
PS I'm 94 years old. 

Sounds like you're colour blind 
to me! Other than that small 
defect you must have 20:20 
vision, but I'm afraid you're not 
really my type — / go for the 
older man! Ed 

SECRET AGENT 
You are going to print this 
letter to make up for all the 
misery and agony you've 
caused me. 

Remember that lovely little 
program in the Star Letter in 

i your August edition? Well it 
drove my Speccy bonkers!! 

Firstly it tried to convince me 
that it was a member of the 
KGB and was after a particular 
Commodore computer. Then it 
started hissing, and it wouldn't 
stop wriggling on the desk. 
And then, if that wasn't 
enough, it got me in a half 
nelson on my bedroom floor. I 
expect full compensation by 
making this your Star Letter — 
or else... 
Sean Rowan 
Castlebar, Co Mayo 
PS Cheeky little liar, aren't I? 

Leesen carefully 'cos I shall zay 
zis only wunce. Bog off! You 
certainly aren't getting the Star 
letter for telling porkies to a 
Double agent. Ed 

HELD HOSTAGE 

Location unknown 

How could you be so cruel to a 
completely innocent human 
being? Allowing them to suffer 
such inhumane torture. You 

can't possibly do such a dirty 
deed and send Phil back here. 
I haven't actually got a +3 to 
hand but I could send you 
three of your fave games if you 
promise not to send him back. I 
couldn't bear it! Ed 

WORRA COCK-UP 
I think I spotted a spelling 
mistake on the Ocean advert 
for its latest Dinamic game. In 
the ad it says Game Over. 
Shouldn't this be "Game Oo- 
er?" 
Barry Lanes 
Hastings, Sussex 
PS Don't call me a poor little 
pussy again — my mates were 
making jokes (dirty ones) for 
weeks. 

Some people are so catty 
aren't they? Well, don't take 
any notice of your horrible 
friends just shout, 'sticks and 
stones can break my bones but 
words can never hurt me so 
bog off you nerds!' Ed 

KINDLY LEAVE THE STAGE 
This month's appallingly naff 
jokes come from ion 
Freeman of Plymouth, lain 
Habeshaw of Scotland and 
Jonathan Bell of Ashtead, 
Surrey. 

Q: Why don't worms have 
balls? 

A: Because they can't dance. 

Q: What's pink and hard? 
A: Miss Piggy with a flick 

knife! 

Q: Why did the boy feel a 
wally when he saw a bird? 

A: 'Cos it went, 'twit, twit' 

Groan! Surely you've got a 
naff joke better than this lot? 
If you have, send it in to 
Kindly Leave The Stage, Your 
Sinclair, 14 Rathbone Place, 
London W1P IDE. All those 
printed win a YS badge. 

ISLAND 

This month’s castaway, 
stranded on an island with 
nowt but his Speccy and a 50p 
photo booth to keep him 
company, is Craig McBumie 
of Washington, Tyne & Wear. 
Take it away, Craig... (Oi! 
Bring that back! Ed). 

Elite/Firebird 
Must be the most playable 
space shoot ’em up game yet 
and I love jumping from star to 
star blasting mean Thargoids. 

Leaderboard/US Gold 
Refreshes the parts other golf 
simulations cannot reach. 

Chaos/Games Workshop 
Brilliant Dungeons & Dragons 
strategy game — not many 
people have played this, but 
those who have, all agree it’s 
wizard (groan!). 

Into the Eagle’s Nest/ 
Pandora 
What a game for the start of a 
new company! Best of the 
Gauntlet clones. I took to this 
game quicker than you can say 
Slobodan Zivojinovic. 

Auf Wiedersehen Monty/ 
Gremlin 
Boo hoo! Sob! The last Monty 
game, but what a way to end. 
Words can’t describe it. 

Ad Astra/Gargoyle 
Golden Oldie shoot ’em up, 
king of the bunch. Superb 
game that always drags you 
back for more. 

FA Cup Football/Virgin 
No I haven’t cracked. I like this 
footie game, even though it’s 
very simplistic. Watching Tutts 
Clumps Reserves beat 
Liverpool 3-0 has you on the 
edge of your seat. 

Formula 1/CRL 
Vrooooom! Highly playable 
racing car simulation with a 
difference. Excuse me, I’ve got 
a Brazilian Grand Prix to win. 
Vrooooom! 

What are your eight fave 
games? Write to Desert Island 
Disks and tell us. You could 
win a badge and three brand 
new games! Whoopee! 



ACTION - EXCITEMENT • DESTRUCTION 
IT IS THE WAY OF THE 

COMMODORE DISC £14-95 
COMMODORE CASSETTE £8-95 

SPECTRUM CASSETTE £7 95 
AMSTRADDISC £14-95 

AMSTRAD CASSETTE £8-95 
gfe ATARI DISC £14-95 

ATARI CASSETTE £9-95 

QUINT 
grey 

& KONAMI 

Another gripping Arcade Conversion 

pgCKAB 
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DISTRIBUTED BY' N.M.C. LTD., 2 IFFLEY ROAD, LONDON W6 OPA. TEL: 01-846 9701 

For subscription details please send a S.A.E. to: 

KONAMI SOFTWARE CLUB konami helpline 
Bank Building, Bank Street, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 2JL. 0626 56789 



explore, from the wooded sections of 
the park, through the city streets, as 
high as the rooftops, and deep down in 
the tube stations and sewers. In this 
massive map of the city you must comb 
the streets for your victims, and let's 
face it, anyone as hairy as him won’t be 
short of combs! Ha! Ahem. 

Okay, so Werewolves Of London 

descendants. Hmm, that s a daunting 
prospect even for the hungriest Big 
Mac fan! But our furry footed hero is 
game, so off he howls into the night, 
teeth gleaming, in search of bones to 
pick. 

The game is similar in layout to 
Bride, except that ifs much larger and 
there’s much more of everything that 

Ooo! It was really weird, you 
Know. One minute i was in 
my house drinking my 
cocoa and saying to my 
girlfriend what a lovely 

moon it was that night and before I 
knew it I was standing in the woods 
next morning in ragged clothes 
surrounded by bits of policemen. 

a follow-up to rts recent 
okensfem. What an ideal 
to pouncearound London 

many people that on occasions you car 
get 'crowd scenesVwhere up to eight 

- 

Cheese it, it’s the rozzers! The 

coppers are out for your blood, 

which being as all the blood you’ve 

got is someone else’s anyway, is a 

bit strange. If they shoot you three 

times, you're a stiff. 

The policeman with keys will bang 

you up in chokey if they catch you, 

which is tough luck if you haven’t got 

a file or a coverlifter, ’cos then you’re 

stuck there with no way out! 

1 Snacktime! Although you only have 

eight intended victims, you can J chomp anybody in the game to top 

1 up your bloodbag. Even the police 

W can provide fast food. But you have 

’ * J* to make it snappy. (Groan!) 

The manhole covers provide you 

with an entrance into the sewers... 

phew! Not the nicest smelling 

escape route, but one of the most 

convenient. You’ve got to find the 

% coverlifter first, though. 



It’s tough on the streets! Well, especially if you’re a hairy 
murderer with lycanthropic tendencies. Some cops want to 
cross your palm with silver bullets, others would rather bang 
you in the slammer. The bag on the bottom left is your 
bloodbag, and the amount of blood in it is a meter of how 
lively you’re feeling. If you cop a shot from the cops, it all 
starts pouring out from the bottom. Urgh! Worra mess! 

And just as you chomp the last of the eight Sloanies, the 
cops come back and bang you up with a couple of 
engagement rings worth of silver! Tsk! In the vicinity of one 
of your intended victims, the next cross will flash at the 
bottom of the screen, and if you manage to chomp them, you 
get to keep the cross. You can chomp the coppers too, but 
you’ve got to be quick, or they’ll shoot you! 

FAX BOX 
Game .... 
Pulfetier 

Leaping oyer the rooftops is no 
"C' guarantee that you’ll lose your 

pursuers, but it’s worth a try. Going 
j over them, down an alley and down 

the sewers or into a tube station 
PH might do the job, though. 

■ Non-player characters, anyone who 
isn’t you, not only carry a nice .warm 
blood supply, but also some very 

Urgh! Horrible Sloany type here, 
looking for a chomping. Remember 
you’ve got sight of these to get 
through before you can rid yourself 
of the foul curse! 

Negotiating the barriers in the tube 
stations can prove a bit tricky. You 
can°either chomp somebody with a 
tube pass, or some money, or try to 
jump the barrier. 

( Trying to run to thg next station 
Sr ^ down the tube tunnels without a 

yp: torch can be hazardous to your 
health. It’s a handy way of getting 
about but make sure you don’t bump 
into anything nasty on the way. 

TT\: 
4MV 



£5 OFF ALL ^ 
TRADE 1 
PRICES 

YOUR MICRO DESERVES THE BEST 
When your home or business micro costs several hundreds of pounds, it deserves the finest 

repair facilities in Europe. And the finest prices - £5 off trade rates for a limited period only. 

★ How? At Verran we use our own range of advanced automatic test equipment (now sold 

worldwide), backed by stringent 2-8 hours soak-rack testing. That means speed, ultra-low prices 

and, most important, guaranteed reliability. For the first three months we’ll repair any fault free. 

For the next three, at half these quoted prices. ★ It’s the finest service available. 

EUROPE’S LEADING 

COMPUTER REPAIR CENTRE 
AND UNBEATABLE DISCOUNTS ON ALL COMPONENTS 
SPECTRUM SPARES 

Z80 CPU 2.50 

ULA 6C001 7.00 

Power Supply 6.50 

ROM 7.00 

4116 RAMS .75 

ZTX650 .40 

ZTX213 .40 

Keyboard Membrane 

Spectrum 3.00 

Spectrum Plus 8.00 

QL 9.00 

Metal Templates 3.00 

COMMODORE SPARES 
6510 Processor 12.00 

6525 CIA 12.00 

6581 Sid Chip 15.00 

901225 Graphic ROM 10.00 

901226 Basic ROM 10.00 

901227 Kernal ROM 15.00 

906114 House Keeper 10.00 

6569-VIC 18.00 

4164 RAMS-Memory 1.00 

Power Supplies 
C64 19.50 

C16 15.00 

All the above prices include VAT but 
please enclose a further £1.50 post 

and packing on all component 
orders. 

HOW TO CONTACT US 
★ For quotes on computers not listed 
or on any component telephone 
0276 66266. (Quoting YRS/117 )• 
★ To send us your micro for repair, 
mail it securely packed, 
accompanied by cheque, postal 
order (made out to Verran Micro 
Maintenance Limited) or quote your 
Access or Barclaycard number. 

★ And to obtain your special 
discount quote YRS/117. 

Recommended and Approved by 

AMSTRAD ATARI ACORN 

COMMODORE SINCLAIR 

“v£ erran Verran Micro-Maintenance Limited, Unit2H & 2J, Albany Park, Frimley 

Road, Camberley, Surrey GU15 2PL. Telephone 0276 66266. 
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THE GOLD AND SILVER THAT’S 
WELL WORTH THE HUNT!! 

PIRATE - THE NEW NAME flPB 
IN BUDGET SOFTWARE A 
CALL ME PSYCHO 1 
S1021/K0987 - Code name PSYCHO - a 

mega battle Droid pitched into battle with 

Professor Jaberwocky to stop humanity being 

transformed to lumps of gunge. 
Spectrum 48/128 Pirate Silver £1.99 

MMMWMmmMM A 
A nightmare journey of the last package tour ’?{ 

to the planet Sumaria. Sid must face and ' 

conquer the mighty Minotaur as he attempts • 

to escape and return to Bognor. 

Spectrum 48/128 Pirate Gold £2.99 

SMASHOUT J 
Pilot your entombed spacecraft from the tD 

core of the planet Zoltan smashing through 

rock stratas and gravitational fields. Fast iL 

and Slow option and an ability to make b 

your own planet using a full screen editor. 

Spectrum 48/128 Pirate Silver £ 1.99 qH 

TRIVLAL FRUIT w ^ * 
“Probably the best budget trivia game ever.” 

Hundreds of questions included and an opportunity through ‘Questions Editor’ to add 

your own. 1-4 players and features individual or team options. 

Commodore 64 Pirate Gold £2.99 

ML shor 

ifer ID 

START LOOKING NOW! 

Pirate Software, Software Publishing Associates, Lower Ground Floor, 197-199 City Road, London ECIV 1JN 
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m Here is a map 
Hewson’s Zynaps, 

SfSSSSS anyone** 
mode of Antiriad or P'9^f"’9 

fnddlSyJ miihave aft 
map in the next Tipshop. int 

Hello again, it’s me 
again, your 
friendly 
neighbourhood 
hintin’ and tippin’ 

gutbucket, Pee Snout Esq. 
And in a packed program 
tonight we’ve got maps and 
hints for Bubbler, Enduro 
Racer, Nemesis, The 
Warlock, Game Over, Zynaps, 
Jackie And Wide, Survivor, 
Killed Until Dead, Micronaut 
One, Road Runner, 
Barbarian, plus Hacking 
Away and all our usual map 
giveaways, jokes, laughs etc. 
But enough of all this 
introductory bilge, let’s get 
stuck into the tips! 

you fire these at the floating 
spikes you regain your 
strength. Good luck!” And 
good luck to you too, Ben! 

• I’ve just had a little run of 
tips on Road Runner (meep 
meep), in particular those 

from Craig Poland and Dean 
Rowley. Craig says that if you 
“hold the keys R, T, H and B 
down on the title screen, 
you have infinite lives.” Well, 
that’s nice, but what about all 
those dead ends on level 3, 
Dean? “Well here’s a list of 
directions to avoid dead 
ends: up, down, down, up, 
up, up, down, down, up, 
down, down, up, down, up, 
middle, down, up, down, up, 
up, middle, middle, down, 
down, down, up, down, and 
down. Okay?” Okie dokie, 
Dean, and may you never run 
out of seeds. 

09rb3r'avl 

• Another very popular 
game which had some visible 
assets on the cover (fwor 
goar yuk yuk yuk) was 
Barbarian. The Man With No 
Name from Belfast has 
discovered a neat little bug in 
the program which could 
allow you to win. “When you 
are about to fight, get a 
friend to press SYMBOL 
SHIFT (or Extended Mode 
on a +2) and the game will 
slow down! This is 
especially handy when 
fighting Drax himself.” 
Thank you, Man, the badge is 
on its way. (Badges? We 

don’t need no steeking 
badges!) 

r 
lAvpOfr 

•The freebie maps of Sceptre 
Of Bagdad and Livingstone I 
Presume are so popular that 
I’m going to offer you another 
one this month. All you have 
to do to get your free 
Panzadrome map is send a 
largeish sae to Panzadrome 
Map Offer, Your Sinclair, 14 
Rathbone Place, London 
W1P 1DE. This really is a 
corky map, done as screen 
dumps from the game. To 
make it even more worth your 
while, I’ll throw in a full size 
photostat of Jaime 
Cristobal’s Game Over map 
Can’t say fairer than that, can 
I? 

Qnd Wide- 
• It’s nice to see that some 
people rated this corky little 
game, as you can see from 
this tip by Benjamin Wright. 
“To complete Jackie And 
Wide, first get the sea¬ 
sickness pill, as this stops 
the flood water in the first 
sewer. Pick up the vanishing 
hero and axe, but not the 
sparkling gem as this has 
no use. Cut a path to sewer 
7 with the axe, go above it 
and drop the axe. Go to the 
side of the rock at the top 
and drop the vanishing 
hero: the rock will 
disappear. Take the key and 
sponges, but not the wine. 
Drop the key in keyhole 3 as 
this is the safe one, then 
travel up to the last sewer. 
Make sure you have the 
three large stones ’cos if 
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Over' 
% An enormous mound of 

tippers have been playing 
Game Over this month. Could 
it have anything to do with 
our fabby poster we gave 
away a couple of issues ago 
I wonder? Still, whoor, eh? 
Anyway, it seems all these 
cheeky chappies have 
completed the game, once 
they’d torn their eyes away 
from the packaging, that is. 

In order to get from the 
planet Hypsis to the second 
planet of Skunn you need a 
special password, a code 
number of 18024. This allows 
you to enter and play the 
much harder level on the 
other side of the tape. Many 
thanks are due for this 
excellent playing to the 
following tipsters: Paul 
Jennings, Billy Smith, 
Christian Erskine, Stuart 
Anstis, Gaz Dowding, 
Jeffery Savage, Alan 

Ponsford and Antony 
Espindola. As well as this 
vital piece of information, 
some other players even 
finished the game with 
enough juice left to give us a 
few tips. Robert Syeruncle 
was first with this, “Jump to 
the far side of barrels, in 
case when you zap them 
they turn out to be mines, or 
jump on top of them so you 
can shoot the laser turrets.” 
Johann Sebastian Derboid 
had this to say, “If you find 
your passage blocked by a 
mine, shoot other things in 
the room until your energy 
is about to drop out then 
walk into it. This will remove 
it, so it won’t be there when 
your next man comes up.” 
And finally, Jake Thackeray’s 
Chicken (I don’t believe some 
of these names!) came up 
with this, “When you get to 
the giant Orko, make sure 
you have shields. Run 
through him whilst firing 
and lobbing grenades and 
you’ll get through. This also 
works with the robots.” 
Brilliant, guys, and keep 
those hints and tips coming 

) Just a quickie on this, 
| admittedly older, megagame 

from Scott Charlton. It 
I seems that Scott (Ah... gee, 
I ah... Mr Tracy...) has found 

a bijou little bugette in the 
program. “When you go 
next to a wall down a little 
from a locked door, and 
move up and away from 
it, you go straight through 
the door! 
Here’s a diagram: 

“See? I’ve marked an S to 
show where you have to 

stand before moving.” Well 
thanks, Scott. Thanks also 
for the map, but we’ve 
already done one of them. Ta 
anyway. 

Micrsr&u-h 
OnC' 

% Well done, Stuai <. Henny 
and Garry Sinclair, you are 
the first people to send me a 
tip for this fruity Nexus game. 
Take it away. “Collect the 
small clouds which float 
about the tunnels as these 
increase your energy. 
Destroy all the webs by 
shooting the grey blobs. 
Don’t shoot the eggs, as it 
wastes energy. Only attend 
to the ETUs when they are at 
‘Danger’ or ‘Critical’, or you 
waste time. The other 
objects in the tunnel are 
only there to get in your 
way, so don’t waste energy 
shooting at them. The first 
three levels are the Tunnels 
Of Ceres, The Tunnels Of 
Ganymede and the Tunnels 
Of Phobos.” Thanks boys, 
and may your ETUs never 
darken and may your webs 
be little ones. 





MUI.7IPKIM 
AT LAST: THE MOST VERSATILE AND YET 

EASIEST TO USE SPECTRUM PRINTER INTERFACE 
FULLY compatible with Spectrum ('+), Spectrum 128, Spectrum 2+ - 128K & 48K 

and with add-ons like Interface 1, Opus Discovery, VTX 5000, etc. 

INSTANTLY usable - has EVERYTHING you will ever need in its 8K ROM and 8K RAM 

FREEZE button - to activate MULTIPRINT anytime - STOP any program, LLIST it, SAVE or 

COPY screens, use built-in MULTI-TOOLKIT, (re)set MULTIPRINT, LPRINT, etc. 

A JOY to use - MENU-DRIVEN with screen prompts, one-touch commands, error-trapped, etc. 

FULLY PROGRAMMABLE - line feed, width & spacing, margins, various COPY types (text, hi res, shaded) 

and size? (whole or parts, standard or large), tokens - all can be instantly set AND programmed in BASIC 

With 8K RAM EXTENSION (for m/code or data) + built-in MULTI-TOOLKIT + 1.2m printer cable 

Compatible with GENIE disassembler ★ Optional through bus to connect other peripherals ★ Fullyguaranteed^ 

rJ*if#i#ft> A NOW AVAILABLE at Q A A QE 
rfi’SW .A EXCLUSIVELY FOR SPECTRUMt3 

HOW DO I PUT PUL OP MY £0FTW*R£ 
ONTO TAPE, CARTRIDGE, DISK OR WAFER, 

oasBRas~'ththe fil 
wMYifArj; I 

Load ANY program as usual, stop it at ANY point and SA VE it - it works EVERY time, it is fully automatic, idiot-proof, just sit and watch. 

Menu-driven with prompts and one-touch commands: 1) Push button 2) Select function: exit/return/save/tool/print/jump 3) Input name 
4) Save program or screen to tape/microdrive/wafadrive/Discovery. Special versions also for Disciple, Beta, Kempstonjplease specify!). 

Needs NO extra software, takes NO part of SPECTRUM RAM - has ALL in its own 8K ROM & 8K RAM 

Extremely simply to use, friendly, 100% reliable, fully error-trapped, guaranteed - PURE MAGIC 

Most powerful & efficient compressing for fast re-loading and taking minimal room when SAVING 

Built-in MULTI-TOOLKIT with extensive facilities to study/modify/develop programs. Essential for hackers. 

Through extension bus it Programs saved with MULTI FACE run on their own (except hyper tape back-ups) 

MULTIFACE has two versions: ONE or 128. Both SAVE to TAPE, MICRODRIVE and DISCOVERY but 

wAiYifAW ofae owltiface i'/l 
Saves also to WAFADRIVE, BETA and KEMPST0N 
Works on any Spectrum but in 48K mode only 
Has a built-in Joystick Interface (Kempston) 

Saves also to DISCIPLE + tape at hyper speed 
Works on any Spectrum - 48K and 128K 
Formats microdrive cartridges to 100+K 

iifjcfj EVERY SPECTRUM OWNER SHOULD HAVE ONE 

Applied magic for the Spectrum hackers: 
A unique combination of hardware and software 

iO that cpn disassemble ANY program at ANY point. 
Just install GENIE into MULTI FACE or MULTI PR I NT 8K RAM 
extension, load ANY program, RUN it, STOP it when you 
wish and let GENIE disassemble it- it is SO simple... 

GENIE can also DUMP to printer, SEARCH and FIND text, 
op-codes, etc., VIEW and ALTER contents of memory or 
Z80 registers, etc. Simple to use, ingenious, educational. 
Essential for any m/code user - solid gold for hackers. 

Complete music system: write, edit, play, store and print 
music with REAL NOTATION. Sheet music print-outs, 
great fun, ideal educational tool - superb value for money. 

TIAM-INnilf ^ 
The software way of transferring Spectrum programs. 
4 utilities for Microdrive, 2 for Wafadrive, 2 for Discovery. 
Vital for disc/cartridge maintenance. Ask for details. 

Wriggler 
Unique maze/ arcade/adventure mixture. A CRASH SMASH. 

Also available: the VIDEOFACE digitizer-put your favourite pictures from a VIDEO CAMERA or 

RECORDER onto your SPECTRUM ! Options to SAVE, PRINT, animate etc. HI-TECH FUN at its best. 

" „ (UK & Europe please Please send 
I enclose a cheque/PO for £. add E1 overseas £2) 

__ |-- | MULTIPRINT 
or debit my FT^ No 

Name. 

w/through port 
Card expiry. GENIE GENIE128 

£ 39.95D 
£ 44.95 □ 
£ 9.95D 

MUSIC TYPEWRITER £ 7.950 

MULTIFACE ONE £ 39.95 □ 
MULTIFACE 128 £44.95 0 
MULTIFACE 3 £44.95 0 
VIDEO DIGITIZER £ 69.00 □ 
WRIGGLER £ 2.950 

Address. TRANS-EXPRESS cartridge □ diskO waferO £ 9.95ea 

liiAifM B#8#T IPK IhTP 15 Hayland Close London NW9 0LH 24 hrs El IS 01-200 8870jXl 
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orning, merry funsters, 
and welcome to Dr 
Berkmann’s Spectrum 

I Relief Clinic And Patent 
_ _ _| Game-Snag Cure-All. The 
surgery’s open, and Nurse Maughan’s 
entertaining the patients out in the 
waiting room with her usual fishnet-clad 
wit and repartee. And what a motley crew 
we have in today! Take two aspirins and 
call me in the morning. Ha ha, just my 
little joke. First behind the screen is 
Malcolm Austin from Ipswich, who’s 
having dreadful probs with Atlantis’ 
ripping little Wally-clone Sceptre Of 
Bagdad. How does he get into the nest? 
Well, as you’d expect, it’s more 
complicated than you’d expect (Eh? Ed) 
You’ll need to fly over to the other island 
and into the room with pillars. Then it’s up 
the rope (for which you’ll need the flute — 
geddit?) and out onto the balcony. You’ll 
find out how to get rid of the bird from 
one of the clues displayed in the game, 

| then jump into the screen and you’ll 
appear in a sort of nested screen, where 
you’ll find some wings. Move either way 
off the screen and you’ll find yourself by 
the nest. Then catch the bee with the 
insect net — you’ll need it later... 

Thanks Male, and call me again if it 
doesn’t clear up. 

CURSE OF 
SHERWOOD 
A desperate letter from Andrew Dampler, 
who’s been driven barmy by 
Mastertronic’s Curse Of Sherwood “I 
would be able to sleep better if you could 
give me any tips, maps, POKES 
anything (please!).” A desperate man 
clearly, but I’m a kind old family doctor at 
heart, so here’s a clue or two. For one 
thing, you won’t need the shield or the 
scroll with the map - they’re useless. To 
cross the river, you’ll need the ice wand, 

DR BERKMANN’S 

CLINIC 
which’ll freeze it over. And you’ll only get 
through the teleport door by smashing it 
down with a club! Okay, Andrew? 

BATTY 
Last month’s game-on-the-cover has 
also caused a few problems. Adrian 
Williamson rang in to say that he can’t get 
past level three - a common problem, as 

It took us days of practice before YS 
adman, Julian Harriott, finally reached 
level five one lunchtime. (Dr B got there a 
few hours later.) So how to do it? It’s all 
really a matter of positioning, speed and 
immense luck. Always start with the bat 
just under the left hand side of the central 
channel, and try to hit the ball back at the 
same angle each time. This way you may 
be able to batter away the two pink bricks 

iim 

Batty — Level 3, otherwise known 
as “Aaaaarrrggh!” 

on the right and on the third shot sneak 
the ball around the side and up to the top. 
Then, if all goes smoothly, you can sit 
back and watch your ball batter the 
bricks away — well, those that will 
actually allow themselves to be battered. 
The red ones, like Captain Scarlet, are 
indestructible. Good luck! 

GOOD EGG 
An interesting letter from the Games 
Wizard of Gilfach Goch (that sounds like 
a nasty cough) in South Wales. He feels 
that we should have a similar service to 
the troll supremo’s Kind Souls column, 
and he’s volunteered to offer tips and 
hints on any of the following games: Army 
Moves, Saboteur II, Bruce Lee, Flash 
Gordon, Spellbound, Space Harrier, Olli & 
Lissa, and Enduro Racer. What a Good 
Egg!! His address is 37 Bryn Hedd, 
Hendreforgan Est, Gilfach Goch, South 
Wales CF39 8UT, and remember to 
include an sa e if you want to get a 
reply! If anybody else fancies being a 
Good Egg, write to me with your list of 
conquests, and we’ll put YS readers in 
touch with you! 

HELP! 
Two snagsters are stuck in Code Masters’ 
Vampire this month. Brian Cohen can’t get 
the cross key across the chasm. If he 
carries the nut shaped object, he gets 
fried by the pedal power generator - if 
he doesn’t, he can’t jump far enough. 
Martin Clark has picked up all the objects 
to operate the generator (hammer, stake 
and bolt) but still can’t get it to work. Any 
ideas? 

If you’ve got the answers to these, or 
you too need the Clinic’s help, write NOW 
to Dr Berkmann’s Clinic, Your Sinclair; 14 
Rathbone Place, London W1P IDE. 
Anyone mentioned wins a badge! 

OO 

I am absolutely ‘spiff) of 
Newcastle Upon Tyne and 
completely separately those 
two wondersnouts Ian 
O’Connor and Karl Fudge of 
Fife. Unfortunately I think that 
giving away the whole secret 
in my column is a bit like 

ripping out the last page of a 
whodunnit, it will spoil the fun. 
But if youd like the Killed 
Until Dead Factfile, compiled 
from the three chaps’ hints, 
then send a sae to Killed 
Until Dead, YS Tipshop, Your 
Sinclair, 14 Rathbone Place, 

London W1P IDE. It tells 
absolutely everything, and is 
exclusive to YS! Order yours 
today. 

So that’s about it for this 
month, except to say, keep 
those hints and tips coming. 
The more the merrier. If 

everyone out there sent me a 
tip... well, I could still only 
print eight pages, but 
wouldn’t it be fun to open all 
them envelopes. (No! 
Marcus) Okay, get weaving, 
and I’ll see you next month. 
Byeeee. 
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• Geoffrey Fox must be the only bloke in 
the known universe who actually thought 
of making a map of this superest of race 
games. It is actually quite a good idea, 
because you can anticipate the next turns 
as you go along the course. Brilliant Geoff! 
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If you have any hints, tips, 
maps, POKES, cheats, or 
general playing form for any 
new games just send them 
in to: Phil South, VS 
Tipshop, Your Sinclair, 14 
Rathbone, London W1P IDE. 
Any bits we print in the 
Tipshop win an exclusive 
“I’ve Got Big Tips” badge, 
which is not available 
anywhere else on earth. 
Wow! Cor! Phew! 

• Dr Berkmann tells me this 
is a very useful map indeed, 
as Bubbler is, in his words, a 
“blimmirV hard game!” It 
helps to know where you’re 
going, so you can 
concentrate on moving 
about. Many thanks to 
Matthew Carrier for this, plus 
these POKEs: 38797,0 gets 
rid of all aliens, 57515,0 for 
infinite lives, 57516,0 for 
infinite time and 57517,0 for 
fun. Nice one, chum. 

Click, bzzzzzzttt! Well, hello 
there, my fine young Italian 
bananas. And how are 
yooooou today? Good! I’m 
a bit fine and frootly meself. 

I must say my retirement is really 
coming along. Do you know that 
Marbella must be the wibbling. T-shirt 
capital of the world? I must say that my 
bank balance isn’t the only thing with 
no visible means of support!?! Still, 
enough of this clever-trousers 
horseplay, on with the business, or 
T’zer will stop my pension and I’ll have 
to buy a house in Walsall instead. 

And speaking of Walsall, that’s 
where our first guest doesn’t come 
from. Ho ho. In fact he ain’t never been 
there. But wasn’t it a funny joke? (No. 
Gerron with it. Ed) His name is Niclas 
Carlenius from Sweden, or Sverige 
as they call it over there. He’s 13 years 
old and thinks he’s pretty much the 
bee’s nose, he says that most of the hi- 
scores in the Heroes suffer from being 
rubbish, he’s got a score of 920,130 on 
Bombjack and he sent a real picture of 
himself “not one of an elephant!” Well, 
heavens! As if I’d print a picture of an 

HEX’S 
HEROES 

Niclas Carlenius 
Bombjac/c/920,130 

David Johnson 
Head Over Heels/76.880 

John R Fallows 
Auf Wiedersehen MontyCompleted 

elephant. He must think I’m completely 
hatstand. 

Anyone remember that fab Uridium 
map we had printed in the old Hack 
Free Zone? Well the guy that did it, 
David Johnson (the ubiquitous Dave 
from Didcot), has just sent me a note 
about his Head Over Heels score of 
76,880, liberating 4 planets and 
becoming a hero. Well thanks for that, 
Dave, and keep that Didcot nice and 
shiny, my little print buffer! 

And now, finale! Sorry... And now 
finally, we have my favourite little bacon 
sandwich, John R Fallows. Ho ho. 
Well fallo there, John! And he says here 
that he’s completed Auf Wiedersehen 
Monty and he hopes it isn’t the last in 
the series. Well so do I, John, me old 
shipyard, ‘cos if there’s one thing I like 
in me games it’s little furry creatures 
like moles and hamsters. Or even Phil. 
Tee hee. Sorry, Snouty. 

And that is what you might call ‘IT’. 
I’ve got to go because Britt would like 
some 3-in-1 rubbed on her chest and 
(sigh) I suppose I have to do it (yibble 
yibble). 

See ya in church! 
Click, bzzzzzzzzttt! 
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A MUCH BETTER DEAL - WEEK AFTER WEEK 

SINCLAIR HARDWARE & SPARES RRP Wave 
Sinclair QL inc: 4 Progs, Manual, 5 Games, 7 Books.over 250.00 135.00 A 
Sinclair ZX Spectrum Plus 48K. 
Sinclair Official Spectrum Upgrade Kit - converts rubber keyed Spectrum 

- 75.00 A 

into Spectrum Plus including User Manual. - 22.75 D 
Romantic Robot Multiface 1 (backup & Kempston J/S l/F). 39.95 34.00 E 
Romantic Robot Multiface 128. 44.95 38.00 E 
Rockfort the Disciple Interface. 89.95 79.95 D 
Cumana Single DS 40/80T Drive inc. PSU. 179.95 147.00 C 
Alphacom 32/Timex 2040 Thermal Printer. 76.46 45.00 C 
Thermal Paper - Alphacom 32/Timex 2040/Mattel Aqu.Box 5 - 8.00 D 
Thermal Paper - Sinclair ZX Printer.Box 5 11.95 6.00 D 
Membrane for Keyboard - Spectrum 48K Rubber. - 2.85 E 
Rubber Mat for Keyboard - Spectrum 48K Rubber. - 4.50 E 
Sinclair Power Supply 9V 1.4A - Spectrumm 48K/Plus. 8.00 D 
Kempston Centronics Parallel Printer Interface 'E'. 39.95 34.00 D 
AMS AMX Mouse inc: Mouse, Interface (Mouse & Printer), Art SW. 69.95 58.00 C 
Membrane for Keyboard Spectrum + 128K. - 7.13 D 
Bubble Mat for Keyboard Spectrum +128K. - 4.50 D 
Sinclair + 2 128K inc. Recorder, 6 games, Joystick. 200.00 125.00 A 
Sinclair + 3128K inc. Disc Drive, 6 games, Joystick. 249.00 179.00 A 
DK Tronics 2014 Graphics Light Pen. 14.95 11.96 D 
Romantic Robot Multiprint. 39.95 34.00 E 
Romantic Robot Multiprint + Through Bus. 44.95 40.00 E 

SOFTWARE 
Sinclair Microdrive Cartridge ex Sinclair W/House.Pkt 5 - 9.00 E 

PktIO - 15.00 E 
Bulk by Basf, Xidex, RPS, etc. 5%" DS/DD 40T.Pkt 25 - 11.00 D 
Bulk by Wabash, RPS etc. 3 ft" DS/DD 135TPI.Pkt 10 - 18.00 D 
CF2 3" Blank Discs DS/AII Drives - Amstrad CPC/PCW Spec +3 ..Box 10 

All current chart games software retail less 25% + £1 p&p. 

49.50 21.44 D 

Campbell Master File + MF Print - Spec. 19.95 13.80 E 
Campbell Master File - Spec. 14.95 10.30 E 
Campbell Master File + 3 - Spec +3. 29.95 20.96 E 
Hisoft Dev Pac 4 - Spec. 15.95 12.76 E 

★ ★★★★★★ ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT. ANC: 3 Day £9.00 Next Day £12.00. Admin. Offices, 
callers by appointment only. UK post & ins.: £5.00, (B) £4.00, (C) £3.00, (D) £2.00, (E) £1.00, (F) 50p. 

Despatched by return of post. Prices in this advert are valid for 14 days. 

W.A.V.E. (Dept. YS 11.87) 
WALNEY AUDIO VISUAL & ELECTRICAL 
53 Shearwater Crescent, Barrow in Furness, 

Cumbria LA143JPTel: (0229)44753/29109 
Hours: Mon-Fri 10am-5pm. 

SINCLAIR TIILCS 
£1.99 CASSETTES 

BALLBLAZER, LES FLICS, 
FRANK N STEIN, CHICKEN CHASE, 
HURG, RESCUE ON FRACTALUS, 
BATTLE OF THE PLANETS, 
FROSTBYTE, CHIMERA, SORDERON'S 
SHADOW, PITFALL II, SNOOKER 
(VISIONS), XCEL, REVOLUTION, ROBIN 
OF SHERLOCK, ZOIDS, COP-OUT, 
EQUINOX, COSTA CAPERS, GERRY 
THE GERM, RASPUTIN, THE EVIL 
CROWN, ADRIAN MOLE, VALHALLA, 
THE YOUNG ONES, BIZZICOM (SMALL 
TRADER), WINTER SPORTS, 
MANTRONIX, ZORRO, RIDDLERS DEN, 
WILLIAM WOBBLER, NOMAD, CHESS 
BY SINCLAIR, MANIC MINER, 
SKOOLDAZE, FIGHTING WARRIOR, 
ROCCO, MUGSYS REVENGE, 
STAINLESS STEEL, POLE POSITION. 

£2.99 CASSETTES 

MARTIANOIDS, INFILTRATOR, BACK 
TO THE FUTURE, KRAKOUT, 
HEARTLAND, HIGHLANDER, IT'S A 
KNOCKOUT, BOULDERDASH, 
BOULDERDASH II, DONKEY KONG, 
DRAGON'S LAIR, LEGEND OF KAGE, 
ARC OF YESOD, MOONLIGHT 
MADNESS, SOUTHERN BELLE, MARIO 
BROTHERS, DOUBLE TAKE, THE ICE 
TEMPLE, GALVAN, PRODIGY, HIVE, 
URIDIUM, KORONIS RIFT, W.A.R., 
INDOOR SPORTS, THE EIDOLON, 

DRUID, NIGHT GUNNER, MIAMI VICE, 
FAT WORM, EXPRESS RAIDER, 
TAPPER, HIJACK, GUNFRIGHT, XARO, 
EXPLORER, TEMPEST TARZAN, THE 
COMET GAME, UCHI-MATA, DANDY, 
RETURN OF OZ, MONTY ON THE RUN, 
FIRELORD, FOOTBALL MANAGER, 
PSI-5 TRADING COMPANY, 10th 
FRAME, TRAILBLAZER, MIKIE, 
MAILSTROM, I.C.U.P.S., BUTCH HARD 
GUY, WAY OF THE TIGER, ASTRO- 
CLONE, MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE, 
REBEL PLANET, KAYLETH, FIGHTER 
PILOT, JET-PAC, KINETIK, HARDBALL!, 
PENTAGRAM, CITY SLICKER, 
PYRACURSE, SPECGRAF (UDG 
GRAPHICS AID), ZEVIOUS. 

£2.99 COMPILATIONS 

NOW GAMES II, STAR GAMES ONE. 

UTILITIES 

RS232 LEAD (FOR WAFADRIVES) 
£10.50 

CENTRONICS LEAD 
(FOR WAFADRIVES) £10.50 

SPECDRUMS £25.00 
ALPHACOM/TIMEX THERMAL PAPER 

ROLLS £10.95 inc p&p 
CURRAH MICRO SLOTS £2.95 
JOYSTICK & INTERFACE £12.95 
MICRODRIVE CARTS £1.99 
ROTRONICS WAFADRIVE£ 14.99+ £2.50 

inc 1x64K WAFA DRIVE 

LOGIC SALES LTD 
Department 3, 17 Leofric Square, Eastern Industry, 

Peterborough, Cambs. Tel: 0733 313870 

)A * 
sp£tA/“"'£*SHAG£ 
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Wr°£i3?°! < f S?tSF . 
ALSO AVAILABLE 
PRINT WIZARD 

Spectrum 48/128 
Amstrad CPC464 
C64 

SOFTCAT hr 
IT YOUR LOCAL STOCKIST OR DIRECT THROUGH I ?  

IE 0625 615379 TRADE 

SOFTWARE ATYOUR 
FINGERTIPS! 

Over 10,000 tapes FOR HIRE - including GAMES. BUSINESS 
& EDUCATIONAL 

LOW chgarges — from 63p (PLUS p&p and VAT) for 2 weeks hire. 

LIFE membership ONLY £5.00 (inc VAT) 

FREE printed catalogue 

FREE newsletter with hints, tips, reviews etc. 

FAST, FAST service — We always use 1st class post 

European members welcome (Payment in Sterling) 

HIRE whenever YOU want to — no committment. 

Have you ever been disappointed with software you’ve bought? 
Now you can hire it first. If you like it, buy it at £1.00 off our already 
discounted prices. If you don’t, send it back and it’s only cost you 
the hire fee. NSL is the best SPECTRUM library, with over 16,000 
deligthed members. 

JOIN TODAY, or, if you don’t believe our claims write or phone 
01-661 9240 for a FREE copy of our catalogue. 

42 Harefield Avenue, CHEAM, Surrey SM2 7NE 

I enclose £5.00 for LIFE MEMBERSHIP. Please rush my membership kit to 
me. If, within 28 days. I’m not delighted with your service you'll refund my 
membership fee. 

Name___ 

Address. 
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Hang what? Oh, both 
feet off the front of the 
skateboard. Won’t you 
fall off If you do that? 
Anyway, enough of this 

... Hey wow, suckers, how’s about 
this def new skateboard, eh? Well 
def! Ultra def! Positively hard of 
hearing, hepcats! 

72(7 is Atari’s latest and greatest 
arcade smash, currently being 
converted to the Spectrum by US 
Gold, and looks to be one of the 
radest games ever! It’s a one or two 
player skateboarding game with 
sporting and street-style action. It 
takes place in a sort of Skate City, 
where all surfaces around the player 
are skatable, providing endless scope 
for wacky and radical moves. The 
player selects which part of the city 
to skate in, and so every game is 
different, starting and ending in any 
part of town you want. You compete 
for medals, and the player who has 
the most at the end of the game is the 
winnah! Phew! 

In this exclusive YS/US Gold 
compo, you stand to win the hi-tech 
terminally earless skateboard we 
mentioned, plus a US Gold ultra-white 
sweatshirt and a copy of the Speccy 
version of 72(7, matching elbow and 
kneepads and a helmet that makes 
Darth Vader’s look like the YS waste 
paper bin! The runners-up (those who 
don’t win a skateboard, so they have 
to run) don’t slouch away empty- 
handed either, ’cos they take 20 
copies of US Gold’s brilliant coin-op 
conversion, 72(7, the skateboard 
arcade game with a touch of class. 

If you want to own this crucial 
merchandise, it’s a cinch! All you 
have to do is spot the ten differences 
between the pictures on this page, 
and ring them with a blue biro. Simple 
innit? Just complete the coupon and 
send it right away to: I’m So Well Def I 
Can’t Hear A Word You’re Saying 
Compo, Your Sinclair, 14 Rathbone 
Place, London W1P1DE. 

• Employees of Dennis 
Publishing and US Gold caught 
entering this compo will have 
their skateboards confiscated. 
• Ed’s decision is well rad, not 
to mention final, so no bickering 
on the track. 
• All boarders will get their 
entries in by November 30th 
1987, if they’ve any hope of 
having wheels. 

Win Win Win! 
Skate away with a brand-new hi-tech skateboard, plus 

accessories and 20 copies of US Gold’s 720^! 

I’ve looped the loop on the 10 differences, an’ that ain’t bad! 

Name. 

Address. 

Postcode. 
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■Brand Complex, Allerton Road, Woolton. 
Liverpool, Merseyside, L25 7SF. 

Telephone: 051-428 9393 Telex: 627520 
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AVAILABLE NOW FROM ALL GOOD COMPUTER OUTLETS 
Development 



FLUNKY 

Hey Hey Hey! 
Are you smarter than 

the average bear? You'll 
need to be to get out of this 

one. boo-boo's been bear-napped 
and must be rescued before 

hibernation time. Hunters, mooses, 
vultures, bees, caverns, geysers as well 

as good old Ranger Smith are 
determined to stop you! 

Spectrum commodore Amstrad 
cassettes £9.95 Discs £14.95 

Berk is back! 
Now you can actually 

explore the dark and nasty 
regions for yourself as you try 

to rescue your friend Boni, 
trapped in the murky depths. 

Along the wav all sorts of creepy 
critters will try to spook you in exciting 

arcade action! 

spectrum Commodore Amstrad 
m Cassette £8.95 Discs £14.95 

o The Royal 
Family as they have 

never been seen before! 
This is your chance to work at 

Buck House — as a menial 
manservant. Your job is to cater to 

the residents' every whim, but you'll 
need cunning, strong nervesand quick 
reactions if you are going to avoid a 

nasty end. 

Spectrum commodore Amstrad 
cassettes £9.95 Discs £14.95 

Coming soon for 
the Atari ST. Wr \ 



- 

Megacity is 
being terrorised by the 

Dark Judges —Death 
himself and his cronies Fear, 

Fire and Mortis. They are 
dedicated to putting an end to life 
itself. As Judge Anderson you stand 

alone. Only your psychic powers and 
blazing gun can save Megacity! 

spectrum commodore Amstrad 
Cassettes £9.95 Discs £14.95 

Powerful, 
manoeuvrable and 

deadly, the Gunboat under 
your command carries the 

most lethal waterborn weaponry 
to date. Deep in the complex maze 
of fjords and canal systems are your 

targets — huge submarine pens. Your 
mission — to seek and destroy! 

Spectrum Commodore Amstrad 
Cassettes £8.95 Discs £13.95 

Melchester 
Rovers is under threat 

of closure from greedy 
property developers. On the 

eve of a special celebrity match 
organised to save the club, Roy’s 
team mysteriously disappears. 

Unless he rescues them he may end 
up facing the opposition alone! 

spectrum commodore Amstrad 
Cassettes £9.95 Discs £14.95 

For release schedules, please contact Helen Holland at th< 
address below. Piranha games are available from all good 
stockists or, in case of difficulty, direct from . 
Helen Holland, Piranha, 4 Little Essex Street, ^jjTfllk 
London WC2R 3FL. Tel: 01-836 6633. ,//u" 



tbe king 
Phil South dons his hero harness and 

goes into spasms over Martech’s axe wielding 
2OOOAD arcade adventure, Slaine The King. It’s easy to see why Slaine was such a 

popular strip in the cult science fiction comic 
2000AD. Loads of gore, action, monsters 
and scantily clad women, what more do you 
need? In the comics, Slaine was a warrior 

king from England’s distant past, whose main 
interests in life were people — you know, slaying 
them, drinking and eating feasts with them or just 
plain looting them. The kind of guy who’d just as 
soon rip your liver out through your nose as ask 
you the time of day. But there’s a bit more to 
Slaine’s character because, you see, he’s ‘warped’. 
No, I don’t mean someone left him out in the rain 
and he dried out in a funny shape. I mean he’s got 
a warped personality, and on occasions he’s given 
up to ‘warp spasms’, where he changes shape into 
a grotesque monster and goes completely berserk. 
Bit like the Ed, really. (Growl! Ed) 

The problem facing the programmers of Slaine, 
Creative Reality, was how to take the warped 
nature of Slaine’s personality and translate it into a 
playable and absorbing game. What it came 
up with was a wholly original game concept 
called Reflex. The system consists of a 
series of menus, which the player points 
to as they flow or slide in and out of a 
window on the screen. In Slaine TheKincfs 
case, a severed hand hovers in space in 
front of a representation of Slaine’s mind. 
Words hover back and forth, representing the 
thoughts floating through our hero’s warped brain. 
Use the hand, and you’ve got to be quick, to point 
to a thought before it flits out of sight, and then Slaine 
will do whatever it was you selected. This method 
of input is a little strange but once mastered it 
becomes second nature. 

But Slaine isn’t all destruction, death and 
decapitation. There’s a point to it all, and that’s to 
solve a mystery. Slaine has been asked to help, for 
a large fee, to discover why people have been 
disappearing from the village. In your quest to find 
out exactly what is going on, you have to beat 
people up, bribe them for information, and explore 
the furthest little crevices of the surrounding 
villages and terrain. As you move from location to 
location, you encounter (ie. speak, kiss, kill or drink 

with) villagers, explore buildings and collect useful 
objects. With the obnoxious Ukko by your side, 
you’ve got to react quickly and think on your feet if 
you’re to discover the secret. But watch your step, 
’cos the terrifying solution involves dark forces, not 
to mention Half Dead Druids, beyond your wildest 
nightmares. 

The game feels like a big freewheeling comic 
strip, and has all the gruesome slimy detail of the 
original story, as well as being an original arcade 
format, and there ain’t many of them. It’s big 
adventure too, with all the depth and detail you’d 
expect from a proper adventure game. If you like 
your action gritty, and your adventures 
mindwarping, you only have one choice. Seek out 
Slaine The King and go berserk. 

Fax Box 
Game. .Slaine The King 

Price. .To Be Announced 
Publisher. ..Martech 

When you examine your inventory, or uncover 
objects, they appear on the screen as a 
small window. Here we see a torch, a 
harness, a spade, some fleas, a pack of 
cards and some dice. In order to discover 
your objective, you have to manipulate 
certain objects to make things happen. 

HU liSPsi 
Mr.-A-l-aTvNt.f 1 
araMF*:-,. . ^ 

Faces and action shots involving Slaine 
and Ukko allow you to see what’s going on. 
If you punch Ukko, which you do a lot if 
you’ve any sense, you see it happen. When 
Ukko speaks, you see his grinning face at 
the same time as his words. Urgh! Worra 
slimeball! 
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The villagers may attack you 
from time to time, but don’t worry 
about it. They just forgot they 
hired you in the first place, that’s 
all. Just rough ’em up a little, 
and who knows, you might gain 
some vital Information. 

These’ll come in bloody handy! 
The severed hands, dripping 
blood, are your cursor which 
you point to thoughts in Slaine’s 
warped mind. Control is a little 
tricky at first, and you find 
yourself missing words or 
bouncing around the window. 
But it’s worth the effort. 

This option “Hit Ukko” may 
seem a little bit mean to your _ 
hapless sidekick, but he is an 
inferior and irritating little runt, 
and probably did something to 
deserve it anyway. Still, he might 
lend you some of his money if 
you duff him up enough! 

As you select a thought with the 
gory hand, it fades out, and the - 
thoughts in Slaine’s mind are 
rapidly replaced by a new set of 
options for you to choose from. 
There are several submenus for 
each of the options you see 
here, so Slaine can express 
himself in a wide variety of 
ways. 

To set the atmosphere, and to give the game a real comic book flavour, the scenes are illustrated in 
windows too. For instance, here we have Slaine and Ukko sitting around the fire, and walking 
along the road. There’s also the disused mine and of course the blighted village. 

The intros to each location, 
called room descriptions in the 
trade, are sited up here in this 
scroll. This gives you a constant 
readout of what location you’re 
currently occupying in well over 
100 possible ‘rooms’. 

Text windows pop up when 
something happens in the game, 
telling you what somebody has 
said or what they are doing. The 
amounts of text in the game are 
enormous, far more than in the 
average comic book story. 

This portrait of Slaine and Ukko 
is purely a decorative 
background for the windows to 
sit on, but it gives you a taste of 
the quality of graphics you can 
expect from Slaine The King. 
Let’s face it, a Slaine game 
without good pics is like an axe 
without a handle. 

The scene windows pop up to 
give you an idea where you are 
standing, and give the game a 
real comicbook feel. The 
graphics are drawn in the 
genuine Slaine style with great 
attention to detail, and really 
add to the fantasy atmosphere. 
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ADVANTAGE. ZX SPECTRUM+ 3. £199 

The new Sinclair ZX Spectrum +3 is a real hero - because it helps 

you to be one. 
While you’re a daring motorbike rider or the all-conquering 

intergalactic warrior, you’re gaining priceless experience in 

handling computers. 

Loading games is quickand easy with the built-in disk-drive. 

You’ll be in the thick of the action in seconds. And the fantastic 

128K memory gives you the power to outsmart the most 

sophisticated enemy. 
Get to grips with the latest high-tec graphics on the vast 

universe of games available (six of which come free). And there’s 

a free joystick to give you ultimate control. 

But the real hero is the person who buys it. For the 

ZX Spectrum +3 is only £199, so they’ve really saved the earth. 

The amazing ZX Spectrum +2 has a built-in datacorder - to save you 

the bother of tape recorders and leads. The advanced 128K memory 

helps you get the most from the vast universe of games available. 

Every model comes complete with six free games to start 

you off, and a free joystick to make you super agile. 

With the advanced Sinclair technology you can afford to let 

your imagination go wild. Because at £139, only your enemies pay 

heavily. 

BE WHO YOU WANT TO BE. 
Available at: Adders, Boots, Clydesdale, Comet, Connect, Currys, Dixons, John Lewis, 
John Menzies, Lasky’s, Tandy* W.H. Smith, Visionhire, Wigfalls, and all good 
independent stores. *zx spectrum +2 only. 

Recommended retail price Sinclair ZX Spectrum +2 £139 including VAT, Sinclair Spectrum +3 £199 including VAT 
at 1.10.87. Prices subject to change without prior notice. 

Please tell me more about the SINCLAIR ZX Spectrum +2 Q ZX Spectrum +3 Q 

Name___ 

Address_ 

Amstrad pic, Brentwood House, 169 Kings Road, Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EF. Tel: (0277) 262326 



GRAPHICS 
PLAYABILITY 
VALUE FOR MONEY 
ADDICTIVENESS 

VS Seal Of Approval 

AH games reviewed in 
Screenshots are finished 

products. 

Let’s hear it for the 
YS team of 

reviewers. They’re 
keen, mean and 

itching to get their 
fingers on the 

joystick, to bring 
you the good, the 

bad and the 
brazilliant in latest 

games. 

Here’s our hero, tromping 
through the dungeons in 
search of gems and baubles. 
He can create bricks to jump 
on, or zap them if they’re in his 
way. 

Here’s the key to your escape, 
hidden among all these 
bricks. You have to get this 
before you collect all the 
gems and baubles. 

US 6old/£8.99 
Phil Absolutely brilliant. That s 
the phrase that hopped, 
skipped and jumped into my 
brain after playing this game 
for a couple of hours at a 
stretch. Solomon’s Key is a 
conversion, by Probe Software, 
of the fab and popular arcade 
coin-op machine by Tecno, a 
very addictive arcade strategy 
game. To be perfectly frank, 
coin pickers, it's as corking a 
rendition of an arcade as you’ll 
find anywhere. And is it 
addictive9 Well, I've had 10 
stop writing this review at least 
twice for 'just one more go', so 
you can take it as read that it s 
more addictive than peanuts or 
digestive bikkies! (Yum!) 

Although a sort of platform 
type, it's actually more 
strategic, as during play you 
can place the platforms and 
break them up as you go along. 
Choosing where you put the 
platforms, to allow you a leg up 
or let a baddie drop, is crucial 
and though this might sound 
like Slow'City, it’s actually a 
very fast process once you get 
the hang of it. You can pick up 

and drop platforms on either 
side, one up or one down any 
way you like. Except for the 
gold bricks, which are 
indestructible (tsk!), all of the 
bricks can be crunched or 
dropped anywhere on the 
screen. 

Your objective is to get the 
tiny gold key. found in a hard to 
reach spot on the screen, and 
then go to the exit on that 
screen, whereupon you're 
whooshed off to the next level. 
(Yipe!) Now this seems easy 
when you explain it like that, 
but in actual fact it’s very hard 
indeed. You’ll need a lot of 
goes to learn the technique for 
each room, and it can get quite 
infuriating. But the amazing 
thing is you never lose your 
temper or get bored with doing 
it. No matter how close you 
were to the exit before the time 
ran out, you still press the start 
button for one more crack at it! 
Aaaagghhh! 

The graphics are brilliantly 
done, if a little anaemic in 
colour, but really well animated. 
The gameplay is, I s’pose, 
similar to something like 

Boulder Dash/Rockford’s Riot, 
where you’re hopping around 
the screen collecting treasures 
and keys before heading for 
the exit. The main difference 
here is that if you walk off the 
end of a brick you'll fall, but at 
least you can fall all the way 
down the screen and not die. 

Oh dear! I can see that for 
the next couple of weeks I’ll be 
sneaking off for quick rounds of 
Solomons Key, and I 
confidently predict that you will, 
too. If any game we've 
reviewed recently deserves to 
be a smash hit, this one does. 
Buy it! 

Here's your bonus timer, which 
ticks off the seconds it takes 
you to finish the screen, if you 
can collect the key and 
treasure in the room before it 
reaches zero, then the timer 
numbers are added to your 
score. 

This attractive little trinket is 
one that you learn not to grab. 
If you pick it up, it rings and 
an angel of doom will chase 
you around the room. 

This character wanders back 
and forth across the top of the 
page. Wait until he’s gone by, 
jump up onto his level, drop a 
brick and hop on it into the 
exit. 

YS CLAPOMETER 

The most addictive game 
of the year, and one of the 
very few coin-op 
conversions which is every 
bit as good as the original. 

TOTAL 9 
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Ace/£7.99 
Phil When it comes right down 
to it, there’ll always be a market 
for a good nippy shoot ’em up. 
If you can make one with a two 
player option, so that two 
players can play at the same 
time, then you’re going to laugh 
all the way to the bank. In that 
case, Ace, a new arcade label 
from The Edge, is going to be 
spending a lot of time chortling 
up the high street. Xecutor, its 
first game, is a one or two 
player scrolling shoot ’em up, 
with a brainsquishing variety of 
weapons and death-dealing 
baddies to choose from. 

The major drawback of shoot 
’em ups these days is they tend 
to be a bit on the easy-peasy 
side. Oh sure, there’s plenty of 
thrills, spills and about eight 
billion baddies to shoot, but as 
you’ve usually got unlimited 
firepower, and all the time in 
the world, you just spray the 
baddies with bullets and hope 
for the best. That’s the trend, 
so where does Xecutor’s 
trousers hang? Well, it’s nice to 
see that somebody’s writing 
hard games (and don’t say oo- 
er). Xecutor is just that. 

You, and a buddy in a twin 
ship, if you play two player, are 
flying up through a vertically 
scrolling landscape. Coming 
down towards you are a 
handful of heavily armed space 
bozos in their custom-built 
ships. Okay? Now what makes 
this different is that there’s only 
a few aliens shooting at you, 
and you’ve only got a smallish 
cannon to hit ’em with, so 
you’ve got to be economical 
with your shots, and accurate if 

you want to kill any of them. So 
that’s quite hard to start with, 
but as you progress through 
the game, you can pick up new 
weapons and shields, which 
make it slightly easier to hit 
things. So you have to use all 
your arcade skills if you want to 
stay in the game. 

Having sweated your way 
through each wave of 
fiendishly weaving death- 
dribblers, you’re faced with a 
massive ship about six times 
as big as your own! Having 
blasted that to golden shred, 
you would expect to be let 
through into the next level, 
right? Wrong! The ship 
compacts and starts blasting at 
you and you’ve got to fight it 
before you can get through. 
Phew! 

I must say that this is the 
hardest shoot ’em up I’ve seen 
for a while, and as such is 
great value for money. If you 
like torturing yourself with 
tough games, then shell out 
(peeoww! zip! ka-boom!) for 
Xecutor. 

YS CLAPOMETER 

A tough and gritty shoot 
’em up, with lots of action, 
but needing lots of skill to 
finish. A blast! 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■■■■□ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■■■■□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■■■□□ 
ADDICTIVENESS ■■■■■■■■■□ 

TOTAL sT 

Flying through the airborne spacejunk on your way to certain 
doom is more fun with two players. Best played with a friend 
to back you up, it’s the skill needed to hit anything and avoid 
being hit that makes Xecutor a game for hardened spacers 
only. 

YOUR GUIDE TO 
SCREENSHOTS 
SCORING 
9 One hundred and 

eighty!!!! This is the 
big time. The right- 
royal bees neez and 
downright star of the 
show. It wins our 
Megagame award, so 
rush out and buy one 
— you won’t be 
disappointed. 

An interesting little 
number, but lacking 
that ye ne sais quoi to 
make it something 
really special. Still 
definitely worth 
checking out. 

7 Nothing to write home 
about, well p’raps a 
mention on the 
phone. An okay 
game, but with so 
much competition, it 
doesn’t really stand 
out against the crowd. 

Nice idea, shame 
about the game. 
Boring, humdrum... 
no big deal. 

What, all that money, 
just for that? If it’s 
cheap it might rate, 
but otherwise, don’t 
bother. 

4 Doesn’t even qualify! 
Not a chance. 

Gawd ’elp us!!! 

2 What were they 
thinking of? 

Oh dear! 

Marcus Berkmann - Master 
in the art of conversation, as long 
as it’s about cricket. Master in the 
art of game reviews, as long as 
they’re about cricket. Master in 
the art of arcade-adventures, as 
long as it involves a bat and ball. 

No, it’s not an identity parade, it’s our star line-up of raving reviewers. Don’t 
Tony Worrall - Elder of the 
Tony twins. Today editor of top 
fanzine Eprom, tomorrow the 
world! Or after T’zer’s job 
anyway, but then who isn’t? (Me! 
T’zer) 

Tony Lee - Tony twin the 
younger. And now he’s got some 
O-levels, there are hairs growing 
on his chest. But we’d all like to 
know his secret of revision while 
busy playing games. 

trust them with your wallets, but you can stake your life on their reviews. 

Phil South — Sandwich Editor, 
fond of shoot ’em ups, eat ’em 
ups and beat ’em ups. Loves 
blood, guts and violence, but not 
in his sandwiches. 

Mike Gerrard - Wizard on 
adventures, nifty on strategy, but 
very keen on Big Mac and chips. 
In between all that has time to 
review the odd game or two. 

Rachael Smith - Queen of 
Acne — would give all her money 
to charity if she became Miss 
World. 

Rick Robson - Cheapie expert 
extraordinaire, but only because 
we don’t pay him very much. 
Would also give all his money to 
charity, if he won Miss World. 

JOYSTICK JUGGLERS 
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GARY LINEKER’S 
SUPERSTAR SOCCER 
Take the brain teasing demands of 
football management, the mysterious 
qualities of team coach and add the 
explosive talents of a star striking centre 
forward and you’ve got Superstar Soccer - 
an original and innovative approach to the 
game of football that’s every bit as 
breathtaking, every bit as exciting as Gary 
Lineker, England’s premier striker. 

ALTERNATIVE 
WORLD GAMES 
Why be serious when 
there’s so much fun in 
taking an alternative view 
on things. Represent the country 
of your choice in such events as Sack 
Racing, Log Flogging, Running up 
wall’s, Pole climbing and Boot 
Throwing. This ingenious 
but hilarious spoof will 
have you in stitches, not to 
mention Rivers, Sacks, Piles 
of sand.come to think of it, 
it may get serious after all. 

Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd., Alpha House, 
10 Carver Street, Sheffield SI 4FS. Tel: (0742) 753423 
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AMSTRAD 
£9.^9 C £1-4.99 D 

CBM 64/ 1 28 
£9.99 C £14.99 D 

SPECTRUM 
£7-99 C 

COMPENDIUM 

game 

Wacky, Wacky, Wacky is the best way 
to describe this adaption of the 

traditional board games compendium. 
Your hosts are the Winks, father 

Tiddly Wink and his wife. Mavis Wink. 
Up to four players can compete by 
taking the role of either one of the 

Wink children, the baby or the Wink 
dog. Play Snakes and Hazzards where 
real snakes wriggle across the board, 

or the pub game where a rather drunk 
Tiddly Wink flips his beer glasses in 

^ Vs the air for the rest of his long 
suffering family to catch! Old 

favourites Ludo and Bingo are 
not forgotten in this hilarious 

for one to four players. 

BLOOD VALLEY 
Archveult the hideous 

and mighty leader of the 
Firedrake has decreed 

that you must be hunted 
down like an animal and 

brought to sentence. Your only 
chance of survival is to escape the 

valley. Do you have the will and 
resourcefulness to succeed not 

only against your opponent but the 
creatures and eerie beings of the 

fantasy world of Orb as well. 
Based on the Duelmaster series 

of fantasy books by Mark Smith 
and Jamie Thompson, authors 

of The Way of the Tiger. 

CBM 64/128 
£9.99 C £14.99 D 

AMSTRAD 
£9.99 C 

£14.99 D 

SPECTRUM 
£7.99 C 

ATARI ST 
£19.99 



0cean/£7.95 

Rachael We’ve had games 
about wizards and we’ve had 
games about bails before so 
now let’s have a game about a 
wizard with only one ball. The 
other was in the Albert Hall. 

Sorry, old habits die hard. It 
reminds me of scrubbing up 
with the rugby team (well, 
where else do you think I met 
Gwyn?). Anyhow, this is a 
hybrid of genius bouncerius 
and genius shoot ’em upius, 
sub-species additional 
weaponius. Which means lots 
to kill and bonuses to be 
gained but nasty controls to 
master. 

It seems that the wizard Wiz, 
is trying to save his home 
planet, Wizworld (obviously he 
loves its novel name). The 
menace is Zark who is robbing 
the world of its colours... which 
sounds the best excuse for the 
Spectrum’s dodgy attributes 
I’ve heard in a long while. 

According to the inlay, Zark 
has an army of horrible sprites, 
though they looked pretty good 
to me as I blasted away. Far 
better than the Wizard’s 
Wizball, in fact, which 
resembles nothing more than a 
nauseous smiley badge. 

release droplets of pigment, 
which you can catch with your 
pussy (you knew wizards had 
cats, didn’t you). Wiz’s is a 
catelite, a sort of feline satellite 
which resembles a junior 
wizball rather than the furr 
little thing you’d all love to 
stroke. 

You collect colours from 
three levels at a time, moving 
between them by a series of 
tunnels. The drops top up your 
paint pots until you’ve collected 
enough to redecorate the 
landscape, after which 
everything reverts to its 
technicoloured hues and you 
can proceed to a bonus screen 
where Wiz can earn a Wiz-perk 
in the Wiz-lab (such staggering 
imagination!). 

The problem is that you don’t 
start off with a catelite. In fact 
you don’t start off with anything 
more than a weapon and an 
irritating habit of bouncing 
whichever way you’re spinning. 
Somehow you have to shoot an 
alien or two to produce a green 
pearl to collect it. 

You’ve heard of pearls of 
wisdom, right? Well, these are 

list on the side. Some icons are only available once you’ve 
received another object from the same box. First priority should 
be for the two steering attributes in the first box — one to let you 
swerve in mid-bounce, the other to provide more traditional 
control. After that it’s probably worth collecting three pearls 
until you illuminate the catelite then go back to box two for a 
supa-beam weapon and two way firepower. 

pearls of purchase and they let 
you stock up on useful 
attributes such as steering 
power, extra shooting power, 
smart bombs, and yes, of 
course, your catelite. Once you 
start to get equipped the game 
becomes much easier. 

My major complaint is that at 
the start it’s infernally difficult. 
Quite often you don’t stand a 
chance and lose a life almost 
immediately as you’re unable 
to negotiate a floating alien. 
You could also drop down a 
tunnel, which results in a 
hostile reception requiring all 
your manoeuvring skills. 

Wizball's an odd game, 
which can be extremely 

addictive if you’re willing to 
carry on regardless of all the 
unfair early deaths. But if 
you’re not quite so obsessive, 
you may just whizz off for 
something else! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

A novel game with 
cheerful graphics and 
clever gameplay but hard 
to get into. 

GRAPHICS ****2225 
PLAYABILITY 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■■□UU 

ADDICTIVENESS 

TOTAL 8 

The Power House/£1.99 

Tony L This is a very sick 
game indeed, but fortunately I 
have a very sick sense of 

humour. It’s written by the 
creator of Go To Hell (a game 
out a couple of years ago 
which I moved heaven and 

earth to get), and like that it’s 
great fun. Although my reviews 
of Power House games in the 
past have never been very 
complimentary (You mean 
downright hostile. Ed), I love 
this one. Not even the howling 
of Wayne Allen’s HEX ‘music’ 
can dampen my enthusiasm. 

It’s an everyday sort of 
scenario. Your mum, the 
android queen, has been 
damaged (well, pulled to bits, 
actually), and your dad is 
locked in a fridge, so you travel 
around the screens looking for 
keys, which you give to dad in 
exchange for info on where 
mummy dearest is. 

You fly around thanks to a jet 
pack, and can even turn 
invisible. Realistic, huh? 

There are eight keys to 
collect, and eight bits of dear 
ol’ mom, which you must then 
sew together. There are also 

loads of massive grotesque 
creations waiting to gobble you 
up, and John Jones is clearly 
infatuated with a skull wearing 
a beret (weird). What’s more it’s 
the first game I’ve played 
where you’re asked if you want 
a silly walk or not! 

It plays smoothly too, so if 
you’re the sort of person who 
laughs when others cringe, buy 
it. It’s your kind of game! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Platformy chaseabout with 
a difference - warped 
minds have been at work! 
Pass the sick bag, Alice! 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■■□□□ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■□□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■■□□□ 
ADDICTIVENESS ■■■■■■□□□□ 

TOTAL 7 
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GET INTO CRIME! 
In the late 1990’s the streets of New York are a Jungle. 
You are the ice cool leader of a gang of drug crazed 
terrorists. Your main goal is to become the richest, 

toughest and most notorious gang in the city. 



★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

THETFORD MICROS 
★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ jlr 

21 GUILDHALL STREET, 
THETFORD, 
NORFOLK. 
IP24 2DT 
(0842) 61645 

SERVICE DEPARTMENT 
2 LEYLAND CLOSE, 
FISON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 
THETFORD, NORFOLK. 
(0842) 65897 

SPECIALIST COMPUTER REPAIR SERVICE 
★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

WE'VE LEAD OTHERS HAVE FOLLOWED. Thetford Micros offers you their experience and a fast efficient repair 
service with our guarantee that your computer is being diagnosed by the best and most up-to-date test equipment. 

WE ALSO OFFER YOU: 
★ ON THE SPOT SPECTRUM & COMMODORE 64 REPAIRS 
★ SAME DAY REPAIRS ON MAIL ORDER 
★ THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL REPAIRS 
★ ALL FAULTY COMPONENTS RETURNED TO CUSTOMER SO YOU THE CUSTOMER CAN SEE WHAT'S WRONG 
★ ALL ICs REPLACED ON CARRIERS - Makes life easier 
★ ALL COMPUTERS RETURNED POST PAID AND INSURED IF POSTED IN THE U.K. 
★ FREE — ON-OFF SWITCH FITTED TO ANY SPECTRUM REPAIR (fitted in Spectrum Casing — Please state if required) 

★ SPECTRUM REPAIRS - £16.00 
★ KEYBOARD REPAIRS - £10.00 
★ INTERFACE I - £19.50 
★ MICRODRIVE - £19.50 
★ SPECTRUM 128 - £19.50 

(Prices inclusive of Parts, VAT and Postage) 
Repairs undertaken on Commodore, BBC, Amstrad, IBM, and Atari — We are an approved ATARI SERVICE CENTRE. 

Quotes given on repairing any Printers and Disk Drives. 
SORRY NO FREE SOFTWARE - YOU'VE PROBABLY GOT IT ANYWAY! - ON-OFF SWITCH IS HANDY THOUGH. 

For fast delivery service — Parceline £9.00 + VAT 
Payments can be made by Cheque, Postal Order, Barclaycard, Access or American Express. 

THE TIME - 
PRECISELY 

THE SOLEX MICROCIRCUIT LABORATORY TIMER 

rQNLYT14T95^ 
NncP&P 

▼ Fully programmable with 
liquid crystal display 

▼Count-down, count-up 
facility with electronic alarm 

▼ Roll-overfacility — indicates 
time over-run 

▼4 separate count-down time 
intervals can be stored at anyone time 

▼ Pocket clip adapts to bench stand 
with magnet for attaching to steel 
cased equipment 

▼ Battery supplied. 

SpegalQtfed 
Free five function stopwatch worth £10J ^. 

(inc. VAT) with every timer ordered/ <$&/ 
before 31st December 1987 /J> 

Send no money — we will send 
your Solex timer and your free 

st< stopwatch on 14 day approval. ^ 
If not completely satisfied «,®6 
__—+ A° .<5* 

MODEL S540 

you can return them 

SOLEX INTERNATIONAL 
44 Main Street, 
Broughton Astley, 
Leicestershire 
LE96RD A/J 
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Mastertronic/£2.99 
Tony W A long, long time ago 
a race of clever dick beings 
known as the Miracle 
Engineers decided to build a 
fantastic new artwork of 
roadways on the planet of 
Plexar. This system of 
pathways was constructed 
entirely out of crystal, and 
supported at the ends by 
massive diamond towers. It 
was the most advanced, 
beautiful and (if used in the 
wrong way) deadly 
construction in the universe. 

Unfortunately the Engineers 
were not as smart as they 
thought. A passing plague 
wiped them out, and no one 
was left who understood how 
to operate the roads. 

Years later a new race of 

beings inhabit the planet, but 
the workings of the crystal 
roads are beyond their 
primitive minds. Every so often 
a candidate is chosen to 
journey through the maze in 
order to placate (they think) the 
gods. Guess who it is this time! 

Yes, this is Plexar, a 
7ra//b/azer-like race down a 
series of vertically scrolling 
roadways. Avoid the gaps, use 
the special features, all in true 
Trailblazer style. Survive the 
first two sections and it’s into 
the Tower, which is seen from 
above a la Shadow Skimmer. 
Move down the roads, follow 
the arrows and avoid the traps. 
And that’s about all there is to 
it. 

The 3-D moving pathway 
section, although drawn well, is 

far too easy to complete, and 
the overhead section is a little 
on the simple side too, as long 
as you watch the energy levels. 
Complete a section, then it’s on 
to another part of the planet for 
another bash (and new 
backgrounds). As I said, the 
graphics are great, just what 
you’d expect from Paul 
(Terminus/Glass) Hargreaves 
— highly detailed and well used 
throughout. If you take away 
the graphics, though, there 
ain’t much of a game left. Still, 
at budget price it’s worth a go 
just to see the marvellous 
detail Paul has managed to 

cram into the program. If you 
enjoyed Trailblazer this is 
definitely for you. 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Entertaining Trailblazer 
clone with more depth and 
better background 
graphics throughout A bit 
on the easy side though. 

TOTAL 7 

Gremlin Graphics/10.00 
Tony L. 
long line of bash ’n’ slash 
simulations to hit the TV 
screen. This time it’s Samurai 
Trilogy from Gremlin Graphics. 
It’s been out on the 
Commodore for some time but 
now Speccy users have the 

dubious honour of sampling 
the delights of Eastern 
promise. Frankly I’m surprised 
that the Samurai legend has 
never been chosen before for 
conversion to computer, the 
oriental tough guy image is 
perfect for a realistic punch ’em 
up. Unfortunately you have to 

wade through an ordinary 
Karate sim, and a Kendo 
adaptation to get to the 
Samurai fight itself but it’s 
worth waiting for. 

The program begins with a 
smart front end which leads to 
the language selection bit Try 
Deutsch just for a giggle! Then 
you have to choose whether to 
practice or fight in one of three 
martial arts. But now comes 
the dreaded multi-load system 
that takes a lot of the 
addictivity out of the game. 
Each event has to be loaded 
separately, so be prepared to 
wait a while. Before each fight 
you have the chance to 
assess, though it’s only guess 
work, your opponent’s key 
attributes, and adjust your own 
accordingly. There’s a long list 
of opponents to choose from, 
but selecting weaker chaps will 
lose you favour points from 
your trainer, Chu Yu. {Same to 
you! Ed) 

Once a selection has been 
made, you begin your (raining 
program by selecting three of 

the twelve fitness routines. 
These include Meditation, 
Sparring and Reflex training. 
It’s a pity that you only get to 
choose the routine and not to 
actually watch it! Next your 
fight tactics have to be chosen. 
Distribute five given points 
between four defence tactics, 
then do the same for attack. 

After all this messing about 
it’s time to begin combat. To 
reach the position of Samurai 
Warrior, several opponents in 
each of the three events must 
be fully defeated. A program 
such as this stands or falls by 
the quality of the animation, 
and I am afraid that Samurai is 
a touch too slow and jerky for 
my taste. But the chunky size 
of the well drawn characters 
and the natty oriental 
backdrops lend a touch of 
class to this otherwise ordinary 
slash TV hack game. Me? I’ll 
stick to Barbarian. See you at 
Chopemup Temple sometime. 

YS CLAPOMETER 

A decent stab at bringing 
two new bash ’n’ slash 
simulations to the Speccy, 
plus yet another Karate 
game. 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■■■■□ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■□□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■□□□□ 
ADDICTIVENESS ■■■■■■■■□□ 

TOTAL 
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Firebird/£7.95 
Rachael Something bizzare’s 
happening in the old bazaar. 
Baghdad? That’s no way to talk 
about yer mum, son. But what 
a way to Cairo on. There’s evil 
Arabs aplenty pitting 
themselves against the three 
heroes — or rather two heroes 
and one heroine — of this all¬ 
shooting arcade-adventure. 

But if I say ‘arcade- 
adventure’ that could suggest 
naff little graphics and plenty of 
leaping and dodging, with lots 
to do with arcade, but precious 
little to do with adventure. 
Mystery Of The Nile is much 
more a case of characters on a 
quest. 

So put Willy out of your mind 
and think instead of Wally and 
his ilk. Your heroic trio here are 
big, chunky sprites, smoothly 
animated as they pursue their 
mission in the Middle East. So 
select your controls and step 
on down Nevada Smith — who 
swears he’s never been Indiana 
— Al-Hasan, your Arab ally, 
and Janet, the plucky dame. 

Actually, it’s Janet who you 
encounter first, alone and aloft, 
atop a balcony amidst the 
minarets (coo, dead poetic, 
what?). Time for a little ledge 
leaping as she hurtles for her 
ammunition. Each character 
has it’s own weapon and in 
the case of Janet it’s bombs. 

Once she’s picked up the 
explosives — which resemble a 
pile of profiteroles — she’s 
ready to do some arcade- 
adventuring. Don’t expect to 
have to discover lots of 
obscure objects and build your 
own fusion reactor to get off 
the screen, though. There’s 
nothing so intellectually taxing 
in this game. Instead, you just 
have to kill enough dastardly 
Arabs to progress. 

In fact, it won’t take long to 
learn that the secret of finding 
Abu-Sahl and the Jewel of 
Luxor (though it don’t say Lux¬ 
or what) is to keep on killing. 
But it’s not quite so thick-eared 
oc it ennnrlc Vm i h»\/P to IPflrn 

shooting, stabbing or blowing 
up one of your allies, 
depending on who you’ve got 
under control, is to work out the 
order in which they follow each 
other. 

Later screens introduce 
nastier problems, such as 
assassins on roof-tops and 
attacks from both sides. It’s at 
times like this that you’ll need a 
double-ended defence and a 
few extra fingers as you switch 
between characters. Each 
screen has its.own particular 
problems, and by the time 
you’ve 4eught your way to the 
end of the tenth, you’ll be glad 
of the save facility which 
means that further games can 
start without too much dull 
repetition. 

The mystery of Mystery3s 
origin is easily solved — Made 
in Spain sort of gives it away. 
But like so much Spanish 
software, while this is great on 
the graphics, it’s a little lacking 
in terms of playability. You have 
to be so swift with the number 
punching if you’re to defend 
yourself that only professional 
typists need apply for the 
quest. 

No, that’s not fair. It’s tough, 
but it can be beaten. I know 
because there were times 
when I was sure I’d never get 
off a screen... and then I 
discovered the secret and off I 
went. So get the sand in your 
sandwiches and camel-long on 
this Middle-Eastern massacre. 
And don’t stop what you’re 
dune till you reach your just 
deserts. 

Dealing with this roof-top sniper isn’t made any easier by the 
failure of the instructions to tell you that Nevada shoots 
upwards when he’s kneeling down. You can then pick off the 
pest — but only if you can find a way of keeping Janet and Al out 
of the way. Other vital info the inlay omits is that the range of 
Janet’s bombs depends on how long you keep the fire button 

depressed. 

Top Ten/£1.99 take it anymore! Arrrrgghh! 
Tony W Oh no, not again! Not Take my advice and don’t you 
another Gauntlet clone! I can’t take it either. Dawnssley tries to 

i 
DAWNSSLEY 
be a straight copy of the big G, 
but fails on every count. The 
underground levels, the elf, the 
warrior, the leys, the monsters, 
the boredom are all here in this 
cheapie. Unfortunately, so too 
are a catalogue of bad pro¬ 
gramming techniques. There’s 
a horrible jangly noise when 
playing that can’t be turned off, 
jerky scrolling, mysteriously 
vanishing character squares 
(including your chap at times!), 
no quit keys so you have to 
wait ages to be killed before 
starting again, no joystick 
option. Add to this no loading 
screen or title mdsic, and all 
but impossible gameplay, and 

you have a poor package. 
Even at £1.99 it’s not worth the 
dosh, Tosh. Never mind 
Dawnssley call it Yawnssley 
and you’re on the right track! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Cheap Gauntlet clone that 
lacks quality and 
gameplay. Very poor 
value. 

GRAPHICS ■■■□□□ODDD 
PLAYABILITY ■■□□□□□□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■□□□□□□□□ 
ADDICTENESS ■■■□□□□□□□ 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Tough large-scale arcade- 
adventure with lots of 
shooting and bombing as 
a terrific trio take on the 
evil Abu-Sahl. 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■■■□□ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■■□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY 
ADDICTENESS 

TOTAL 8 

MYSTERY 
OFTHE 

NIL 
where the enemy appears 
from, so that you can deal with 
them efficiently. And be 
prepared to dodge gunshots 
and the odd stick of dynamite, 
because they won’t all sit 
around and wait for you to play 
top-the-towelhead! 

Three screens into the game 
and you run into the next of 
three daredevil adventurers. Al- 
Hassan — but Paul Simon calls 
him Al — follows and once 
you’ve picked up his weapon, 
an umbrella which he uses to 
deadly effect, you can change 
between characters with the 

number keys. 
Two more screens and 

you’re off to Nevada — Smithy 
that is (handsome and heroic 
— obviously some relation). He 
packs a six-shooter (Or is he 
just glad to see Janet? — Ed) 
which he picks up in the next 
screen. So now you’ve 
rounded up the trio and things 
really start to get tricky. 

Heroes they may be but 
brainy... forget it! In times of 
stress they keep cool... so cool 
they get in each other’s way! 
Talk about stoopid! The only 
way you can prevent yourself 
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Hewson/£7.95 

Rick It’s several years now 
since Hewson released its 
minor classic Southern Belle, a 
steam train simulation which 
took you as driver/fireman on a 
London-Brighton steam run. 
Evening Star is the rather 
belated follow-up, reproducing 
the previous format and 
graphical approach but in a 
more extensive and sophist¬ 
icated style. 

The game relives a trip from 
steam’s halcyon days when the 
mighty BR9F engines pulled 
trains across the beautiful 

countryside on a 70-mile haul 
from Bath to Bournemouth. 
Trainspotters (real ones!) will 
immediately know we’re in a 
different league from the Belle. 
Instead of a straight 60-mile 
dash, programmer Mike Male 
and designer Bob Hillyer 
have recreated every tortuous 
twist and turn, incline and 
decline, tunnel and 
embankment. And if you don’t 
think The Star's a runaway 
demon, just try to control her 
temper as she hurtles down 
the long decline to poor little 
Shoscombe at 75mph! 

But while the Hewson boys 
have packed in more content, 
they’ve not zapped up the 
presentation. The main ‘over 
the fireman’s shoulder’ view of 
the track and surrounding 
countryside is still black and 
white, while the ‘detached 
moving graphics’ still lurch at 
you as though the brakes are 
intermittently being slammed 
on. 

But these are minor quibbles 
in a program so packed, it’ll 
have sophisticated gamers and 
railway enthusiasts alike curling 
their toes in delight. Gameplay 
options are too numerous to 
mention, based on how many 
of the engine’s seven controls 
you wish to use and in what 
combination. The computer 
automatically takes over those 
you omit. All the variations give 
you different smoke levels from 
which you must interpret how 
efficiently you’re burning coal. 
Toggle frequently between the 
main screen and timetable, and 
you’ll know how close to 
schedule you are. 

Getting going is fairly tricky, 
but there’s a menu of seven 
different journeys you can 
make, all with various hazards 
and problems, from exploding 
fusible plugs to smashing 

through the Bournemouth 
buffers (a trifle embarrassing). 
But whether you choose to 
toddle along the local non-stop 
line or to smash the Bath to 
Bournemouth speed record, 
you’ll always get an inspector’s 
report assessing your safety, 
timekeeping and economy as a 
driver. Anything over 70% is 
pretty good, but below that 
beware! 

I can’t see that Evening Star 
will be a runaway commercial 
success, steam trains being 
something of a minority 
interest. But it’s certainly in a 
different class from Southern 
Belle and, well, you never 
know — it may just gather fans 
from gamers as well as those 
funny little chaps in anoraks. 
All aboard! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

A red hot and steamy 
trainsim that’s on the right 
track. Challenging and 
tricky, though less than 
startling graphically. 

1 L) 1 1 
1 LJ 1 1 

□ U 

TOTAL 8 

well. Where it differs, and 
where it is original is in the use 
of the different opening times 
of some of the buildings. The 
game is played in ‘real time’, so 
shops or pubs are only open at 
certain times, which is where 
the tricky part of the game 
starts! Good, clear graphics, 
nice animation and the large 
playing area make the Streaker 
the best Bulldog since Feud. 
It’s not easy, but bear with it for 
some naked entertainment. 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Useful little Spellbound 
clone with nice animation 
plus a touch of originality 
in the plot Excellent value. 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■■■□□ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■■□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■■■□□ 
ADDICTIVE NESS ■■■■■■■□□□ 

TOTAL T 
Bu!ldog/£1.99 

Tony W It’s enough to put you 
off your food! The hero in this 
new budget release by Bulldog 
is a big, fat, wobbly male sprite, 
attired only in his birthday suit. 
Thank goodness he’s still got 
his socks on! 

How he got to be in this state 
is all part of the plot. Carlin, for 
it is he, took a trip to the planet 
Zuggi to buy a new defence 
system for Earth. Well, after a 
round of talks with a top 
official, Carlin decided to take a 
rest at the fitness club. 
Unfortunately a gang of 
muggers pounced on him on 
his way, and not only nicked his 
top secrets, but also most of 

his clothes! Getting his gear 
back is yoing to be a bit tricky 
as tne muggers scattered it 
around the shopping complex, 
and many of the establishments 
take offence when Carlin’s 
naked form tries to get inside. 
On top of that, there’s a food 
shortage on Zuggi, so if you 
spot any food, scoff it quick. 

Collecting Carlin’s (black 
label) togs is what the game is 
all about. Before you can enter 
certain buildings Carlin has to 
cover his embarrassment, but 
of course he has to find 
something first! Streaker is 
basically a Spellbound clone. It 
even includes it’s own menu 
selection window which works 
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Player$/£1.99 
Tony W Worra hero! Rippling 
biceps, super strength, mean, 
tough and fearless. His name 
— Blade, Joe Blade. Licenced 
to thrill and kill a bit. If you have 
a problem, send for this man. 

The world governments have 
a bit of a problem: a gang of 
crazed terrorists are holding six 
world leaders to ransom 
somewhere in the massive 
fortified HQ belonging to the 
infamous Crax Bloodfinger. 
Send for Blade, and his trusty 
tommy gun. If anyone can do 
the job it’s this man. 

You control Blade in this 
great little arcade adventure 
from Plavers. Your mission is to 
rescue the captives and 
activate six booby-trapped 
bombs, then get the hell outta 
there. The game is a cross 
between Dan Dare, Jack The 
Njpper, with a little Ranarama 
thrown in for good measure. 
The graphics and backgrounds 
are well detailed and remind 

J5COWIE OOO 1 3!»0 NosrnaiaS O 

KIE1#J5 1 
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so is the correct use of the 
limited supply of cell keys, so 
be warned! 

The animation is first class 
and the sound (on the 128K 
version at least) is great, with a 
nice tune on start up, and 
decent FX throughout Joe 
Blade is very easy to get into, 
and not so hard to play. It 
should give Players a top ten 
hit. The game is easily worth 
more, so get out there, buy 
your copy, and get liberating 
now. 

me of that Gremlin classic, but 
the plot is pure Dan Dareish. 
It’s a flip screen affair with a 
maze of interconnected rooms 
and passageways filled with 
bad guys and the occasional 
useful object. You will stumble 
across bombs from time to 

time, which instantly transfer 
you to the defuse screen. Here 
you are confronted with a 
series of letters that have to be 
rearranged into alphabetical 
order (a la Ranarama!) within a 
time limit, or it’s goodbye cruel 
world. Map-making is essential, 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Best Players budget game 
ever. A terrific search ‘n’ 
shoot mini Dan Dare clone, 
with good graphics and 
animation. 

!■■■■■■ I 
!■■■■□□□ 

TOTAL 

Rack-lt/£2.99 
Rick Here’s a draughts game 
you won’t catch a cold from. 
Draughts Genius is the first 
release on Hewson’s new 
Rack-lt budget label, but don’t 
fret — this isn’t a cover to 
release old dross as new but 
cheaper dross. With 
Mastertronic handling the 
business end, Hewson 
promises a regular supply of 
high quality games at 
hilariously low prices. And 
starting it all off, Draughts 
Genius at £2.99, is a classy 
little package. 

With eight levels of difficulty, 
it’s you against the computer in 
the form of Einstain (sic!) who’s 
rather nattily realised in the 
good, bright and colourful 
graphics. The violin-playing 
prof burps little speech bubbles 
to tell you it’s your move, or 
that you’ve done something 
illegal. He also scratches his 
head while thinking (and the 
screen turns blue), and looks 
bored if you take your time, 
though he’s a good enough 
sport to shake hands if you’re 
triumphant. 

You’re always black and go 
first if you’re up against 
Einstain, but he can also play 
himself, or you can go into a 
human head-to-head. Most of 
the screen is the board so 
you’re given a huge wide 

DRAUGHTS 
perspective and a clearer view 
of your pieces than you’d get in 
many (more expensive) chess 
simulations. 

Moves can be made with 

joystick or keyboard, and are 
achieved by clicking on a 
draught, then double clicking 
over the required square. This 
facility gives you the 

opportunity to suss out what a 
durr b move you’ve made and 
eh*. .,e your mind. On-screen 
infc iets you know whose move 
it is, how many moves you’ve 
taken, which level you’re on 
and the time elapsed. 

All genius has its flaws, of 
course, and this one’s no 
exception. It only plays the 
“English” game, where you 
have to take, no huffing. This 
cuts down on possible 
subtleties. And I wonder if the 
early levels are not a little too 
easy. It wasn’t until level five 
that I wasn’t able to beat 
Einstain first whack. (But then 
you’ve always been a clever 
clogs, haven’t you? Ed). 
Mind you, it makes a 
pleasant change to beat the 
machine, and gives the game 
tremendous playability for 
every age and skill. Let’s hear 
a big cheer for a cheapie! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

Proving that ‘budget’ 
doesn’t have to mean 
‘dross’, a playable cheapie, 
but perhaps a little on the 
easy side. 

GRAPHICS ; 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■■■■□ 
ADDICTIVENESS ■■■■■■■■□□ 

TOTAL 8 
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YOUR SINCLAIR \ 
Please reserve me a copy of You 

Sinclair every month starting 

from_month, 

yPayne. 

Get A Parent To Sign This £ 
If You’re Under 16. x 

WHAT A CORKER 
ONLY £1 

E 

1 
O 

■<6 

£ 
e 

2 

Can’t get a regular copy of Your Sinclair'.? Don’t bottle it up, 
don’t whine to your newsagent! Just take this YS Special 
Reserve ad to your local News Cellar and he’ll lay down a copy 
of Your Sinclair for you every month to be sampled at your 
convenience. It’s a must! 

AVAILABLE FROM ALL LEADING RETAILERS 

Football Director 

Four Leagues 
20 Teams each 
38 Game Season 
Home + Away 
FA/League Cup 
Replays: European Cup 
U.E.F.A. Cup 
Cup Winners Cup 
2 Legs: Aggregate 
Penalties: Players 
Morale: Skill 
Field Position 
Scored: Conceded 
Played: Fixture List 
P W L D F A PTS 
Scouts: Coach: Physio 
Youth Team: Gamble 
Substitutions 
Sendings Offs 
Postponements 
Midweek Games 
Injuries: Free Transfers 
Buy/Sell Shares 

FEATURES 
Retirements 
Transfer Market 
Internationals 
European Tours 
3 Levels 
Manager Rating 
Printer Option 
8 Reserves: Promotion 
Relegation 
Weekly News 
Borrowing: Mortgage 
Save Game: Interest 
Tax: Sponsors 
Full Results 
Season Tickets 
Next Game: 
Gate Money 
Season Counter 
TV Cameras 
Crowd Violence: Wages 

SPECTRUM SCREENSHOTS 

TIME 90 MIN 

NOTTS FOR (1)3 

SUTTON 24 MIN 
URLLRCE 63 MIN 
HUNT 77 MIN 

fAV/-Vi 

DERBY C (0)1 

MILLS 68 MIN 

EUERTON 
ASTON V 
UEST HRM 
MAN UTD 
CRYSTAL P 
LIVERPOOL 
LEEDS UTD 
NEWCASTLE 
SOUTHPTON 

PLYMOUTH 
BRIGHTON 
OLDHAM A 
TOTTENHAM 
BARNSLEY 
CHARLTON 
NORWICH C 
ARSENAL 
BRMINGHAM 

CONTINUE 

WAGE BILL BBjjggZBZaQflTE MONEY 
£11695- £35718+ 

GENERAL RUNNING COSTS £2372e - 
INTEREST FROM BANK £729 + 
MURRAY TESTIMONIAL £51271 + 
CROUD VIOLENCE: DAMAGES £98728 - 
SPONSORS PAY THE CLUB £51271 + 
TV LIVE BROADCAST NETS £20000 + 
BANK REPAYMENTS £8325 - 

HB-« 
INJURED FOR 2 WEEKS 

THE PLYMOUTH MANAGER APPROACHES 
YOU AND OFFERS £770456 
AND WALKER IN A FREE TRANSFER 
FOR WEBB DO YOU ACCEPT Y/N 

nfcfiia £243064 

14 M MENU 

SPECTRUM £8.95 AMSTRAD £8.95 COMMODORE £8.95 

This game also available by mail order at £8.95 per cassette. Send your cheque/ 
P.O. made out to D & H Games plus a large SAE, with 25p stamp attached. Please 
write your name and address on reverse side of cheque. (72 hours delivery). 

19, Melne Road, Stevenage, 

Herts SG2 8LL 

GAMES ® (0438) 728042 



Win Win Win!! 
10 copies of Mean Streak and 25 ultrahep Rocker Filofaxes to be won 

!i. 

.Postcode. 

Weeelll, beebop- 
alula a-she's 
mah bay-beh!: 
Hey kid! Are you 
mean on the 

streets? When you zip on 
yer leathers and roar off on 
your chopper, do girls just 
swoon away? Do they wear 
beehive hairdos and say 
things like: "Is that 
Johnny's ring you're 
wearing?" "Uh-huh!" "Yes, 
we see!" and burst into 
spontaneous harmony? 
Standing next to your bike, 
do you make Elvis look like 
Shakin' Stevens? Do you 
make James Dean look like 
the Archbishop of 
Canterbury? You do? Okay, 
cool cat, we wus only 
checkin'. 

In Mirrorsoft's new 
game, Mean Streak, it may 
be the 23rd Century, but 
you've still got a bike and a 

The remaining letters spell out the major skill needed to complete Mean 

Streak which is. 

Name of Rider. . .. 

Address. 

comb in your back pocket. 
And although the M25 is 
now called the Battletrack, 
and you risk your life daily 
against a bunch of 
deathdealing outcasts, 
you've still got a quiff so 
rigid it would break a 
swan's wing with one 
blow! You're a mean rider, 
and you can take it. 

And now, with the help 
of Your Sinclair and 
Mirrorsoft, you can be the 
heppest cat this Century, 
with 10 prizes of the Mean 
Streak game for your 
Spectrum and Rockin 'N' 
Rollin' Rocker Filofaxes, 
plus Rocker Filos for 15 
runners-up... Listen bud, 
these items are so cool 
people chill their drinks in 
them! So what do you 
have to do to get all this 
instant (just add water) 
street cred, hmm? It's a 

cinch, daddio, 'cos all you 
gotta do is look at the word 
square on the coupon, and 
having found all the words 
listed, ring them with a 
pen. You know how to use 
a pen, kiddo? All reet, all 
root, alright! Then with the 
letters you've got left, 
arrange them to get the 
answer to the question 
"What do you need to 
complete Mean Streak?". 
Simple eh, Rockers? Fill in 
your name and address 

and send the whole lot, or 
a photocopy, to: Weeeelll, 
Bee Bopalula She's Mah 
Baybeh Comp, Your Sinclair, 
14 Rathbone Place, London 
W1P IDE. 

And, as they say in the 
famous tune, "that is all". 
Okay, grease-spots, get 
your motors runnin', head 
out on the highway, lookin' 
for adventure, whatever 
comes your way! 

See you on the 
Battletrack. 
Vvvvvvrrrrrooooom!!! 

TYRE 
OIL SLICK 
ICE FIELD 
CRACK 
MISSILE 
WRECK 

MEAN STREAK 
LONDON 
OUTCAST 
REBEL 
NUDGE 
DAVID BISHOP 
BARRIER 
ICE 
RAMP 

BATTLETRACK 
MIRRORSOFT 
WALL 
WHEELIES 
DALALI 
OIL DRUM 
SPIKE 

Rules 
• Members of the Dennis 
Publishing and Mirrorsoft cycle 
club better not enter unless they 
like eating tyre irons. 
• All bikers must ride their entries 
in by November 30th, or they may 
find they've missed their turn. 
• Any rockers who mess with the 
Ed's decision will wake up with tyre 
marks on their backs. 
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Commodore 64 Disk.£14.95 

Commodore 64 Cass.£9.95 

Spectrum 48 Cass.£8.95 

Spectrum 128 Cass.£9.95 

Commodore Plus/4 (64k).. .£9.95 

IBM PC.£19.95 

Atari ST.£19.95 
(IBM and Atari for Christmas) 

:non 







The year is 2379: Earth’s vast resources 

are finally running out f again!]* You must 

bridge the path to the much needed 

matter supplies, using three ZMX 

all-purpose battle-droids to linftc up the 

vital cosmic-interlace grid. 

• 37 different landscapes 

• Bonus levels, teleport 

pads and enemy generators 

• Graphics by Pete Jlames 

• Sound FX by Tony Crowtber. 

C64/128 cass £9.99 C64/128 

disk £12.99 AMSTRADcass 

£9.99 AMSTRAD disk 

£14.99 SPECTRUM £8.99 



CHOPFUEY! 
Hiiiiii-arrrhhhggg!!!! Thwack'. No, it’s not Phil fighting 
with the Ex-Ed, it’s Marcus having a hash at Melbourne 
House’s Fist II — and losing! Well, these lucky 75 aren’t 
losers ’cos they each won a copy of Fist II in our Kung Fu 
Kompo in the May issue for spotting 25 fists in the punch- 
up. 

Winners: B Gregorick of Notts; Allan Parkinson of Lancashire; Paul Walker 

of Tyne-and-Wear; Andrew Hardy of Wrexham; Beverley Simcock of 

Huddersfield; Sean Rose of Worthing; James Doolin of Essex; Colin Mackie of 

Scotland; L J Ring of Shropshire; S Robinson of Kent; Joseph Marshall of 
Lancashire; Thomas Muir of Glasgow; Andrew Miller of West Lothian; Andy 

Green of Kent; Adam Graham of Birmingham; Julia Davis of Birmingham; 

Jan Brown of Cleveland; Gregory Quinn of N Ireland; Mark Phillips of 

Manchester; R Gabriel of Devon; Andrew Lawrence of Whitby ; Robert 

Greenwood of Bradford; David English J nr of Middlesex; Stuart Warrilow of 

West Midlands; Richard Kane of N Ireland; Robert Moss of Norfolk; David 

John Brunet of Wigan; Kelly Hammond of Cumbria; Brett Cooking of 

Lincoln; Matthew Colbourne of Kent; Nicholas Arnott of Bristol; Bob Foster of 

Plymouth; J Logan of West Midlands; Martin Fuller of Suffolk; William 

Spence of Grantham; Richard Adams of Bucks; Douglas Andrews of Scotland; 
Peter Savage of Milton Keynes; Phillip Houghton of Cumbria; Paul and 

Glenn Gibney of N Ireland; Michael Cooper of Humberside; Andrew Brown of 

Belfast; Nicholas Lloyd ofOxon; Stephen Portwine of Wokingham; Adam 

Chambers of Gillingham; J C A Fitzpatrick of Northampton; Russell Scoates 

of Cambridgeshire; Stuart Antony Fearn of Essex; Neil Howard of S Devon; 

Ryan Deggend of Anglesey, Kevin Riley of Bolton; Omar P Guendouz of 

London; Frank Connell of Liverpool; Nick Wooller of Herts; A Brogders of 

Derby, N P Powley of Norfolk; Darren O'Neil of Stockport; Matthew Denton 

of Bedfordshire; Barry Mitchell of London; Andrew Hayes of N Yorks; Philip 

Kelly of Cheshire; Paul Kelly of Staffs; Lox Mason of Cumbria; A R Nicholls 
of Devon; Richard Gunn of Northants; Malcolm MacKenzie of Bury; Tim 

Duckworth of Tewkesbury ; Mark Jennings of Cheshire; Stephen Tam of 

Edinburgh; David Price of Tewkesbury ; Jason Bruce of Milton Keynes; S 

Chung of Bedford; Stephen Blawer of Sheffield; Joao Manuel Magalhaes of 

Portugal and, finally, S Scholefield ofWishaw. Enjoy your fisticuffs! 

DOIN’ TIME 
The three lucky winners of the Jailbreak compo 

Konami ran in the March issue won’t be doin’ time 
in the morning ’cos they’ve won themselves a fancy 
Philips electronic clock radio. 30 lucky runners-up 

will be doin’ porridge with a copy of Konami’s 
Jailbreak. And here they are: 

BEDTIME FOR BONZO 
We all know who the Pres of the United States is, 
except Ronald Reagan, of course. But who was 
Pres before him? That’s what we asked you in 
Addictive’s compo in April’s Frontlines, and ten 
clever dicks came up with the right answer — 
good ol’ James Earl Carter or Jimmy Peanuts to 
his friends. Each of the winners walks off with a 
copy of Addictive’s game, The President, and a 
poster. 

Winners: Kevin McIntyre of Dalston, London; Nicholas Mener of 
Reading, Berkshire; Andrew Greenslade of Clevedon, Avon; J 
Mollaghan of Co Cork, Ireland; Chris O’Donnel of Port Glasgow, 
Scotland; J F Daniels of Milton Keynes; Kit Grant of Glasgow, 
Scotland; D Bardwell of Great Hormead, Herts; Cathy Welsh of 
Glasgow, Scotland and Mrs Caroline Middleton of Sheffield. Well done! 

STEAMIN’ AND A’ROLLIN’ 
We received wagon-loads of entries for 
this star-studded compo in the April 
issue. Now you can let off steam ’cos 
here are the two top prize winners, 
who’ll each receive a pair of tickets to 
see Starlight Express, an Ariolasoft 
sweatshirt and a copy of CreyfelL Five 
second prize winners will receive a 
sweatshirt and a copy of Grey fell and 
the 25 runners-up get a copy of the 
game. 

Winners: Angus Gillies of Isle Of Lewis, Scotland; Mark 
Cox of Darlington, Co Durham and Paul Thomas of 

Liverpool, Merseyside. 

Runners-up: Peter Goldspink of Walthamstow, London; Raymond 
Henderson of Glasgow, Scotland; Anthony Grady of Blackurn, 

Lancs; Dean Price of Stoke-On-Trent, Staffordshire; Joseph John 
Grue of Liverpool; Andrew Flynn of Purley, Surrey; Piers Brilliant 

of Newport, Shropshire; S Bowman of King’s Lynn, Norfolk; Ciaran 
Le’Mon of London; Kev Baldwin of Royal Irish Rangers; Neil Irvine 

of Parbold, Wigan; Michael Reynolds of Wolverhampton, West 
Midlands; Denise Leah of Peaudale, Nr Buxton, Derbyshire; Wayne 
Grant of High Wycombe, Bucks; M J Wright of Felixstowe, Suffolk; 

Mark Houston of Dunfermline, Scotland; Andrew Dungey of 
Penryn, Cornwall; David Batson of Chelmsley Wood, Birmingham; 
Fotis Fotinakis of Brighton, Sussex; Christopher Graham of Prescot, 
Merseyside; Ian Saunders of Lanark, Strathclyde; Diane McKay of 

Dumfrieshire, Scotland; Mrs Carr of Poole, Dorset; Helen 
Williamson of Moran, Scotland; Stuart Hoysted of Yeovil, Somerset; 
Robert Tidy of Brighton, East Sussex; Stewart Dean of King’s Lynn, 

Norfolk; David Harris of Ramsgate, Kent; Robert West of West 
Germany and Michael Dentice of Aylesbury, Bucks. Congratulations 

to all of them! 

1st Prize Winners: L A Lee of Twickenham, Middlesex 
and Christine Waters of Colchester, Essex. 

2nd Prize Winners: Marlon Breufield of Battersea, London; 
P Walsh of Slough; James Adams of Wendover, Bucks; Alan 
Corfield of King’s Heath, Birmingham and Benjamin Westwood 
of Whitbourne, Worcestershire. 

Runners-up: S King of Gillingham; Helen Taylor of 
Gateshead, Tyne And Wear; Ashley Pearson of Truro, 
Cornwall; Clive Bishop of Reading, Berkshire; Mark Tose of 
Sunderland; Jason Pentecost of Lingfield, Surrey; Matthew 
Webb of Ipswich, Suffolk; Kevin Carr of Clacton-On-Sea, Essex; 
Steven Ankrett of Chesterfield, Derbyshire; Tim Smith of 
Sittingbourne, Kent; C Burtwell of Newport, Isle Of Wight; D 
Chamberlain of Redfield, Bristol; Jonathan Archer of Goole, 
North Humberside; David Sullivan of Walsall, West Midlands; 
Thomas Brettel of Dudley, West Midlands; Martin Owen of 
Caernarvon, Gwynedd; Andrew Leaman of Castlemilk, 
Glasgow; Gilbert Van Loeke of Antwerp, Belgium; Jason 
Marshall of Top Valley, Nottingham; Darren Cotton of 
Blackpool; Michael Gale of Dorking, Surrey; L Smith of Hull; 
Gary Warriner of Middlesborough, Cleveland; Kevin Guy of 
Norris Green, Liverpool and John Summerscales of 
Clackmannanshire, Scotland. 



For ZX SPECTRUM - Compatible with 48/128k/ +2 

• SAMPLE ANY SOUND • SYNC FACILITY • MIXING OF SAMPLES 
• SUITABLE FOR HOME OR PROFESSIONAL USE • SIMPLE TO USE 
• REPLAY AT VARIOUS PITCHES FORWARDS OR BACKWARDS 
• POWERFUL EDITING FACILITY • ECHO, REVERB ETC. 
• SAMPLE SOUND EFFECTS INCLUDED • COMPLETE SYSTEM 
• EACH SAMPLE SOUND STORED AS FILES IN MEMORY 
• BANDWIDTH-AN AMAZING 17.5KHz 
• OUTPUT THROUGH MOST HI FI’S • MICRODRIVE COMPATIBLE 
• GRAPHICS SAMPLE DISPLAY • PLAYBACK FROM KEYBOARD 
• REALTIME PITCH HARMONISER --- 

_ _ SCheetah_ 

Xga^wasssssi' - 

For ZX SPECTRUM - Compatible with 48/128k/ +2 

• MIDI DELAY FACILITY • STORES THOUSANDS OF NOf ES 
• MIDI IN/OUT/THROUGH • FULL MIDI COMPATIBLE ASSIGNMENTS 
• CONTROL ANY MIDI COMPATIBLE INSTRUMENT 
• FORWARD AND REVERSE SEQUENCE PLAYBACK 
• REAL OR STEP TIME INPUT FROM INSTRUMENT OR COMPUTER 
• SUITABLE FOR HOME OR PROFESSIONAL USE 
• FULL SYNC FACILITY • 8 TRACK MIDI SEQUENCER 
• COMPLETE WITH HARDWARE / FULL SOFTWARE 
• TRANSPOSE FACILITY ♦ MICRODRIVE COMPATIBLE 
• COMPREHENSIVE INSTRUCTION MANUAL 

•MIDI LEAD INCLUDED 

•EXCEPTIONAL VALUE 

128k/+2 to Midi Lead 
(BT style plug to 5 pin DIN) 

ONLY £9.75 

Extra 5 pin DIN 
to 5 pin DIN Midi Leads 

ONLY £4.99 

As featured on 
“Micro Live 

and 
’ “Saturday ^ 

Superstore” 

^specdrum 

(£29-95 

128 to Midi Lead 
available**£*75 

now at. 

Digital Drum System for the Spectrum 48K 128K/+2 

and Amstrad 464,664,6128. 
8 DIGITALLY RECORDED REAL DRUM SOUNDS 
SIMPLE TO USE - UP AND RUNNING IN ONLY MINUTES 
A TRUE DIGITAL DRUM MACHINE 
‘REAL TIME’ OR ON SCREEN PROGRAMMING 
COMPLETE WITH SOFTWARE 
EXTRA SOUNDS CAN BE LOADED FROM TAPE 
CREATIVE, EDUCATIONAL AND FUN 

THE MOST EXCITING PERIPHERAL EVER DEVELOPED 

DYNAMIC FILING SYSTEM — STORE OVEf? 
1000 PROGRAMMED RHYTHMS 
SONGS CAN BE SAVED ON TAPE 
TAPE SYNC FACILITY 

• POLYPHONIC • COMPREHENSIVE MANUAL 

• JUST PLUGS IN TO MOST HI FI’S 
Prices include VAT, postage & packing Delivery normally 14 days 

Export orders at no extra cost Dealer enquiries welcome 

Cheetah, products available from branches of Dixons -[jiiVtefls 

NOW AVAILABLE 
Latin Kit & Editor 

£3.99 
Electro Kit & Editor 

E4.99 
Afro Kit & Editor 

£4.99 

■pr,..*; 
## * 

KM 

WHSMITH $ High St. Stores and all good computer shops 

or direct from Cheetah. 

Marketing 

CHEETAH MARKETING LTD 
Norbury House, NorburyRoad, 

Fairwater, Cardiff CF5 3AS. 
Telephone: Cardiff (0222) 555525 

Telex: 497455 Fax: (0222) 555527 



YS CLAPOMETER 

Irreverent arcade- 
adventure that could get 
winners thrown in the 
Tower. Perhaps a touch too 
difficult for its own good. 

GRAPHICS 
PLAYABILITY 
VALUE FOR MONEY 
ADDICTIVENESS 

TOTAL 

Piranha/£9.95 pick up the boat, I can’t make it 
Mike So what’s the name of the past the portcullis in time, 
game? Flunky, you dumb 
cluck, can’t you read? And 
what’s it all about? Well, just a 
simple matter of getting the 
Queen’s autograph, that’s all. 
To do that you first have to get 
Charles, Di, Fergie and Andy to 
scribble their illustrious 
signatures in your book. You’ll 
also have to light all the fires in 
the Buckingham Palace fire¬ 
places. Easy-easy-easy... here 
we go, here we go, here we 
go... 

Hang about. Why is that 
palace guard pointing his 
weapon at me? Doesn’t he 
know I’m on his side? Oy, pal, I 
work here too, you know! 
BANG! Blimey, not much point 
trying to reason with him. Must 
have an IQ equal to the 
average house brick. 

I may be new at the job but 
I’ll soon get the hang of the 
palace layout. Through the first 
door is Andy and Fergie’s 
apartment, through the second 
door live Chas and Dave, sorry 
Chas and Di, and through the 
third door... BANG!... erm, yes, 
obviously Her Majesty’s private 
apartment to which I’m not 
privy yet. Must get those other 
autographs first. 

Tumti-tumti-tum, just go 
through here and... ahem, 
sorry Andy, I mean Your 
Highness, didn’t realise you 
were in the bath, I was hoping I 
might catch... ahem, cough, 
no, nothing at all. What’s that, 
sir?? Bring you something to 
play with? What about your 
loofah? You want a boat, right, I 
see. Tra-la-la... three rooms 
away, here’s a boat, this is 
going to be easy, tumti-tum... 
there you are, sir. What, no 
good? Rats, there’s no pleasing 
some people. I’ll go and light 

to get into, but then I was 
playing with no instructions. 
The only quibble could be it 
might prove a mite too difficult 
for the average gamester, but 
for those with perseverance all 
I can say is splat-splat-BANG!- 
BOING!-splat, Ma’am. Now 
’scuse me while I tug my 
forelock... ahhhh!... By jove I 
needed that. 

Andy’s very keen on keeping clean, and spends most of his time 
in the bath. Fergie meanwhile sits in her room off to the left, 
studying the mirror. So what can the object be with RED written 
on it? Fergie’s box of instant freckler? Don’t panic, ’cos it’s the 
royal towel, for drying the royal bod. 

Fergie’s fire instead, if you’ll 
forgive the expression. What’ 
that Ma’am. You want some 
freckles? At once Ma’am. 

What’s this on Fergie’s 
dressing table? Looks like a 
radio. The graphics are good 
but I wish these arcade- 
adventures would actually tell 
you what it is you’ve found 
when you’ve found it. Ah-ha! A 
secret passage! Some kind of 
radio control device, obviously. 
I’ll just go down in the cellars... 
and here’s another boat! But 
when I go into that dungeon the 
portcullis drops behind me. 
And to raise the portcullis, I 
have to pull on this here 
hanging skeleton... pull, pull, 
pull, then run like a flunky and I 
can just get out. And if I stop to 

Some people say that Charles is off his rocker, but as you can se 
from this shot, he’s comfortably seated on it. Still barmy as a 
coot, though. Question is, can you get his polo balls? You’ll need 
the springs to catch them, and take note of the time - it’s 
counting you down towards the dole! 

YS Seal Of Approval 
All games reviewed in 

Screenshots are finished 
products. 
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YS CLAPOMETER 

A smart little shoot ’em up 
with simply superb graphics, 
though a little on the slow 
side. 

GRAPHICS 
PLAYABILITY 
VALUE FOR MONEY 
ADDICTIVENESS 

TOTAL 

the end of the first level is to 
face a massive turret which 
spits bullets in eight directions 
and clouds of gas just to fill in 
the gaps — took me ages to get 
past the first of these, and face 
the pleasures of the even 
nastier levels beyond, A terrific 
space shoot-out. Buy! Bye- 
bye! 

ship wouldn’t move quite 
quickly enough — a bit like 
flying through treacle. 

In fact blobs of treacle are 
one of the enemy defences, 
along with light bulbs, and 
while these come down the 
screen at you there are various 
gun defences blasting ping- 
pong balls in all directions. Well 
that’s what they look like! 
Whatever they are, it s best to 
steer clear of the foot of the 
screen as they carry on firing 
even after they’ve scrolled off 
the bottom, so if you’re not 
careful you quickly get a ping- 
pong ball up the bum. 

In your support you have a 
cross-hair sight in front of your 
ship, and you can use this to 
plant mines to blow up the gun 
turrets as they come towards 

tape loading if you’re not 
interested) is to breach the 
lunar defences and destroy the 
Vortex. 

Moonstrike is best described 
as a slightly slowed- down 
version of Slap Fight It’s 
the same idea of moving your 
ship forward over the scrolling- 
down landscapes, zapping and 
dodging, with equally good 
graphics and smooth 
movement, but it’s all done at a 
slightly slower pace. This 
should be an improvement for 
an aged wrinklie like me, but I 

Mirrorsoft/£7.95 
Mike Meet Professor Humpty 
Bogus, inventor of the digital 
teabag — sounds like the type 
of character who turns up in 
my Subs Club letters column 
from time to time. But no, he’s 
the villain of this smidgeon- 
under-a-megagame game 
called Moonstrike. Not satisfied 
with the digital teabag, Bogus 
has also built a Tachyon Vortex 
on the far side of the moon, 
and he’s threatening to blow up 
the earth with this 
superweapon. Your mission 
(and you’re advised to stop the found it a bit annoying that my you. Your reward for getting to 

8 

CALLING 

Copyright 1987 SEGA Enterprises, Inc. (USA) 



CENTURIONS 
Reaktor/£8.99 
Nat Oh cripes! Doc Terror has 
nabbed a load of Tyron- 
dichromate and is about to 
destroy life as we know it, and 
probably Phil Snout, too! 

There’s only one thing to do 
call in the Centurions. This is 
where you come in, so snap 
your weapon systems onto 
your Exoframe, put on your 
cool shades and it’s 

mm 

WSsm 
mm 

■ : 

0000022© 00000240 

Powerxtreme! 
Yes, I know the Centurions 

don’t wear shades but you’ll 
have to if you want to survive 
long, ’cos with this game it’s 
Eye-strainxtreme. Not only is 
the colour scheme as garish as 
you can possibly imagine, but 
the sprites are miniscule, dotty 
blobs which flicker as they 
move around and flicker even 
more when the screen scrolls, 
but then the whole screen 
flickers while scrolling! 

Centurions is hardly hot on 
the originality front either; it is a 
sort of Gauntlet meets 
Nemesis. You can collect extra 
weapons by killing certain 
aliens and use different keys to 
open different doors. Some 
areas of the maze can only be 
accessed by certain 
Centurions but you can change 
the bloke you’re playing at the 
start. 

So, the game boils down to a 

lot of repetitive to-ing and fro- 
ing as you run back to base to 
change your man, then back to 
the maze to open a door, and 
then back to base... 

The two player option does 
little to incite more excitement, 
or improve the addictive 
qualities. I notice that the 
programmer is called A. N. 
Other; it’s no wonder he’s 
decided to stay anonymous! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

A tedious Gauntlet clone 
which has been rendered 
completely unplayable by 
messy graphics and 
flickery scrolling. 

PLAYABILITY 
VALUE FOR MONEY 
ADDICTIVENESS | 

!■□□□□□□ 
!■■□□□□□ 
!□□□□□□□ 
!■■■□□□□ 

TOTAL 

Commodore 64/128 Cassette (£9.99) and Disk (£14 99) 
ZX Spectrum 48k/128k/+ (£9.99) 

Amstrad CPC Cassette (£9.99) and Disk (£14.99) 
Mail Order: Activision (UK) Ltd, Units 3 & 4 Lloyds Close, 

Finedon Road Industrial Estate, Wellingborough 
Northampton NN8 4SR. Tel: (0933) 78787 

Copyright 1987 Sega Enterprises Inc. (USA). All rights reserved. 
Electric Dreams Software. Authorised User. 



Mind Games/£7.95 
Tony W The idea of being 
able to enter your own head 
and literally collect your 
thoughts appeals to someone 
like me who spends his entire 
life drifting from one day-dream 
to another! 

Our hero, Professor Storm, 
can’t afford to day-dream — his 
big day is at hand. He’s facing 
his important television debut, 
a lecture on geometric solids 
for the Open Polytechnic. The 
studio is hushed, the credits 
begin to roll and... panic!! His 
mind is a total blank. Only one 
thing for it — he has to get 
inside his own head and sort 
those stray thoughts out. 

This isn’t as easy as you 
might think. The Prof’s brain is 
full of distractions; thoughts 
about ice cream, molecules, 
and other thingies get in the 
way, often reducing his IQ (life) 
level. While he collects the 
scattered formulae (in the 
correct order) all these 
distractions have to be avoided 
by skillful movement around 
the cogs and gears of his 
complicated brain. 

Well that’s the scenario. The 
game itself is another ‘collect 
and dodge’ multi-level arcade 
adventure, just substitute the 
platforms and ladders for 
wheels and cogs. The program 
is enjoyable and addictive. I 

often felt myself wanting just 
another go — the sign of a 
great bit of software. 

The presentation is original, I 
don’t think I’ve seen the idea of 
spinning ‘cogs’ before, and the 
way the screen is drawn and 
characters animated (all 
beautifully done) all lend it a 
fair bit of style. 

All in all, I found this game to 
be simple to play but hard to 
put down, the best Mind 
Games offering for quite a 
while. If you fancy tidying your 
brain, get Pie R Squared and 
you’re on your way. One niggle 

though, it’s a mite overpriced at 
£7.95. £4.99 would have been 
nearer the mark chaps! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

An original ‘collect and 
dodge’ arcade mind 
stretcher. The best thing 
Mind Games has released 
for years. Bit pricey though. 

TOTAL 
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D&H/£8.95 
Marcus Although most of the 
games industry has been 
cornered by the big companies 
with their vast marketing 
spends, advertising budgets 
and freebie lunches for Dr 
Berkmann (more, please!), 
there’s one tiny sector that’s 
still well under control of the 
independents — the footie 

management simulation. It’s 
probably got much to do with 
the massive success of Kevin 
Toms’ Football Manager; which 
has bobbed in and out of the 
charts for nigh on five years 
and is probably the best selling 
Speccy game ever. (Is it? I’d be 
interested to find out.) 

The best of the current crop 
is D&H Games’ Football 

Director; which is about to be 
made widely available after 
some time on mail order only. 
Written by De Salis and 
Huggard it’s a no-frills sim 
which cuts out any 
unnecessary graphics and 
attempts at arcade action and 
sticks to what footie sim fans 
really want — pure strategy. 
The packaging’s modest — a 
simple inlay card with the 
barest of instruction — but if 
you’re interested in a game like 
this, you’re going to know 
exactly what’s required, and 
what you don’t get immediately 
you’ll pick up along the way. 

Starting at the bottom of Div 
4 (where else?) you must pick 
your team and battle through a 
full league programme without 
throwing all your money away. 
You can mortgage your club 
when the going gets tough 
(which it will) and also borrow 
dosh from the bank. There’s a 
full timetable of League, FA 
Cup, League Cup and 
European matches. Players 
have skill points, which are 
influenced by morale, which is 

naturally decided by winning or 
not. Morale is surprisingly 
fragile. There are appalling 
hazards all along the way — 
injuries, sendings off, 
postponements, crowd 
violence, retirements, interest, 
tax, other managers trying to 
poach your players, even 
sackings. There are fixture 
lists, automatic updatings of 
the league, midweek games, 
the opportunity to buy or sell 
shares, international games, 
loads of transfers and even 
three skill levels. It makes 
Football Manager look like a 
tatty old Basic game. If you 
like this sort of thing (which I 
do), you’ll love this. 

If you have problems finding 
it in the shops, send £8.95 
(cheque/PO) to D& H Games, 
19 Melne Road, Stevenage, 
Herts SG2 8LL. Oh, and 
remember to save regularly — 
it has the occasional tendency 
to crash! 

YS CLAPOMETER 

A definite Match Of The 
Day for football fans. Low 
on action, but high on 
strategy. You’ll be over the 
moon with this one! 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■■ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■■■□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■■■□□ 
ADDICTIVENESS ■■■■■■■■□□ 

TOTAL 8 
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DATA-SKIP 
presents 

SEIKO RC-1000 
Wrist Terminal 

JOE BROWN 
213-123-4567 

Memo Function. Can be used to store telephone numbers, client lists, 
schedules input from a personal computer. There's no limit to its uses. Data 
entries have a maximum length of 24 characters, and can be output on the 
watch display whenever, wherever you wish. The Memo function is the 
heart of the Wrist Terminal. 

MEETING 335 
10/15 A10:30 

Schedule Alarm Function. Input the month, day, hour, and minute, for 
schedule entries and your Wrist Terminal alert you when the date and time 
come by beeping and displaying a twelve character message on the screen. 
Invaluable for the businessman, of course, but the Wrist Terminal can also 
remind you of special personal days, for example, birthdays or 

anniversaries, that are so embarrassing to forget. 

DANCE LESSON 
5 FRI P06:00 

Weekly Alarm Function. Tuesdays at 9.30 there's a meeting. Thursdays 
at 7.00 you go to your sports club. Fridays... The Weekly Alarm Function 
is just the thing for today's busy people. Input the day of the week, hour, 
and minute and each week at the proper time the Wrist Terminal will beep 
and display a twelve character message to remind you. 

FRANKFURT 
AM 02:08 42 

II84 10/14 A 
SUN 10:08 42 

World Time Function. What time is it now in London? New York? Just 
input the time difference and afterwards you can know the time anywhere 
in the world, instantly, with this internationally oriented function. Be sure to 
input the place name, too, in up to twelve characters. 

Watch Function. The Wrist Terminal has a full set of Time Keeping 
functions, including a built-in alarm which will beep at the same time each 
day and a calendar which will automatically tell you the year, month, and 
day accurately from now until the year 2020. It has an hourly time signal, 
too. 

Personal computer 

£49.95 

Wrist Terminal RC 1000 

The Seiko RC-1000 is a wrist-terminal with 2K of free memory to store addresses, telephone numbers etc. (max. 80). 

Also has extensive alarm-facilities. Fully programmable on your Spectrum or QL Data-transmission via Ser-1 port or Interface I. 

Complete package (containing Transmission Software, interconnecting-cable and Watch) 

Now only.£49.95 

★ VIDEOFACE Digitiser 
With the Videoface you can transfer television pictures into Spectrum SCREENS. With 
this SCREENS you can do whatever you like. You can LOAD them into a drawing program 
or make hardcopies on a printer (see examples). For the Videoface a video-out signal 
needed so you can use a video recorder, camera or scart-television. You can even use 
another computer as a transmitter. What would you think of a Commodore screen in your 
Spec?? The Videoface scans continuously and because of it's speed, it appears you're 
watching a digitised movie! 

The Videoface produces a high-res 256 x 192 x 4 bit screen. The software is fully 
menudriven and is Beta and microdrive-compatible. Slice adjustable while scanning. Always 
stores the latest six screens for animations! The Videoface digitises a picture in 0.27 
seconds! And you can use it for fun, computer art or professional aims. So why hesitate? 
Rush to the mailbox and order now! The Data-Skip Videoface digitiser is £69.00 

Send a cheque or postal order made payable to: Data-Skip Holland 

Data-Skip, Ooshaven 58, 2801 PE Gouda, Holland 
Tel: 1820 20581 

Videoface and RC-1000 also available from: 
Romantic Robot (U.K.) — Micro-connection (Belgium) — ABC-Electronic (W. Germany). 



THE COMPLICATIONS OF COMPILATIONS 
Aaargh! Which one to buy? Dr Berkmann takes a butchers at the 

latest batch ■ ■ ■ Ah yes, it’s a 
complicated 
business. The 
implications and 
ramifications of 

compilations can cause 
such vacillations and 

palpitations in selection 
situations, (as my old 
granny used to say). So 
which should you invest 
your pools money in? Since 
my last round-up in July I’ve 
been literally deluged by 

newies — okay, I’ve had six 
— and here they are, 
dissected without mercy. 
Heh heh heh! Although I’ve 
referred to the original 
reviews (the dates in 
brackets refer to the issues 

they first appeared in), I’ve 
tried to judge the games by 
today’s standard’s, so some 
of the marks may be a 
smidgin different (ie lower). 
Fings ain’t wot they used to 
be (thank God!). 

SUMMERGOLD 
US Gold/£9.95 
Summer? Hah! As the rain 
courses dismally down the 
windows of Castle Rathbone, 
it’s hard to get too excited 
about anything that claims 
any connection with 
‘summer’. Still, this isn’t a bad 
collection, even if you get the 
feeling that US Gold’s really 
dredging up oldies that aren’t 
so much goldies as mouldies. 
Bruce Lee (May ’85) was one 
of the very first beat’em ups 
— fortunately things have 
come along a little since then. 
Dambusters (Sept ’85) and 
Beach-Head II (Feb ’86) 
haven’t aged too gracefully 
either, but Impossible Mission 
(Dec ’85) remains the 
classically addictive 
platformer it always was. 
More recently there’s 
Adventuresoft’s first game, 
Rebel Planet, which the troll 
supremo gave a guarded 
welcome to, back in Sept ’86. 
10th Frame (April ’87) is the 
newest of the six, a bowling 
sim with the same pedigree 
(and control system) as 
Leaderboard, but without 
quite the same addictive 
qualities. A fair compilation, 
but nowt to write home about. 

10th Frame 7 
Impossible Mission 8 
Rebel Planet 7 
Dambusters 6 
Bruce Lee 5 
Beach Head II 6 

TOTAL 7 

Impossible Mission 

3 COIN-OP 
CLASSICS 
US Gold/£9.99 
Not really a compilation as 
such, just three old games 
banded together and 
available for a tenner, original 
packaging and all. They’re all 
conversions of coin-ops, and 
all first saw the light (heavenly 
choir) last autumn, but as 

games they couldn’t be more 
different. Breakthru (Jan ’87) 
is a remarkably tatty drive ’n’ 
shoot which may have been a 
spanker in the arcades but is 
more of a slap round the 
chops on the Speccy. Kung- 
Fu Master (Sept ’86) has all 
the usual flying limbs and 
oriental shrieks (zzz), while 
Crystal Castles is a cracking 
conversion of the old Atari 
Pac-Man derivative, well 
worth a tenner by itself as far 
as I’m concerned. Good stuff. 
Breakthru 4 
Crystal Castles 8 
Kung Fu Master_7 

TOTAL 6 

THE BEST OF 3D 
Vortex/£9.99 
Howzabout this collection of 
Vortex’s finest moments. All 
four of these were written by 
Costa Panayi over a four-year 
period, and in the absence of 
any new stuff (get on with it, 
Costa!) US Gold has bunged 
out this Greatest Hits set. 
Revolution is the most recent, 
a 3D puzzle game which 
wowed Tommy Nash (in one 
of his more interlekchall 
moods) last November. 
Highway Encounter (Oct ’85) 
is a corky old Zaxxon-type 
road blaster that still seems to 
turn up on almost every 
compilation going, and 
Android Two plays quite 
brilliantly for a game that’s 
now four years old. Cracking 
stuff. 
Android Two 7 
Tornado Low Level 7 
Highway Encounter 8 
Revolution 8 

TOTAL 8 

CLASSIX 1 
The Edge/£8.99 
More plundering of vaults as 
The Edge distinters its own 
collection of Those You Have 
Loved’. This one is very much 
in the ‘One Ripsnorter And 
The Rest’s Rubbish’ mode, a 
bit like Virgin’s Now Games 4 
which we looked at last time. 
The nerve-tingler there was 
Dan Dare, and here it’s 
Bobby Bearing, a brilliant 
marbly 3D arcade adventure 
and one of the best games 
we’ve ever seen from The 
Edge. But then there are the 
others. Brian Bloodaxe is a 

platform game of stultifying 
unoriginality, Starbike is a rip- 
off of Lunar Jetman, Psytraxx 
has 1000 rooms but not much 
in any of ’em, and That’s The 
Spirit is a multi-screen city 
romp a la Ghostbusters, 
except without the jokes. If 
you haven’t seen B Bearing, 
this is good value. Otherwise, 
steer well clear. 
Bobby Bearing 9 
Brian Bloodaxe 5 
Starbike 4 
Psytraxx 3 
That’s The Spirit_5 

TOTAL 

Bobby Bearing 

ACTION PACK 
Alligata/£4.99 
Feeble collection of Alligata’s 
least distinguished games. 
Trap (April ’87) is probably the 
best thing here, a vertical 
scroller that already looks 
dated when compared to 
what we’ve seen since. Who 
Dares Wins II {June ’86) was t 
never daring enough and lost, 
while Indoor Bowling is too 
much like all the other 349276 
indoor bowling games we’ve 
seen of late. And Octagon is 
very late indeed — we only 
reviewed it in May! Not the 
most sparkling compilation 
I’ve seen, though by no 
means appalling value at a 
fiver. (Available only in WH 
Smith.) 
Trap 7 
Who Dares Win II 4 
Octagon 6 
Indoor Bowling_6 

TOTAL 5 

Who Dares Win II 

6-PAK VOL 2 
Hit-Pak/£9.95 
Corky compilation, far 
superior to the first 6-F 
package. International Karate 
(Feb ’86) is an unoriginal 
beat-’em-up, but otherwise the 
standard’s consistently high. 
Lightforce (Dec ’86) and 
Shockway fl/der (April ’87) 
were the first releases from 
Gargoyle offshoot FTL, and 
each in its own way is a 
brilliant achievement on the 
Speccy: Lightforce, a detailed 
and addictive (though not 
terribly swift) shooter and 
Shockway, a multi-speed 
scroller of urban walkways in 
a mugger-infested future. 
ACE (Oct ’86) is the fastest 
(but also the most graphically 
primitive) of all aerial-zapping 
simulations, while Into The 
Eagle’s Nest (May ’87) was 
one of the best of the Gauntlet 
variants and certainly the most 
popular. Finally, there’s a 
game called Batty, which you 
may well have heard about! 
All in all, a fine collection. 

International Karate 6 
Lightforce 8 
Into The Eagle’s Nest 9 
ACE 8 
Shockway Rider 9 
Batty_9 

TOTAL _? 

Batty 

COMING SOON ... 
... two more splendid 
compilations for the 
autumn. Activision’s got a 
collection of all those fab 
Lucasfilm games 
(Ballblazer,, The Eidolon and 
so on) which should be out 
in the shops by the time you 
read this. And Gremlin’s Star 
Games II is out soon, with 
one or two titles you may 
have seen elsewhere, like 
The Eidolon and Ballblazeri 
(Not to mention Highway 
Encounter, also available on 
the Vortex comp.) But we’ll 
keep you posted. 
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From Taito, the masters of arcade entertainment 
‘BUBBLE BOBBLE’ 

Blow and bounce and bob your way into oblivion in this 
incredible conversion of the greatest arcade game of 

the year... 
Bubble Bobble will blast your brains and bruise your 

senses... 
Baffle yourself...buy Bubble Bobble 

Spectrum £7.95 Commodore & Amstrad cassette 

£8.95 Commodore disk £12.95 Amstrad disc 

£14.95, and for the Atari ST £19.95 

Firebird is a Registered Trademark of British Telecommunications pic. 

I 

© 



YS CLAPOMETER 

Very similar to Jet Set 
Willy, though it’s a format 
that still has its fans. Don’t 
expect any great 
innovations! 

indicated on a dinky little icon 
showing a muscled arm 
holding a dumbbell. Lose 
energy and the dumbbell gets 
lower, until you lose one of your 
six lives. 

One of the main problems I 
had with JSWwas that, when 
falling several screens, the final 
screen (where you hit the 
ground) would repeat and 
repeat until I was well and truly 
mangled. This doesn’t happen 
in Heist 2012, I’m happy to say. 
If you fall, and believe me, you 
will, you0can continue the 
game happily, minus one life. 

Otherwise, though, Heist is 
virtually the dead spit for Willy 
— only smoother, slicker and 
more playable. Original it isn’t, 
but if games were banned for 
unoriginality, nothing would 
ever be released! 

Firebird/£1.99 
Tony L When I first saw this, I 
thought ‘Oh no, another Manic 
Miner/Jet Set Willy clone’. In a 
way it is, but in a way it’s not 
(Hey! Profound! Ed). Granted, 
it’s a platformer, but it’s a 
smooth, hard one (oo-er), 
which a lot of the time relies on 
pixel-perfect accuracy! It isnae 
bad! 

The year is 2012. (Go on! Ed) 
Most of the world lives on 
credit (like the YS staff), though 
some still use hard cash. For 
these poor saps, massive 
banks have been set up, and 
the one you’ve decided to rob 
is, weirdly, full of platforms and 
ladders. Coo! The controls are 
left, right and jump (sound 
familiar?) and your strength is 

GRAPHICS ■ ■ ■ 
PLAYABILITY ■ ■ ■ ■ ■■■□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■ ■ ■ 
ADDICTIVENESS ■ ■ ■ 

TOTAL 6 

■■■■■■ 
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BASTARD 
Virgin Games/£9.95 
Phil Hello, girlies! I bet you 
can’t tell who fm meant to be. 
I’m wearing a Wellington boot 
on my head, I’ve just drunk 14 
pints of 1080° lager, and I’ve 
just piddled in your hat. Give 
up? Hah! Knew you would! 
Hooargh! Oh dear, I seem to 
have lost me coleslaw into the 
front of your trousers. Pardon 
me. Uuuurrrppp! Yes, it’s Ade 
The Bastard, and he’s back in 
his own game, based on the 
megabrilliant book, How To Be 
A Complete Bastard. 
Incidentally, the book has sold 
millions, which means now * 
Ade’s a slightly less than 
alternative comedian, being 
almost as rich as Tarby, Max-a- 
long-a-Byegraves, and Brucie 
all rolled into one. 

In the game, you play the 

part of Ade, wandering around 
a yuppie house party, making 
yourself as unpopular as 
humanly possible in the 
shortest time. Berilliant! Make a 
mess, throw up, smash things, 
put sneezing powder up girlies 
noses, you know the sort of 
thing, eh readers? But don’t 
open the umbrella you’ll find in 
the umbrella stand, ’cos as 
everybody knows that’s VERY 
BAD LUCK! And it’d be just 
your bad luck to be turned into 
a gas cooker if you do it! Hah 
hah! 

The graphics are pretty 
good, with an original 4-way 
view of the room, where you 
see two views at a time, and 
can select which of the four 
views occupy which of the two 
windows. (Huh? Ed) Which is 
handy if you can’t see which 
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way you’re going, as you can 
turn one of the views to search 
for a door. One funny thing is if 
you gulp down a large 
alcoholic drinkie, the bottom of 
the two windows spins round 
very fast as if you were 
sozzled. 

Hmm. It’s such a laugh to be 
really disgusting, innit? And 
really so utterly predictable 
after all these years, eh? But 
I’m sure that if you like the Ade 
The Utter Bastard’ sense of 
‘humour’ you’ll really enjoy this 
wacky and very alternative 
game. Honestly. No, really you 

will... Look, buy it, you scum, 
or I’ll eat your HAMSTER! 
(Chomp!) 

YS CLAPOMETER 

A routine arcade-adventure 
based on the bestselling 
book. Not for the weak of 
stomach. 

GRAPHICS ■■■■■■■□□□ 
PLAYABILITY ■■■■■■■□□□ 
VALUE FOR MONEY ■■■■■■□□□□ 
ADDICTIVENESS ■■■■■■□□□□ 

TOTAL 7 



a rs after Commie owners bent our ears off about it, Novagen’s 
ary finally makes it to the Spectrum. And what a ripper! Marcus 

Berkmann foams at the mouth, as per usual! 

Illustration: Nick Davies 

clues. But even if^his gives 

by rto means 

at least a sensor-scan 
representation.of it. You 
see. it's not the planet 

that you see. but 
what your JKH 

' Portable 

some amazingly cryptic 

you the edge, it 

huge subterranean network 
of rooms and corridors, 
accessible from large 
elevators. As you explore you 
find objects to take and use. 
Although you meet people 
you don’t actually see them 
— Benson jilfet interprets 
their demands or messages 
and relays them on-screen. 
As a rule, people don't fire on 
you. Most doors are simple 
recfangles, but other, 
differently shaped ones 
need keys before you can get 
through them, and those 
with crosses on. hide 
teleports that whip you off to 
another part of the labyrinth. 
Even these are not always 
what they seem — some only 
send, others only receive, yet 
others send and receive, and 
some transport you to a 
random destination. Naturally 
there’s a certain amount 
of mapping to be done: Well, 
a vast amount, actually. 

Of course, you can cheat. 
Novagen is seUing a Targ 
Survival Kit. wllch features 
all sorts of useful maps and 

ruins the game. What might 
ruin it is if I tell you too 
much. It's more fun to start 
from a condition of total 
ignorance, and then find 
things out. 

I’ll just leave you with a 
couple of clues for now 
(study the captions). There 
are apparently three wa^ to 
complete the game, though 
at present l know of only one 
(all to do with acquiring 
enough credits to hire a 
Novadrive ship from the local 
spacecraft hire shop). I’ll be 
interested to hear of any 
more — indeed. I expect that 
both Tipshop and Clinic will 
be bursting with*hints and 
game-snags in the coming 
months. Yes, Mercenary is 
that good. 

FAX BOX 
Game. Mercenary 
Publisher. ... Novagen 
Original program by .Paul 

Woakes 
Conversion by .... David Aubrey- 

Jones 

Price. .£9.95 

t’s funny, isn’t it. the 
way that the more 
things there are to 
go wrong, the more 
things do go wrong. 

And in a spacecraft, there 
are billions of 'em. So when 
the Novadrive on your 
Prestinium space ship cuts 
out on a routine trip to 
Gamma 5. you know you’re 
in trouble. And as the planet 
Targ approaches rather 
faster than you'd wish, it’s 
inevitable that the controls 
all fail together and you 
spiral helplessly into the 
centre of the main city... ker- 
SPLAT! 

Fortunately you survive. In 
Mercenary you always 
survive, no matter how 
stupid, careless or downright 
suicidal you are. It's that sort 
of game. But there’s more, 
much more. In fact. I’ve 
never seen a game in which 
there was so much. It’s a 
staggering achievement. 

You’ve no doubt heard of 
it. Owners of the despised 
Qommie 64 have already 
had the best j*art of two 
years to hone their skills on 
the original Mercenary, and 
I'm sure they’ve told you 
about it. And told you about 
it. And then mentioned it 
again, just in case you hadn't 
heard the fir^t 6549 times. 
If, li*e me. you weren't 
listening. I’d better tell you 
whaiit’s all about*. 

Mercenary uses a 3D m 
vector graphics system to 

computer, installed in your 
helmet and known as 
Benson’ lets you see. 

You start the game with 
just 9000 credits. Benson 
and your enormous brain — 
and your aim is to get off 
Targ as quickly and 
lucratively as possible. Well, 
you are a mercenary! The 
city's large (about the size of 
Walsall, by my reckoning) so 
you’ll need to find some 
transport if you don't fancy 
slogging about on foot for 
several months. Fortunately 
you’ve crashed at an airport, 
so there could be an aircraft 
for sale. But isn’t 5000 
credits rather expensive? * 
And will it get you up to the 
space station that revolves 
high above the city? And 
what about this missile 
flying towards you? Wouldn’t 
it be a good idea to shoot it 
down? 

You discover tjjat there are 
two warring races on the 
planet, each controlling 
parts of the city. The Palyars 
wereTargs original 
inhabitants! while the 
warring l^echanoids are a 
particularly nasty bunch of 
invading robots. Long wars 
have reduced most of the * 
planet’s surface to 
wasteland. Even the city is 
relatively barren, and 
most life is now 
concentrated iJhg ted c 



APPROACHING JORDAN AIRPORT 
Named after Novagen* boss Bruce Jordan, curiously 
enough (other places In the game are named after far 
less reputable people - Takoushl Drive????). When you 

land, do It gently. There* no rush, and you’ll regret It If 
you smash the craft Into a heap of useless rubble. It* 
from this airport that all flight traffic leaves for the 
Second City (of which more later...). 

Part trading game, part strategy; part 
arcade-adventure, Mercenary also 
works on the level of flight simulator. 
Controls are easily mastered, and you 
can even hover motionless for as long 
as you want, idly surveying the 
cityscape. Heav-ee! —. 

Irritating, isn’t it, the way that certain 
craft will only go up so far and then 
no further. Unless of course you find 
a gadget that’ll power them up a bit! 

There are always perspective 
problems, even with such dear two- 
tone graphics, so use the elevation 
window regularly. Particularly useful 
when flying up to the space station - 
otherwise you could be upside down 
without knowing it! 

A useful window this - the dty is 
divided Into a 15 by 15 grid, so this 
helps you get around and see where 
you are. Try 09-06 If you need a lift 
and 15-02 for liquid refreshment. Or 
see the Walton Monument at 06*00 - 
a fine slab of modem architecture 
(yuk!). 

Leam to use the compass - it’s 
invaluable when making maps and 
especially when identifying where you 
are after a teleport. Red and yellow 
indicate direction, in this case 
virtually due north. 

This is where Benson pipes up with all 
his various comments and snippets of 
info. Pay attention, as he won’t give 
you much time to respond, and if you 
don’t, he won’t ask again! 
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WQUSEjDETECTIWE 

shwsrIng ekp 
Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd., Alpha House, 
10 Carver Street, Sheffield SI 4FS. Tel: (0742) 753423 

DEFLEKTOR 

CBM 64/128 
£9.99 C £14.99 D 

AMSTRAD 
£9.99 C £14.99 0 

SPECTRUM 
£7.99 C 

ATARI ST 
£19.99 

No heroes. No Foe. Only pure 
skill and technology as you guide 
your lazer beams through a sea of 
danger, a pyramid of obstacles reflect 
it from mirrors, bounce it off walls, 
deflect it through lenses, ever 
calculating the angles, carefully 
judging it’s path towards the home 
receiver and then.....another 59 levels 
of frustration and mind boggling 
intrigue. Addictive. 
Compulsive. Only for 
those who can 
withstand defeat. 

mrnmm 
BASIL THE GREAT 
MOUSE DETECTIVE 
From the basement of 221 b 
Baker Street, Basil and his 
faithful bloodhound Toby 
venture forward in search of the 
dastardly Ratigans hideout where 
poor Dr. Dawson is held against his 
will. What clues do they uncover 
amongst London’s famous 
landmarks? What disguises 
do they adopt in moving around 
the rodent underworld? It’s 
elementary my dear enthusiast, 
the answers are in the game. The 
question is do you have the 
skill to unearth them! 

CBM 64/123 
£9.99 C 

£14.99 D 

AMSTRAD 
£9.99 C 

£14.99 D 

SPECTRUM 
£7.99 C 
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MASK II 
Action packed adventure of the heroic 

Mask team in more danger filled 
missions against the evil forces of 

Venom. Man and machine in valiant 
defence of the world and it’s 

treasures. An exhilarating challenge to 
all gamers whatever their interests. 

TOUR DEFORCE 
From the instant the 

starter shouts 
“Gentlemen start your 

pedals” to the last 
gruelling moments, you’ll be banging 

heads with five of the meanest, toughest 
bikers to ever pump pedals. And if that’s I not enough the course is something 

special too:- Potholes, Manholes, 
ly Cakeholes, Aceholes,' Bolders, P Skunks, Snakes, Chasms, 

Oilsiicks, Icepatches, Bridges, Bear 
traps and much more. So climb 

aboard your Velo Mark IV and set 
off in pursuit of that coveted 

Yellow Jersey and experience the agony 
and ecstasy of 

CBM 64/ 1 28 I 

£9.99 C £14.99 D ■S* | ~T j ~~1 

SPECTRUM £7.99 C 
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Here’s the place to find out what’s happening, 
where and how much it’ll cost. Here’s every¬ 
thing that’s hot, that’s cool, that’s good, that’s 
ba-a-ad, that’s def and that’s blind drunk — all in 
an easy-to-swallow capsule that won’t have you 

queuing for the bathroom the morning after. It’s hipper than 
T’zer, fitter than P Snout, and even brainier than Dr 
Berkmann! It’s... SIR II 

Game/Publisher 

teas* 

SS!r 

Full Price Games 
Game/Publisher 

Exolon/ Hewson 

Road Runner/US Gold 

Game Over/Imagine 

Gauntlet/US Gold 

Barbarian/Palace 

Paperboy/Elite 

Enduro Racer/Activision 

Army Moves/Imagine 

Six Pak/Hit Pak " 
Leaderboard/Access-US Gold 

Budget Price Games 

Full 
This Last 

Month Month 

1 NE 

2 NE 

3 NE 

4 (7) 

5 a) 

6 (8) 

7 (2) 

8 (5) 

9 (4) 

10 (9) 

TOP FIVE ANGEL 
DELIGHT™ FLAVOURS 
\. Butterscotch 
2. Mint chocolate 

3. Peach 
(alas now 
defunct) 

4. Fruits of the 
forest 

5. Redcurrant 
and bison 

Chart supplied by the 
ESGutbuckets 

This Last 
Month Month 

1 (1) 

2 (2) 

3 (3) 
4 NE 

Game/Publisher 

BMX Simulator/Code Masters 
Run For Gold/Alternative 
Milk Race/Mastertronic 
Nick Faldo's Open Golf/ 

Bug- Byte 
Destructo/Bulldog 

Feud/Bulldog 
Dead Or Alive/Alternat.ve 
Tournament Leaderboard/ 

Access-US Gold , 
Eddie Kidd Jump Challenge/ 

Richochet 
Wolfan/Bulldog 

Charts compiled for Your Sinclair by Gallup 

COIW ICS 
the trio of SnJlTfJ!!lh'S,month's chart, with 

NE 

(4) 
NE 
(6) 

9 NE 

10 NE 

the tSof°^ES2 hm°nth S Chart'with 
* h>P end.eSL *> 
'"to place. Lone Wolf&2/,hh- been We,ded 
water?) has shot upwards JtlT ^ 

a predictable seller but the XSwZ?nUa-mam 
e"toy.nga„ewspurt 

X-Men Annual (1) 

2. Punisher (4) 

3. 
Marshal Law (1) 

5■ ^ne Wolf & Cub (4) 

6‘ ?ss9u8es02f-2a7)'Pth,n9 (Co,,ectio" of 

7. X Factor (23) 

®* Swampthing (67) 

9- Real War Stories 
'O- Silver Surfer (6) 

Compiled bv Minhaoi rvnnnn . 
vnoghue at Virgin 

trainers 
Chart supplied by Winchmore Hill's answi 

to Beau Brummel, Anthony Williams 

1. Puma 

2. Nike 

3. Hi-Tec 

4. Adidas 

5. Mitre 

6. Patrick 

7. Reebok 

8. Panther 

9. Dunlop 

4H Mirkc 
..rno TUC 



Game/ 

h Publisher 

Afterburner/Sega 

Double Dragon/ Taito 

WEC Le Mans/' Konami 

Outrun/Sega 

R-Type/Irem 

Super Hang-On/ Sega 

Rastan Saga/Sega 

flying Shark/ Taito 

Exerizer/Jaleco 

Rolling Thunder/Atari 

*T ISLAND DlSiva 
THE chart 

jetting so many o’ ^eawhat ■are th 
hy not knock up ? naaw;th one exception. 
> It’s a close run thing w hopeiul castav 

1. Gauntlet (US Gold) 

2. Cobra (Ocean) 
3. paperboy (Elite) 

4. Uridium (Hewson) 
i. The Great Escape (Ocean) 

6. Match Day (Ocean) 

7. Bombiack (Elite) 
3. commando (Elite) 

9. Elite (Firebird) 
10. Enduro Racer (Activision 

Hiding in your ^ ^//'/jlonou/rnono' 
>r choice sPl®5h,fathers will be chosen £ 
e, and a winners are Cc 
^ o vs badqe. This momi i Rattle , 

YS SHOPPING LIST 
ave you ever seen 
anything quite so 
revolting, except maybe answer 

■ ■ watching Phil eat his M 
lunch? Scarcely a cuddly toy, but ^ ^ 
give him a squeeze and... well, Jr pr ^ fe 
it’s too disgusting to say. A hint: 
it sounds too much like a case of v ' I ^ 
the post-curry blues for any It ** S-- 
more to be said. You’ll just have 
to buy your own. Ask for a 1 i ^1 ' Wr 
Grumple from Matchbox. Never 
has £9.99 guaranteed so many 4I!p 
giggles. 

So now you know! If you’ve got any suggestions on bits 
and bobs that you’d like us to feature, or you’ve got a chart 
of your own to show the world, then drop us a line to Street 
Life, Your Sinclair, 14 Rath bone Place, London W1P IDE. 
Any that we publish will win a game and a YS badge. 

The Untouchabl 
(18) Kevin Costn 
Robert De Niro, 
Sean Connery 

ee, man, it’s a G-N 
( _and by that I mean 

I - ^ gangsters and gut: 
Ness is reborn in t 

| shape of fresh-faced Kevi 
P Costner and though he ci 

himself Untouchable, l d 
I grab him! 

The time is 1931, or 7. 
m which means the pubs s\ 
" have opened long ago, b 

Prohibition America. Thi 
I booze is strictly illegal s 

foolinn thirstv. wl 



Jhere may not be 
many reasons to 
venture further 
than the Watford 
Gap, but Alton 

Towers is certainly one of 
them. So much so, that we 
decided to get up at the crack 
of dawn, board a train, eat a 
British Rail breakfast and 
travel hundreds of miles to 
Stoke just so’s we could tell 
you how wonderful the world 
of Alton Towers really is. And 
it had absolutely nothing to do 
with the fact that we fancied a 
fun day out ourselves, of course. 

GRAND 
CANYON RAPIDS 
► Hmmm! All that water looks a 

bit ominous. 12 acres of it to 
be precise. Still, that didn t put us 
off, well except for Darre 1. A , 
gliding1 through'the rippling water 
?s pleasant enough, dunno what all 

ahmit. Oka^ 
IS pleasant euuu&»,-- 
the fuss is about. Okay there s a 
few rapids ahead, but we should 
get through those without a 
housing.8, whoosh. Move over 

Marcus I’m getting soaked. T zer. 
Ha ha Pete’s drenched.. . splash oh 
no I’ve just had half a gallon of 

water plonked on me lap- 
Blimey I’m getting seasick from all 

this turbulence. Get on top of im 
T’zer. Pete I beg your pardon. 
Tzer. You obviously haven t seen 
those two Niagra falls up ahead. 
Pete WhooOosh... swirl... spray. 
Well, I’m well and truly moist now. - 

Phil. Ha ha I’m not, though. about those water jets at the 
Marcus Splash... Urgh We warned. ^ Anyway ,fy0u don’t get 

^tyo^el rillingi^^ -_ 

►Wossis then? Looks like an Arabian carriage with a big pendulum 
sticking out of it. Right who’s for a go on this then? Well, Phil and 

Darrell have chickened out so it just leaves Peter, T’zer and me. Cor why 
are we being strapped in so well. Blimmin’ heck you don’t think we’re 
gonna end up there — 85 foot above the ground? Uh-oh! We are! Hey, it 
swings back and forth like a see-saw getting higher and higher but at least 
we stay horizontal. Wah-ay! I’ve just left my stomach on top of that tree 
and T zer s gone a 
funny shade of , 
green. Maybe 
that’s why Pete’s 
screaming so 
much! Yikes! It’s 
gone all the way 
over the top and 
dropped right 
down to the 
ground again, 
leaving my guts 
somewhere in 
between. Marcus. 
Urgh! Bleeergh! 
T’zer. 

YS GOES TO A/l 

After prising Phil out of the 
buffet car, we squeezed into a 
taxi and headed for the 
beautiful Staffordshire town of 
Alton, where the park is 
situated. Our first sighting of 
it was the majestic towers of 
Alton Mansion which stood on 
a hill above 800 acres of 
grounds filled with ‘fun, 
fantasy and excitement’; 300 of 
which are devoted to the 
entertainment complex and 
another 300 to the finest 
landscaped gardens in Europe, 
containing Pagoda fountains, a 
Chinese temple and the Grand 

WISP 
Sick bags in hands, th YS 
defying leap into themti 
Towers. BleeurghhhhAm 

lorra, Ira 

Conservatories. 
Over 2.2 million people visit 

Alton Towers each year, with 
up to 35,000 on some Bank 
Holidays, but luckily there 
were only about 11,000 people 
the day we went, though the 
place is so vast you really don’t 
notice them. After having a 

quick bite to eat, on Phil’s 
request, we began our tour of 
Europe’s number one leisure 
park, which boasts some 100 
attractions. 

RIDE ’EM COWBOY! 
There are five main theme 
areas, Fantasy World, Festival 

CORKSCREW 

^ Have,we gm t0 go on 
. , ithaL So we ve managed to eet 

whaG OhP t0 thecar Now wnat. Oh, we chug up a 75 foot 
incline No problem! And then we 

swoop down a sheer drop of sfxty 

feet, you must be... aaaaaaa- 
arrrrrrrgghhh... haaaaaayy- 
ylppppp... let me off... ^ 
wheeeeeeee... crrrrrrriiiiipes. 
oooooooohhhhhh. F 

mummmmmmmeeeee... ooo-eeee- 

crunch... thud... joking! Never 
agaw. Travelling at 40 miles an 
hour upside down round the 
corkscrew’? You won’t get me on 
that again in a hurry. I’ve just 

got to have another go. T’zer 
wheeeeeeee... 

- 111-. 

black hole LACK HUl’E boul Where’s Phil? Ooomph! 

>, Now, this is the ride everyone’s been *“u^?itB^pitd» black in here 
Oh there you are. I can’t see a those blokes aren’t half doub e 

Ihaaayyyy, whooooooooaaa^T«^v^^^ 

1 know why 
I everybody 
I coming out of 

here looks as 
white as a 
sheet! Darrell. 
Wheeeeeeeeee! 
Crunch! Ah, 
we’ve stopped — 
I want another 
go —- this has 
got to be the 
most thrilling 
experience ever! 

Phil 



TOWERS 

right across the park, giving 
some breathtaking aerial views 
of the complex and gardens. 

Each theme area houses a 
variety of stomach churning, 
white knuckle rides, some of 
which are the best in Europe 
— the most hair raising being 
the Corkscrew Rollercoaster, 

LOG flume 

I l,he L°g Flume. We’d 
^ heard that this is the lonees 
water ride ,n the world at 2,600 

elm in®'11 t3kes 5 mmutes to 
complete, so we had to have a e< 

on tt We all got i„ the log ® 
shaped boat and for some reason 
Ma/ous insisted he go in the bad 
and Peter at the front. Ah, it’s 
nice watching all that beau fol 

countryside go by as we 
gently round the course... Who 

are wed the lightS 0Ut? And why 
are we going up this track? 
* zer Cnpes, we’re plungine 
down at the speed of light^ except 
it’s dark and... splosh..SI’m ePt 
renched. Now I see why Marcus t 

crumbs, look at th^h! 

I’m working with a load o 
wimps. This ride looks well 

corky. At least 1 seem to be 
strapped in pretty tightly- 

ooomph! Ah, it’s st 
_maybe I shouldi 
those sweets — wb 
Gasp! Blimey, it s 

I giant swing — art 
| moment there v 

I weightless — Phil 
tried it out! Whee 
brilliant, if only i 
the same — it ab 
refusing to come 
try this ride out 
didn’t have a go! 

PORKY PHIL’S 
GUIDE TO FAST 
FOOD FILLERS All those fast and furious rides 

and the walking in between 
them certainly works up an 

appetite. It’s a bit of luck then that 
you can buy food absolutely 
everywhere. This really is a paradise 
for food fetishists like myself. After 
porking my way through a one foot 
diameter pizza in the Pizzeria in 
Aqualand, I grabbed a Feast from the 
Tuck Shop and felt strong enough to 
do a quick tour round the snack bars 
and restaurants. Apart from all the 
stalls, selling giant ice-creams, chips, 
candy floss, buckets of Coca Cola and 
toffee apples there are six huge 
restaurants to fill up at. The Talbot is 
the biggest fast food restaurant in 

Europe, serving 1,000 people an hour, 
which is a bit of luck ’cos I’ll be 
visiting it a few times myself! If you’re 
a posh geezer you can always pop in to 
the luxury Swiss Cottage silver service 
restaurant for a slap up meal — in 
fact I think it’s just about time for a 
snack! 

, the YS team take a death 
he fantasy world of Alton 
thh! And all because it’s a 
i, lerra fun! 

SKYRIDE 
^Now this is one hell of a ride 
jT and so it should be since it cost 
£6 million to build. There are 
three stations where you can board 
these sphere-like Gondolas (cable 
cars) and up to twelve people can 
fit in them. We all climbed in at 
Towers Street and we were soon 
up, up and away! Gasp! The only 
sound to be heard was the in-car 
music and Darrell blowing his 
nose. Quite frankly I don’t know 
which was worse! T’zer. What a 
view, there’s Aqualand... and gasp, - 
just look at those gardens. I know we’re 200 feet un Phil ,. 
take your head out from between your leg^Darrell Hch weVe “““ 

bn'ilo.nf'r"5 the.second station at the Chinese Temple - wow this is 

Park, Aqualand, Talbot Street 
and Kiddies Kingdom, and 
each one is packed with fun 
things to do and see. We didn’t 
manage to view everything on 
our whirlwind tour, but some 
of the bigger attractions worth 
looking out for include the 
miniature railway that runs 

through the amazing gardens, 
the shopping mall in Towers 
Street crammed with shops 
selling all sorts of goodies, the 
newly introduced futuristic 
Monorail that takes you from 
the car park to the Grand 
Entrance and the brand-new 
Skyride cable cars that run 

Pirate Ship, 1001 Nights, 
Enterprise, Grand Canyon 
Rapids, Log Flume and Black 
Hole. And if you’re faint 
hearted you can always take in 
the more leisurely attractions 
like the Dolls, Model Railway 
and Vintage Car exhibitions 
and the sedate journey across 
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Who’s the most mischievous 
Playboy in the entire „ 
galaxy?.... . - mill 

and don't forget it! 
You may not believe it but he's a super-sharp counter espionage 

agent with a big appetite for entertainment and there’s nothing he enjoys more 
than a full blown bruise-up! Now trouble is heading his way as you help Freddy 
cover, after yet another crash-landing, to steal a space-craft to freedom. Take on 
an-eating ants, reptiles, robots, mutants and genetic throw-backs with Dinamic’s 

_ latest wonderman — Freddv Hardest 

llfi SPECTRUM £7.95 COMMODORE £8.95 AMSTRAD£8.95 MSX£8.95 

Imagine Software, 6 Central Street, Manchester M2 5NS, Tel: 061 834 3939, Telex: 669977 



<1 the world in Around The 
World In Eighty Days. Plus 
there’re restaurants to relax in, 
circus acts to see and loads 
more shows and fun packed 
features to experience. 

LICENSED TO THRILL 
But you wouldn’t catch us 
butch KSguys chickening out 
of a ride on a rollercoaster 
even if it does turn you upside 
down and your stomach inside 
out. So the first place we 
headed for was the Corkscrew 
and then the Enterprise, 
followed by 1001. We swayed 
on towards the Pirate Ship, 
Grand Canyon Rapids and Log 
Flume, and finally managed to 
stagger to the ultimate in thrill 
experiences — the Black Hole! 
Huurrrrghie Rrrrulph! 
Bleeeurgh! But more of that 
later. 

Alton Towers really is a 
wonderful world filled with 
fun, fantasy and excitement — 
if you get the chance, go and 
see it. You’ll love it — we did! 
It’s real family entertainment 
so you could even persuade 
your mum and dad to take 
you. They can stroll round the 
beautiful gardens while you 
thrash round the bone shakin’ 
rides, coming off looking like 
Andrew Lloyd Webber and 
feeling like Bob Geldof looks! 

And if you live down in 
Land’s End and can’t get to 
Alton Towers just yet, don’t 
worry there are plenty of other 
leisure parks, though not quite 
as enormous, scattered around 
the country. We’ve compiled a 
list showing where they are 
and some of the bigger rides 
found at each one. Right we’re 
off — there’s a bit of final 
research we need to do at 
Alton Towers. Arrrrrrrrgggghh! 

LIFE OF LEISURE 

FANTASY FAX 
Leisure Park. Alton Towers, Alton, 

North Staffs ST 10 4DB 
Entrance Fee ....£7.99 Adults and 

children 
£4.99 School parties (term time 

only) 
Opening Hours . Rides 10.00-5.00, 

6.00 or 7.00 (see gate) 
Grounds 9.00 - 1 hour after closure 

of rides 

GETTING 
THERE. 

Rail.London-Euston 0820 
Stoke On Trent 1020 

Alton Towers 1110 
Road.Ml and M6 clearly 
signposted 
There are no bus services except 
at 1020 so unless you want to pay 
UP to £15 for a taxi make sure 
you go by road or reach Stoke 
railway station by 1020. 

The YS team would like to thank 
all the staff at Alton Towers for 
their hospitality and particularly 
Nicola Talfourd-Cook for giving 
us a whirlwind guided tour of 
the park. 

There are plenty of other large leisure parks dotted around Britain so if you can’t manage to get to 
Alton Towers how about trying one of these? 6 ® 

SCOTLAND 
Aberdeen Amusement Park, Beach 
Boulevard, Aberdeen, Scotland. 
Open end of March to end of 
September. Watch out for the 
Galaxy Roller Coaster. Pay as you 
ride. 

Arbroath Pleasureland, 
Gayfield, Arbroath, 
Scotland. Open Easter 
to October. Pay as you ride. 

NORTH-EAST 
Flamingoland Zoo And 
Family Fun Park, Malton, 
North Yorkshire. Open April 
to September. £4.00 
admission. The Looping 
Roller Coaster is a 
favourite. 

Funcoast World, Butlins, 
Skegness, Lincolnshire. Open 
Easter to September. £3.50 
admission. Take your bathers for 
the biggest fun pool in Europe. 

Lightwater Valley Action Park, 
North Stainley, Ripon, North 
Yorkshire. Open Easter to October. 
£3.99 admission. Try out the Rat, 
an underground roller coaster. 

Scarborough Fair, Scarborough, 
Yorkshire. Open Easter to 
September. Pay as you ride, or 
books of discount tickets available. 

NORTH-WEST 
Blackpool Pleasure Beach, 
Blackpool, Lancashire. Open 
Easter to November 1st. Free 
entry, books of discount tickets 
available. Famous for its wooden 
roller coasters. 

Camelot Theme Park, Chorley, 
Lancashire. Open Easter to 
October. £2.95 admission. 
Knights jousting in full 
armour is a speciality. 

Southport Pleasureland, 
Southport, Lancashire. Open 
Easter to November. Discount 
books of tickets available. Look 
out for The Revolution, a 360° 
loop. 

MIDLANDS 
American Adventure 
Theme, Derbyshire 
Peak District. Open Easter to 
October. £4.95 admission. 

Drayton Manor Park, 
Staffordshire. Open Easter to 
October. £1.20 admission, plus pay 
as you ride. 

Riverside Amusement Park, 
Stourport-on-Severn, 
Worcestershire. Open all year. Pay 
as you ride. The Dragon roller 
coaster is the one to go for here. 

West Midlands Safari and Leisure 
Park. Open April to November. 
£4.50 children, £5.50 adults 
admission. Terrify yourself on the 
Cobra, a loop the loop. 

EAST 
American Theme Park, Lowestoft, 
North Suffolk. Open Easter to 
October. £3.95 admission. 

Aberdeen Amusement Park 

icarborough Fair 

FlamingolanckZoo And Family Fun Park 

Brean Leisure Centre • Thorpe Park* 

Chessington World Of Adventure • BenbomS" 

_ , AmusememT’ark 
Bicton Park v —A 

BrightojvPeifer Pan 

Amusements 

Felixstowe Amusement Park, 
Suffolk. Open Easter to 
September. £1.50 admission. 

Great Yarmouth Pleasure Beach, 
Norfolk. Open Easter to 
September. Pay as you ride. Have a 
go on the Snake Slide. 

WALES 
Barry Island Pleasure Park, South 
Glamorgan, Wales. Open Easter to 
September. Pay as you ride. 

SOUTH-EAST 
Bembom Amusement Park, 
Margate, Kent. Open Easter to 
October. £3.95 admission. Go 
loopy on the Looping Star. 

Brighton Peter Pan Amusements, 
Brighton, Sussex. Open March to 
October. Pay as you ride. 

Chessington, World Of Adventure. 
Zoo is open all year round, but 

rides are only open Easter to 
October. £4.50 children, £5.50 
adults admission. For the best 
thrills search out the Dragon, a 
water ride. 

Thorpe Park, Chertsey, Surrey. 
Open end of March to end of 
September. £5.50 children, £6.00 
adults admission. Watch out for 
Thunder River. 

SOUTH-WEST 
Bicton Park, East Budleigh, 
Devon. Open Easter to October. 
£1.00 children, £2.00 adults 
admission. 

Brean Leisure Centre, Coast Road, 
Burnham-on-Sea, Somerset. Open 
Easter to October. Pay as you ride. 
Get airborne on the Space Shuttle. 

Flambards Theme Park, Culdrose 
Manor, Helston, Cornwall. Open 
April to November. £1.50 children, 
£3.00 adults admission. The 3D 
Cinema is well worth a look. 
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driving him to the bottle. Hmm, I must 
load it up again myself in that case. 
The specific problem is what to do with 
the smashed vents. Obvious, you twit, 
you fix them. Oh, you want to know 
how. I see, well take the HCROT DNA 
EPIP and SETALP DLEW, but not the 
one in the hardware department. 

Jeff Bird of Cardiff is having 
vocabulary trouble — mainly his lack 
of it. In The ‘O’Zonehe says he’s 
wearing the bucket to get past the 
robot leader, but now he needs it to put 
some acid in and he can’t drop it as the 
program tells him he hasn’t got it. A 
lack of vocabulary in the program too, 
I think. Though if you’re wearing 

| something in an adventure you 
5 normally have to remove it before you 
| can drop it. 
| Nothing as mundane as bucket 
g trouble for David Brankin, from 
I Thornbury. David’s being given the 
| runaround by a couple of dragons. The 

first is in Castle Blackstar: “How do I 
move the dragon after slaying it?” The 
answer is that you don’t, you have to 
kill it from another direction otherwise 
it just blocks the way and can’t be 
moved. In the same game, to kill the 
hydra you must DAERBREGNIG 
WORHT, which the heads will fight 
over, and you kill off the remaining 
head with any weapon. 

The other dragon problem is in The 
Pawn, and to get past this one you first 
SWODAHS TA ETIHW ENIHS and 
then you SWODAHS TA TNIOP. As to 
whether you should use the blue key 
on the safe and vote, or on the door 
and save the princess, I’d say you 
should vote every time. The princess 
isn’t worth it. 

A letter next from ‘Dejected of 
Dorset’, alias J Meaning of Throop, 
who asks for solutions on Imagination 
and The Hobbit, but without sending the 
required sae. Not that I have freebies 
available for those two games anyway, 
but if ‘Dejected’ would like to write in 
with a sae for a list of the available 
freebies, I’d be happy to supply one. 
That goes for anyone else out there, 
too, whether dejected, defective or just 
plain demented. 

Michael Palmer of Newquay asks 
how to deal with the dinosaur (KCITS 
WORHT) and get past the fence 
(ETUHCARAP ESU) in Eureka, and 
how to deal with the guards in Valkyrie 
17 (MEET TOOHS). 

Some tips from Anthony Prash, 20 
Wales Road, Sheffield, who would also 
like to hear from anyone who’s playing 
any of the same games. In Necris 
Dome, make sure you have the oxy 
exchanger before initiating destruction; 
in Star Wreck plug the spark in to get 
the safe combination; in Lifeterm send 
an SOS to get things going; and in Wiz 
Biz use the vacuum to dispose of the 
spectre and remember that fire demons 
like junk food. 

Simon Purdoe (I think that’s his 
surname) of Botley near Southampton 
asks a few things about The Never 
Ending Story because he says his copy 
is just gathering dust on the shelf till 
he can solve these problems. Right, 
blow off the dust and load it up again, 
Simon. To find the crystal you need to 
get past the thorns into the tunnel in 
the mountains, and for that you 
ERIFPMAC TA HCNARB THGIL, and 
then you SNROHT THGIL. Don’t 
worry about the cape, and spend as 
little time as possible in the 
swamplands. 

Ron White of Mexborough says he’s 
known as Rodders, which I thought 
was the name for a plonker. He must 
be a plonker, as he’s sent me a solution 
to Bored Of The Rings, which I’ve been 
offering as a freebie for yonks. Or 
maybe he isn’t, as I didn’t include the 

passwords on mine, so for the benefit 
of everyone who’s asked about those in 
the past, here they are: GOODTIME, 
Trevor and Derek, NOT TELLING. Be 
sure to get your upper and lower case 
letters right. 

A couple of useful hints to speed up 
play on Very Big Cave Adventure from 
Trevor Taylor of York. At the 
beginning you don’t need to go through 
all the routines of wearing the wellies 
and dealing with the bull, as the 
‘magic’ words “SAY COMMODORE” 
will transport you to the caves right 
from the start, and not merely after 
you’ve discovered it. In the beginning 
was the word, and the word was 
Commodore. What??? Never mind, 
Commodore owners have to “SAY 
SPECTRUM”, and Amstrad owners 
have to “SAY SUGAR”. Trevor’s other 
clue is for those of you who know rude 
words, which I’m sure is very few of 
our well-behaved YS readers. At 
Gotham City you don’t need to capture 
the Jester to get a lift back to the 
caves, all you do is swear, and then 
when you get out of the swear box 
you’re back in the main game. 

M A Squiggle of Warwick Close in 
Whitchurch (that’s what the signature 
looks like, anyway) asks about the DO 
command in The Hobbit, which I 
mentioned back in the June issue. What 
is this mysterious command? Well in 
an early version of the program they 
hoped to include a command that the 
player could use: DO MAGIC. That 
would provide you with a magical way 
of dealing with some of the problems. 
Then it was decided to take this out 
and let you deal with the problems in a 
non-magical way, like smashing things 
up with your sword. But it obviously 
wasn’t taken out successfully as using 
the word DO in your input can cause 
strange things to happ'en. It’s worth 
trying if you’re getting tired of playing 
and are about to switch off anyway, as 
it can cause the program to crash. “And 
why does Thorin keep singing about 
gold?” this same inquisitive reader 
wants to know. Well, some people are 
just like that. Mike sits down and starts 

singing, “Baby it’s gold outside.” 
Nic Malone, of wonderful Wigan, is 

busy singing the praises of Delta 4 and 
The Colour Of Magic, except for the fact 
that he can’t get out of the burning city 
in part two. Despite reading the 
solution we printed, Nic can’t get 
Twoflower to co-operate by riding one 
of the horses. I know the solution 
works because I’ve played it through, 
and all I can think of is that maybe 
you’re not bothering to do something in 
part one that looks fairly unimportant, 
and that’s having repercussions later 
(this month’s big word). Anyone else 
come across a bolshie Twoflower and 
worked out the reason why? Nic 
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finishes by asking if they’re going to be 
adapting the sequel, The Light Fantastic. 
It’s no use asking me, Nic, I know 
nothing, but if Piranha are listening, 
what are the chances? 

J R Evory and Andrew Dobson of 
East Yorkshire want to know what to 
do with the Silver Socle in Kayleth, and 
how to stop the walls crushing you in 
the citadel. The answer to both being 
ELCOS RETNE. 

Next, enter John Clifton of London 
SE3 with a couple of queries about 
Colditz. How to find the combination to 
the armoury and how to climb all the 
way up the chimney? If you can do the 
second, then you can discover the first. 
To get further up the chimney you 
mustn’t mind who you tread on 
(RENOSIRP ESU), and although you 
can’t go all the way up, when you get a 
bit higher you can YLLUFERAC 
NETSIL. 

A few tips from Gregory Quinn of 
Portadown, in Demon From The 
Darkside: to get Stodge the Dwarf you 
must drop all and take him, but don’t 
forget to retake the smoke and teleport 
spells. And in The Golden Mask, don’t 
take the mask till you’ve read the scroll 
of Voltac. 

Just to show that Your Sinclair and 
the adventure pages aren’t only read by 
trainspotters, loonies and general 
layabouts; the latest mailbag contained 
letters from a teacher, a freelance 
photographer, a doctor from Virginia 
Water and a retired Major from 
Taunton. Yet not even the Major won a 
YSbadge, what a shame. But last and 
by all means least, my old pal Ricardo 
Mapp is back on the map, giving me 
his list of the ten worst points in 
adventure games. They are instant 
deaths; excessive use of random 
elements; the word-game syndrome (eg 
DON GLOVE in Time Machine when 
WEAR GLOVE doesn’t work); illogical 
mazes where each room has about ten 
exits, and nine of them all lead back to 
the same place; illogical solutions to 
problems (eg Moron in the room where 
The exit is not obvious’ and you have 
to type OBSCURE); being able to 
finish with less than 100%; brilliant 
artwork that misleads you into thinking 
an adventure is better than it is; lack of 
time to solve a problem (eg two inputs 
before the dragon kills you); very slow 
responses (eg Smuggler's Cove, though 
there are very few as slow as that 
around these days); and objects which 
are not mentioned in the text, but 
you’re meant to be able to identify from 
a badly drawn picture (eg the safe in 
Valkyrie 17 and the blob in the rock 
that’s a keyhole in Terrors of Trantoss). 

Some provocative thoughts there, 
most of which, I agree with — anyone 
else got any pet hates that Ricardo’s 
missed out? 

Venture forthwith MikeGerrard • Since my adventure round¬ 
up was finished. I’ve 

heard from Zodiac Software, 
who at my suggestion are 
reducing the price of their 
games, Soap Land and Scary 
Mansion, to just £2.50 each. 
As one of my few complaints 
about Zodiac’s adventures 
was the high price, this 
reduction means that you 
now have absolutely no 
excuse for not bunging off a 
fiver for them both. 

• When Automata went out 
of business it looked like the 

end of the road for the infamous 
Piman, star of the first 
‘adventure’ I ever bought, but 
he’s now been given a job as a 
logo thanks to Interceptor 
Micros. Interceptor has bought 
Automata, and will be using the 
label as a mid-price adventure 
range. The first Spectrum 
adventures should have been 
released by the time you read 
this. Costing £3.99, the titles to 
watch out for are Asiento and 
Sword Of Kings. I notice that one 
of the Automata range is likely 
to be the old Interceptor 
favourite, Warlord, though that’s 
only on the Commodore 64 to 
start with. It would be good to 
see cheapo versions of some of 
the other Interceptor faves, like 
Message From Andromeda, Heroes 
Of Karn and Forest At World's End. 

• Other cheapo news is 
from Mastertronic, which 

has set up yet another label. 
This one’s called Ricochet and 
will be used to re-release 
some of the older Melbourne 
House titles like Mordenfs 
Quest and Hampstead in the 
£l.99/£2.99 price range. 

• Certain readers, no names 
mentioned, have been trying 

to extract from me vital secret 
information about The Subs 
Club. What’s in it for 
adventurers, they ask. Join and 
find out, I tell them. But I’ve 
decided to be kind and let you 
know about the latest 
adventurous offerings, which 
include two Piranha adventures 
for the price of one (The Big 
Sleaze and the Colour Of Magic), 
and other Speccie books at 
cheap prices from Duckworth. 
Also a special offer price on the 
Six-in-One adventure pack from 
Tartan Software. Can’t be bad. 

• More news on the future 
of Adventure Contact 

magazine, by way of a letter 
from new editor Colin Page 
who outlines his plans for the 
publication. Basically it’s 
business as usual, and 
subscribers should have 
received their first issue 
under the new regime by the 
time they read this. “It’s still 
a monthly publication,” says 
Colin, “and still costs £1 per 
issue. Obviously it won’t be 
the same in content because 
no two editors think alike. I 
have ideas for several new 
columns, and readers say 
they want more ‘general’ 
reading and less articles 
specialising in one particular 
computer, because if you 
don’t own GAC or whatever, 
then that part of the mag is 
irrelevant. We will, of course, 
still be doing these articles, 
but less of them and more of 
the general stuff.” 

• You may have been 
wondering why Murder Off 

Miami didn’t get a YS review, 
when I’m such a big fan of the 
lad Fergus and his merry quips. 
The answer lies in the fact that 
early Spectrum versions (such as 
the one sent for review) had a 
fatal bug which stopped you 
rising from your seat at the start 
of the game. Instead of putting 
you on your feet, it put you into 
a loop back to the start of the 
program. Now it seems that the 
bug has been sorted out, but if 
you’ve been lucky enough to 
pick up a bugged version, return 
it to CRL or the shop where 
you bought it for replacement. 
To check for the bug, type 
STAND UP and see if you have 
to start all over again. If you do, 
you’re the proud possessor of a 
bug. 
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◄ DEADLY MISSION Your Deadly Mission in 
this game is to find the 
location of the rebel 
Trilla Pirate Base and 
bring back its co¬ 

ordinates for the good guys. 
Intelligence reports show that the base 
lies within the Korgan Empire 
boundaries, or “boundries” as the 
program spells them. 

Starting the game at your ship’s 
controls, you’d better get a move on 
and search the ship, as I give you 
advance warning: it won’t be many 
moves before you’re under attack. 
You’ve a key right under your nose, and 
careful examination of everything 

You are in the ships control 
room. Around you is the steady 
hum of the many computers which 
help you to Keep the ship 
functioning. There is a doorway 
to the South. 
Uhat now captain ? ■ _ 

should let you equip yourself with a 
torch and batteries, plus a little 
weaponry before you’re attacked and 
have to seek the shelter of the nearest 
planet. 

Whether this is a wise move or not I 
don’t know, as wandering through the 
landscape I found a cave, and in the 
cave a slumbering monster guarding its 
nest. All I can tell you about the 
monster is that it had fangs as it 
attacked me and that was the only bit 
of the message I could see, because it 
scrolled instantly up behind the picture 
that shows you the game’s over. Was 
there a clue in that message as to how 
I was disturbing the creature? I’ll never 
know as it whizzed past too fast. I 
sometimes wonder if programmers 
actually play their games once they’re 
written. 

I obviously had to kill the mysterious 
fanged beast, but I have to admit to 
defeat, even at this early stage of the 
game. KILL ANIMAL, SHOOT 
ANIMAL, FIRE RIFLE, SHOOT 
RIFLE — all produced no response 
whatsoever, except the WHAT NOW 
CAPTAIN? prompt repeated, leaving 
me wondering whether anything was 
happening or not. Exploring elsewhere 

in the landscape, I eventually heard the 
sound of choppers, and before I knew 
it, I was thrown in the ever-familiar 
cell. The means of escape obviously 
required a screwdriver, which my spies 
told me was in the dreaded cave, so at 
this point I gave up. 

I should have persevered with the 
game, I know, but I’d seen nothing that 
made the adventure stand out from the 
crowd. I must have seen at least 200 
adventures exactly like this one. Not 
bad, not stunning, just another 
everyday story of adventuring folk. I 
want some excitement, I want some 
danger, I want to be... a lumberjack! 
(Puts on appropriate clothing and 
breaks out of YS office, never to be 
seen again. Till next month.) 

FAX BOX 
Title..Deadly Mission 
Publisher:.John Henry Enterprises, 

16-19 Brewery Rd, London 
Price:.£1.99 
through Micronet Spectrum Telesoftware, or 
£1.99 plus 22p postage mail order. 

feTaphics 
Text ■■■■■■■□□□ 
Value for Money ■■■■■■□□□ □ 

personal Rating 

THE LOST RUBY 
ooooooooooooooo How I don’t know if this is 

true or not, but the 
story behind The Lost 
Ruby is that in 1891 
Queen Victoria hid a 

ruby somewhere on the Isle of Wight, 
and though hundreds of people 
searched the island, the jewel was 
never discovered. When the Queen 
died, ten years later, the secret of the 
ruby’s location died with her. If it is 
true... where’s my bucket and spade 

and who’s for a weekend in Cowes? 
True or not, it’s an interesting 

setting for an adventure, so it’s a 
shame that this is the first 
disappointing release from Wright- 
choice. It’s no disaster, but it’s 
certainly no jewel. Most of the 
locations are real place names from the 
Isle of Wight, like Cowes, Ryde, 
Ventnor and so on, with all the little 
villages in between. You start at 
Sandown carrying some small change, 
80p if you count it, but could I find an 
ice-cream man, just when I fancied 
one? An ice-cream that is. Could I heck 
as like! 

You wander round the sights on the 
island, and try to find something to do. 
Finding a pass to get into places like 
the Castle and the Country Park helps. 
Using it, is a pain though. The fact that 
you’re carrying the pass isn’t enough, 
you must SHOW PASS as well. Then 
it’s OK to ENTER ROBIN (The Robin 
Hill Country Park, the program won’t 
accept ENTER PARK). Inside here and 
faced with east and west exits, I went 

WEST and was back outside the park 
again. Right, ENTER ROBIN, “You 
need a pass.” Aargghh! 

Not a downright disaster, as the 
problems can be solved, and the 
inclusion of helpful features like 
VERBS and NOUNS commands to 
show you most of the vocabulary 
available is welcome. There’s WORDS/ 
PICTURES and a SAVE to RAM option 
as well, but it would need a real ruby at 
the end of the quest to make me 
persevere with this one, when there 
are dozens and dozens of better 
adventures around. 

FAX BOX 
Title:.The Lost Ruby 
Publisher:.Wrightchoice Software, 

PO Box 100, Troon, Ayrshire, 
Scotland KA10 6BD 

Price:.£3.95, mail order only. 

graphics 
Text | 
Value for Money ! 

^Personal Rating | 

I □□□□ 
!□□□□□ 
!■□□□□ 
■ ■□□□□ 
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GUNSHIP 

The Apache... Fierce and elusive, like its warrior namesake 
... Capable of defeating enemy tanks, infantry, and hostile 
aircraft on the modern electronic battlefield. 
Gunship’s revolutionary 3-D graphics enable you, the pilot, 
to fly into the world’s hottest trouble spots .. .You’ll use an 
unbelievable array of high tech information and weapon 
systems, including lasers, video cameras, night viewers, 
radar warnings, jammers, computers, missiles, rockets, 
flares and a 30mm cannon! Successful missions will be 
rewarded with medals and rank promotions. 

GUNSHIP is available for the CBM 64/128K,Spectrum and 
coming soon for IBM PC and compatibles. 

SIMULATION • SOFTWARE 

Please send-copy/ies of Gunship CBM 64/128 □ Cassette £14.95 □ Disk £19.95. 

Spectrum □ Cassette £9.95 □ Disk £12.95 □ Further details. 

Name (block capitals)___Address_ 

----Post Code_ 

I enclose £-including 55p P+P. Cheques payable to MicroProse Software Ltd. 

or debit my Access/Visa card. Expiry date_No. I I I 1 I I I I 1 I I I 1 I I 1 1 

MicroProse Ltd., 2 Market Place, Tetbury, Gloucestershire GL8 8DA. UK.Tel: (0666) 54326. Tlx: 43422 MPS/UKG. 



DAiEL ELECv^OfllO 

GENIUS MOUSE48/128/+2/3 
□ Now a top quality mouse system at a realistic 

price. 

□ Two button action. — 

□ Full optical operation for superb accuracy. ■—. 

□ Comes complete with interface - just plug .. 

in and go! 

□ Compatible with Artist II (see offer) and 

OCP Art Studio. 

ONLY £39.99 COMPLETE 

ROBOTEK 
□ Robotics & model control made easy on 

Spectrum. 

□ 4 independently controllable outputs for 

relays, models, lights etc. 

□ 8 independent inputs for sensing etc. 

□ This is the product that the lego publication 

“Make and program you own robots” was based 

upon. 

□ Comes complete with cables. 

□ Easy to use. 

ONLY £29.99 

16K RAMPACKS 
FORZX81 

□ Brand new guaranteed Sinclair product. 

□ Simply plug in for 16K! 

□ Limited amounts at these prices. 

□ Send now. 

only £5.99 

TWO WAY 
EXTENSION 

□ Allows two peripherals to be connected 

together (memory conflicts allowing). 

□ 8" long. 

□ Tbp quality connections. 

ONLY £10.99 

EXTENSION 
CABLE 

□ Distance peripherals from your computer. 

□ 56 way. 

□ 6" extension. 

□ Tbp quality connections. 

only £8.99 

ARTIST II ILLUSTRATOR 
□ Tbp quality graphics package for Spectrum. 

□ Described by Sinclair User as “the best artist 

program - bar none”. 

□ Superb quality multi feature. 

□ Pull down menus. 

□ Windows icon driven. 

□ Font and sprite designer. 

□ Zoom mode. rjj 

□ Supports many printers. 4BBBI 

□ Flexible cut & paste. 

Special Offer - Buy Artist n 6* Genius Mouse system for only 

£49.99 POST FREE! 

State 48K or 128K version of software required. 

LIGHTWRITER 
□ Just plug in and draw circles, rectangles, 

squares & freehand drawing. 

□ Choose inks, papers, erase, fill etc. 

□ Save results into memory or tape. 

□ Animate screens from memory. 

□ Menu driven. 

□ Complete package includes lightpen & 
interface plus software. 

ONLY £14.99 

INTERPRINTER 
□ Connect fullsize Centronics printers to your 

Spectrum. 

□ Complete with printer cable. 

□ Microdrive compatible. 

□ Thsword 2 compatible. 

□ Hires screen dump (Epson). 

□ Easy to use. 

ONLY £24.99 

ALL ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 HRS 

HOW TO OBDER.... 
BY PHONE RYPOST BYPRESTEL/EAX 

Prestel ftges * 25880000A ZZ 
/ 

0782 273815 

24 hr Credit Card Line 

Fhx Orders 

0782 264510 

Send cheques/POs made 

payable to ‘Datel Electronics’ 

DACEL 
ELECl^OMO 

UNITS 8/9, DEWSBURY ROAD, FENTON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

FENTON, STOKE-ON-TRENT 

SALES ONLY I TECHNICAL ONDT 
_0788 873815 I 0782 2022S8 



DAiEL ELECl^ORIO 

NEW QUICKSHOT TURBO 
□ Complete with interface - plugs straight into Spectrum (all models). 

□ All the features of the best selling Quickshot n 
plus: 

□ Microswitch action for even longer life. 

□ Extra rigged construction. 

□ Superb styling. 

ONLY £17.99 COMPLETE 

SNAPSHOT II 
□ Now you can backup your games to microdrive 
or tape. 

□ Simply press the button to “freeze” the 
program. 

□ Save to microdrive or tape. 

□ Special compacting techniques. 

□ Add pokes or peek program then restart. 

□ All backups restart from the point they were 
saved. 

SWITCHABLE 
JOYSTICK 

INTERFACE 

GAMES ACE 
□ Joystick interface 6? sound booster. 

□ Accepts any 9 pin joystick for maximum 
compatibility (Kempston system). 

□ Plus - delivers sound from games through 
TV speaker (My controllable). 

ONLY £10.99 
Complete with Quickshot II 

£17.99 
or complete with Quickshot Turbo 

£21.99 

DIGITAL SOUND 
SAMPLER 

□ Allows you to record any sound digitally into 
memory. 

□ Replay at variable pitch or with amazing 
effects. 

□ fbrwards/backwards/with reverb/echo/ 
flanging etc., etc. 

□ Fully menu driven. 

□ On screen keyboard and frequency plotting etc. 

□ Full 8 bit conversion. 

□ Complete hardware/software package. 

only £34.99 

□ Built in joystick interface (Kempston system). 

£24.99 POST FREE 

+2 JOYSTICK 
ADAPTOR LEAD 
□ Allows standard 9 pin joysticks (Quickshot n/ 
Hirbo etc.) to be used on -+-2/4-3 computers. 

□ Supports rapid fire models. 

only £2.99 

□ All three joystick systems at the flick of a 
switch. 

□ ‘Kempston’ - ‘Cursor’ - ‘Interface II’. 

□ Accepts any 9 pin joystick including rapid fire 
models. 

only £8.99 
Complete with Quickshot n 

£14.99 
Complete with Quickshot Turbo 

£18.99 

QUICKSHOT II 
□ The world’s top selling joystick. 

□ Complete with interface. 

□ Plugs straight into Spectrum/Plus/+2 etc. 

I ’ □ Maximum compatibility (Kempston system). 

□ Auto fire/rapid fire. 

□ Stabilizing suction cups. 

□ Ibp 6? trigger fire buttons. 1 

□ Complete - no more to buy. 

ONur £13.99 
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ARMY MOVES 
You are a member of the SOC (Special 
Specialist Commandos picked for the 
Locked in a safe at the emeny headqt 
vital that the turning point of the coi 
to the headquarters means crossing ji 
forms of transportation and harnessi 
Only the best will succeed on this de«' 

©Game DesignDin|mic 

RAM BO FIRST BLOOI 
The box-office smash converted for your 
is now offered to you In this amazing If 
a formidable array of weapons which yr 
enemy. Rescue your friends and escape I 

iperations Corp) a crack regiment of 
lost dangerous missions. 
irters is information . . . information so 
Flict depends upon its discovery. To get 
ingles and deserts, manipulating many 
ig a variety of weapons systems. 
ply venture ... Will you be one of them? 

iff 1, H*4 

PART II 
ibme-mlcro that rocketed to the No. 1 spot 

!E AMMO action pack. As Rambo you have 
Will need against an equally formidable 
helicopter—If you get that farl 

41985 Anabasis investments N.V f 
, All rights reserved TM usedby Oceah Sofware Limited under authorisation of 
| Stephen J Cahnell ProductipnsiLicensin| Agent. 

GREEN BERET 
RESCUE THE CAPTIVES! 
You are the GREEN BERET, a highly trained combat machine. Your mission; Infiltrate 
ail four enemy Strategic Defense installations—you are alone against immeasurable 
odds, have you the skill and stamina to succeed? A slick conversion of the arcade 
favourite displaying all the play featuresjpf the original. 

©Konamu | | | f $ > f - | ' ■’ 

TOP GUN 
The TOP GUN game puts you in the pilot 's seat of an F-14jet fighter. 3-D 
vector graphics and split screen display allow one or two players to combat 
head to head or against the computer. Your armaments in this nerve-tingling 
aerial duel are heat seeking missiles aind 20mm rapid fire cannon. Many skills 
have to be brought in to play such as reflexes, manoeuvring ability and 
accuracy to become the best of the best. TopGun" mavericks enter the 

danger zonel 

TOP GUN TM£ © 1986, 1987 Paramounf Pictures Corporation All Rights Reserved 

THE GREAT ESCAPE 
The year is 1942, the place Germany. War has broken out and you have been 
captured and placed in a high security P.O.W. camp. Victory may be far away, 
so it is your duty to escape, but this Will not be easy. It will take careful 
planning and much patience, culminating in a skilful and resourceful 
implementation. In the camp you are closely guarded but while you follow 
the daily routineyou will need to slip away unnoticed to reconnoitre the 
situation and collect tools and materials necessary for your chosen escape 
route. There are many avenues of escape, some difficult, all certainly 
dangerous and each one requiring different skills or equipment. 

Game Design Copyright Denton Designs 1986. 

Screen shots taken from various computer formats 
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LOSTSOULS First off let’s have Stephen Hennessy, 
who starts his ever-so-polite and well- 
written letter with: “First off, I gotta 
ask how the hell do you retrieve lost 
items from Skirmal in Firebird’s 

Runestone? I’d pull my hair out if I had any left.” As it’s 
the International Year of the Baldie, which not many 
people know, send whatever help you can to Stephen 
Hennessy at 16 Wren House, Gernon Road, Bow, 
London E3. 

From Wren House to Wren Bull, of Ty Loch, 
Llanddarog Road, Carmarthen, Dyfed. Wren needs help 
on a less well-known game, Castle Of The Skull Lord by 
Samurai Software. He says he’s killed the vampire in 
the castle, blown up the wall to get at the storeroom, 
swum the lake wearing the water-wings and bandaged 
the injured man. Now he needs to know how to capture 
the parrot. He assumes you need the cage, which he’s 
got, but he can’t get the parrot into it. What use is the 
grappling hook? What to do with the spike and the 
blacksmith’s tongs? How to open the door in the 
hillside and the trapdoor in the well? Any help 
welcomed by Wren at the above address, and he’d like 
to thank Pauline Garnett of Andover who provided him 
with the last few moves to help him complete Necris 
Dome. 

Time Machine trouble for Chun How Tank, 10 
Shannon Road, King’s Norton, Birmingham B38 9BZ. 
Simple question: how do you get out of the strange 
machine? 

Several Level 9 questions from Robert Thomson, 
Willerby Villa, 80 West Road, Congleton, Cheshire 
CW12 4EV. How do you remove the spider from the 
web in ColossaP. How do you get off the island safely in 
Return To Eden? Hew do you get past the red hot coals 
in Adventure Quest? And where is the rod in 
Interceptor’s Jewels Of Babylon? 

Letters from two totally crazy people next, one 
being artiste extraordinaire and part-time Pritt Stick, 
Krazy Kez Grav, also known as Kygra the Great, 
who, it seems, resides at the Mount Hotel, 
Brymbo, Wrexham, North Wales. Brymbo sounds like 
the hero of a Japanese version of The Hobbit to me, and 
Kez is stuck in a game called Murder by a certain Vic 
Wodlow, who shall remain nameless. Help needed on 
how to avoid starving or getting arrested by the police. 
Also, in Father Of Darkness, any help at all would be 
welcome on part two. 

Next northern nutter is Lippy the Baboon, 
otherwise known to the police as Mark Hallson, 135 

Raven Court, Old Trafford, Manchester M15 5QA. I 
suppose Mark lives there ’cos he’s raven mad. Ho-ho. 
What Mark needs. . . well, one of the things Mark 
needs is help on Return To Ithaca, Moron, Lord Of The 
Rings and The Fourth Protocol. As for the freebie 
request — happy to oblige if you remember the sae, 
next time! 

KINDSOULS Some Kind Souls appear again and 
again, which shows generosity 
unbounded, but it’s always good to 
welcome new names, one being Mark 
Walker, 23 Drayton Street, Sherwood, 

Nottingham. With an address like that you’d expect him 
to be able to help on Robin Of Sherwood, but he can’t. 
Only on: Knight’s Quest, Pharoah’s Tomb, Magic 
Mountain, Zzzz, Spytrek, Hobbit, Eureka (parts 1-4), 
Earthbound, Classic Adventure, Erik The Viking, 
Everyday Tale Of A Seeker Of Gold, Secret Of Little 
Hodcome, Urban Upstart, Seabase Delta, Valkyrie 17, 
Mafia Contract I, Colour Of Magic, Dracula, Vera Cruz 
Affair, Kentilla, Runes Of Zendos and Terrors Of 
Trantoss. With the last one, though, Mark says the only 
thing he can’t figure out is when he returns with the 
treasure, the villagers grumble he's left something 
behind. What is it??? Maybe the recent YS solution will 
have sorted that out for you, Mark. 

When writing to Kind Souls you should always ask 
direct questions about the adventures you’re stuck in 
and not just request a full solution unless someone 
specifically says they’re prepared to provide these. 
Someone who is, at a cost of 20p to cover the 
photocopying, is Colin Walsham, 62 Leighwood 
Avenue, Leigh-on-Sea, Essex SS9 4LG. Colin will still 
answer specific questions free of charge, like any other 
Kind Soul, but don’t forget the sae. The adventures on 
Colin’s list are: TheBoggit, Robin Of Sherlock, 
Hampstead, Gremlins, Robin of Sherwood, Terrormolinos, 
Valkyrie 17, Hulk, Bored Of The Rings, Colour Of Magic, 
Spiderman, Ground Zero, Micro Man, Subsunk, The 
Helm, Seabase Delta, Imagination, Warlord 

Darren,who doesn’t give his surname, is also 
prepared to provide full solutions, for lOp, for the 
following: Planet Of Death, Inca Treasure, Ship Of 
Doom, Espionage Island, Waxworks, Gremlins, Temple 
Terror, Golden Baton, Robin Of Sherwood, Time Machine, 
Perseus And Andromeda, Arrow Of Death I, Arrow Of 
Death II, Feasibility Experiment, Ten Little Indians, 
Spiderman, Shadowfire, Holy Grail, Urban Upstart, 
Aftershock, Denis Through The Drinking Glass, Eye Of 
Bain, Mystery Funhouse and Sorceror Of Claymorgue 
Castle. For 20p you can have Marie Celeste, Doomsday 
Papers, Zzz, Mafia Contract, Mafia Contract II, Escape 
From Pulsar 7 and Circus. For a massive 40p for some 
reason, Darren has solutions to Se-Kaa Of Assiah, 
Seabase Delta and Sinbad And The Golden Ship. Send 
your pennies to Darren Question mark, 30 Moyne 
Gardens, Chellaston, Derby DE7 1VE. 

Philip Hancock writes to me for various reasons 

from time to time, although in his last letter he 
admitted: “I thought I’d write and annoy you since 
Moonlighting isn’t on yet!” Gee thanks, Philip. I’ll write 
back and annoy you sometime! Luckily for him he also 
offers to be a Kind Soul on trillions of adventures 
from his humble abode at 144 Charlemont Road, East 
Ham, London E6 4HE: Hobbit, Ket Trilogy, Hulk, 
Spiderman, Gremlins, Invincible Island, Inferno, Urban 
Upstart, Bored Of The Rings, Perseus And Andromeda, 
Time Machine, Ten Little Indians, Arrow Of Death IIII, 
Circus, Eye Of Bain, Golden Apple, Hampstead, Seas Of 
Blood, Robin Of Sherwood, Robin Of Sherlock, Wizard Of 
Akyrz, Lords Of Time, Feasibility Experiment, Mafia 
Contract HII, Terrormolinos, Golden Baton, Message 
From Andromeda, Subsunk, Waxworks, Jewels Of 
Babylon, Heroes Of Earn, Sinbad And The Golden Ship, 
Secret Mission, Ship Of Doom, Pirate Island, 
Imagination, Boggit, Colour Of Magic, Valkyrie 17, Marie 
Celeste and Seabase Delta 

Another immense list of conquests from John 
Schofield, 33 Westfield Avenue, Skelmanthorpe, Nr 
Huddersfield, West Yorks HD8 9AH. John has 
completed over 40 adventures, and admits to being 
over 90 years old . .. No, hang on, I’ve got that 
wrong. It’s over 90 adventures he’s solved, and he’ll 
admit to being over 40. He also says, “I only get to play 
adventures when my son’s not jiggling his joystick — 
say when I kick him out of the house!” Judging by 
John’s list, his poor son must get kicked out all the 
time. No room to list them all, so here are a few of the 
less common or more recent titles: Aztec Hunt For The 
Sun God, The Castle, Castle Blackstar, El Dorado, 
Fantasia Diamond, Ground Zero, The Helm, Inca Curse, 
Invincible Island, King Arthur’s Quest, Masters Of The 
Universe, Matt Lucas, Mindshadow, Mindstone, Morden’s 
Quest, Prehistoric Adventure, Return To Ithaca, Seas Of 
Blood, St Bridges, Se-Kaa Of Assiah, Sherlock, Snow 
Queen, Temple Of Vran, Terrors Of Trantoss, Twin 
Kingdom Valley, Voodoo Castle, Witch’s Cauldron and 
Zzzz. 

Lastly another regular visitor, in the shape of 
Gregory Quinn, or Gregsy as he allows his girlfriend 
to call him. Poor wretch. This is someone else whose 
list is too lengthy to print in full, but here are the 
edited highlights: Gremlins, Escape From Pulsar 7, 
Murder Hunt, The Castle, The ‘O’Zone, Hunchback III, 
Lifeterm, Journey Into Moria, Doomsday Papers, Book Of 
The Dead, The Pawn, Hulk, The Curse, TheCryslak 
Experiment, Vera Cruz, Demon From The Darkside, Dome 
Trooper, Pirate Adventure, Tangled Tale, Golden Masked 
Fantastic Four. Where does Gregsy-baby live? At 71 
Festival Road, Portadown, Co Armagh, N Ireland BT63 
5HE. 

THE SLEAZY BALROG STRIKES! 
WARNING: A YS Solution can 

seriously damage your 
adventure playing, so don’t read 

on unless you really want to 
know. No prizes for guessing 

that the first in with a 
full solution to The Big 
Sleaze was the old, if 
not downright decrepit, 

Rochdale Balrog himself, John Wilson. 
Rather than print the full solution to 
such a new game, which many of you 

don’t seem to like, here are some of 
John’s suggestions for inputs you might 
have missed. 

Worth examining are the glass 
cabinets in Wang’s shop, the calendar 
in Joe’s office and the toilet in Joe’s 
diner. Try taking the model aeroplane 
without paying, try visiting Central 
Park after dark or see what happens if 
you don’t pay the cheques into the 
bank. It’s bad news if you try getting 
into your car without examining it 
first, but even worse should you try to 
kiss Velma — that’ll really bring tears 
to your eyes. But I bet it won’t stop 

you trying to kiss the librarian. 
Now for some of the ‘hidden’ 

messages. Typing FERGUS gets a 
different response in each part, as does 
the word SPUD. Other ones to try are 
the obvious PIRANHA and DELTA 4, 
but this time round JUDITH merely 
produces a WHAT? Well, she has left 
the Delta 4 group to pursue her solo 
career. 

And finally for the very few Your 
Sinclair readers who might know them, 
try inputting most of the common 
swear words and assorted bodily 
functions. 
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ROOM SERVICE IN GAC 
Stephen Hennessy of London sent 
in this information about creating a 
character in GAC which will move 
from room to room and give 
random comments. 

“All the conditions are high 
priority. I’ll use two counters, 

counters I and 2. Counter I holds 
where the character is and counter 
2 contains a wait number or the 
character would zoom around all 
over the place! The rooms must be 
laid out in the order in which your 
character will move around. For 
example: 

m-Ki 
T 
10 «- > 9 

00 7 6 

Right, now we’re off! 

IC srcc?a\ SET6 ICSETI ICSET2 END — I’m using marker 6 to show whether 
fiXSfiSmo— or not. Then I set counters I and 2 to show a value of I. 

.c /boomJcTRM LF MESS 7 LF MESS (RAND 6) END - If the moving 
character is in the same room as you, then say so with me^Sbage jh^kContain°the 
number from I to 5 and print the appropriate message number. These contain 

IFC(CTR2O0)r|NCR2 END — Increments the wait counter, but not absolutely 

If7cTR2=4) ICSET2 INCR I END — If waiting time-4 then reset and move 
character to next location. You can make the waiting time any number. 

IF (CTRI = II) ICSETI END — If the character has completed a round of locations 

? ho'pe'all^tWs^s c^lear. ^have*used this technique to devastating effect (even if I say 

so myself!) in a game I am writing. 
Glad we had ‘room’ for that lot Steve. 

GET GACPAC-ING! 
When I reviewed Book Of The Dead 
by a small software house then 
unknown to me, The Essential Myth, 
I rated it 8/10 and reckoned it used 
all the facilities of GAC to the full. 
My faith in it was justified when it 
was announced that CRL wanted to 
publish the game. In fact, I 
discovered that Book Of The Dead 
used more than the facilities of GAC, 
as the three-man programming 
team behind the game had reached 
the parts other GAC-users cannot 
reach by writing their own suite of 
utilities to enhance Incentive’s 
original program. Now they’ve 
made those utilities available to 
others in the form of The Gacpac, 
and no GAC-user should be without it. 

The main program is menu-driven 
and when loaded allows you to load 
your GACd adventure data file into 
it. You can then do various things 
with the data file before re-saving it, 
in a hopefully improved version. 
One option is a simple spelling 
check, allowing you (or a good 
speller) to inspect all the words in 
the database and amend any wrong 
ones. Another routine asks you to 
list the verbs in the data file in the 
order in which you expect them to 
be used most frequently, obviously 
starting with words like GET, DROP 
and EXAMINE and moving down to 
those which might only be used 
once, like DISBELIEVE and 
PREVARICATE. 

Other options will basically 
compact the data file by removing 
unnecessary END statements and 
also any words that were initially 
entered but were not finally used in 
the adventure, which of course GAC 
itself won’t allow you to do. Though 
the compacting facilities can be slow 
in operation, the end result should 
be a saving of memory, which you 
can use to expand your program, 
and then compact again ... oh heck, 
use the extra space to draw a 
couple of pictures with, it should be 
enough. 

The ‘Finisher’ program allows you 
to load in your adventure, followed 
by a font of your choice, and then a 
loading screen produced from 
whatever source you choose. These 
will then be re-saved as a complete 
adventure file. I especially liked the 
font editor, which lets you create 
your own fonts, or amend the 
standard Spectrum font, or indeed 
use or amend any of the range of 14 
fonts that the program comes 
supplied with. Quick use of flip, 
mirror and rotate options means 
you can design to your heart’s 
content and inspect the results as 
you go. 

All in all, I reckon if you’ve spent 
£22.95 on GAC you’d be crazy not 
to make the most of it by investing 
another £5.95 in The Gacpac, or 
£4.95 if you fill in the special offer 
coupon that should be lurking 
somewhere around these pages. 

SERVE YOl 
Are you an adventure author wh w 

GAC and still cursing Quilf! Well, fere”! 
awaited hints’n’tips on the variot ad 

that are sure to putau c 

QUILL THRILLS 
From Jack Lockerby of Canterbury 
come several tips for Quill users, and 
Jack should know what he’s talking 
about as he’s written several nifty 
adventures himself, including some 
PAWd games recently recommended 
in my bumper round-up. 

First a method of incorporating 
the GET ALL command. 
Object I =a torch. Message l=a 
torch. Message IOO=Taken. 
Place the following in the EVENT 
table: 
I GET ALL — PRESENT I 
NOTCARR I PAUSE 20 MESSAGE 

PAUSE 20 MESSAGE 100 GET I 
If a torch is present and you typed 
GET ALL the following would 
occur: The message ‘a torch’ would 
appear after a short pause and then 
the message taken’ would appear, 
again after a short pause. You’d 
need to do this for all the 
conveyable objects in the game. 
Also, if the item was wearable after 
NOTCARR, you’d have to insert 
NOTWORN. This doesn’t take up a 
lot of memory and certainly adds to 
the playability of a game. Of course, 
you can also put in messages for 
objects that are named in a location 
but cant be GOT’. Suppose you 
were in a room with a blazing fire 
and you typed GET ALL, you could 
have a message something like ‘A 
blazing fire — what are you? Some 
kind of magician?’ At the very end 
of typing in all your GET ALLs you 
must put a final one: I GELL ALL — 
DONE. 

Next a routine for when you’re 
up a tree and you drop something. 
Normally in a Quill game the 
dropped item would remain up the 
tree with you. Not very logical, 
really. Here is one method of 
making it fall to the ground below. 
This applies to any object that you 
might be carrying. 
Location l=Under a tree. Location 
2=At the top of the tree. 
Message I Ht falls to the ground 
below. 
I DROP - AT 2 GOTO I AUTOD 
GOTO 2 MESSAGE I PAUSE 150 
DESC. 
You must then put in the AUTOD 
for the other locations. 
I DROP — NOTAT 2 AUTOD 
DONE.” 4 A 
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OU WRITE! 
>r wi:h writer’s block? Hacked off with 
ell, here’s Mike Gerrard with those long 
irious adventure writing utilities about 
put you on the write track! 

PEEKING IN SOHO! 
Tim Richardson of Bishops 
Stortford says he’s tried the 
following routine in several Qui/ld 
adventures, including Soho Sex Quest, 
and it lets you inspect the data. 
That’s if you don’t have a very early 
version of The Quill which used to 
allow you to load in an adventure as 
a data file anyway, and do the same 
with a lot less trouble. 

“Load the code,” sex-fiend Tim 
says, “then use the following 
program: 

10 FOR F=25500 TO 65535 
20 LET A=255-PEEK(F) 
30 IF A>=32 AND A <=127 THEN 
PRINT CHR$A; 
40 NEXT F 

Line 20 may need changing to just 
PEEK F for some games. 

Tim can also provide no less than 
nine alternative character sets for 
use with GAC on tape or Opus disk 
for only 50p provided you enclose 
the tape or disc and a sae to him at 
20 Crescent Road, Bishops 
Stortford, Herts CM23 5JU. 

fancy 

If you want to liven up your GAC 
layout, Matthew Conway of 
Berkshire (so called cos it’s full of 
berks) recommends a program 
called The Font Creator Not 
surprisingly, it allows you to create 
your own fonts and also puts a few 
fancy ready-made fonts at your 
disposal. Available for £1.49 from 
Simon Kimberley, 115 Yelverton 
Koad, Radford, Coventry CV6 4AG. 

c°up/e offr Glasgow k * 
turned do 0vvn C/fcw a 
^de^to jn^ lncentiVeaiVentu^ 
to See lf r° Aspect iu 1. s° 

Here s hisher Co"'d pick ^6 c°/<f 

. used\ hP°rt ^ tips- 
^covered tJ^c/er reader a„. 

files 

ton?™ <° On. 

,ve tr/ed.ks every S|r°,Ut/°n- 
“A/ow a Pr°gram 

Go,<f itself nVCo^entso „ 

- 

HACK DAT DATA 
Graham Collier of Bath is another 
reader who doesn’t consider an 
adventure fully solved till he’s 
hacked into it and inspected the 
data ... or is it that he can’t solve 
an adventure until he’s hacked into 
it? No, surely not? He reports that 
the following program is set up for 
an inspection of QuilFd games, but 
will work with many non-Qu/7/games 
too, if you change the data entry in 
line 90 from 47 to a zero. Note 
that all the data items should have 
inverted commas round them, for 
example “221”, “33”, but I’ve 
omitted these for space reasons. 
Well, okay, out of laziness. The 
adventure must be a standard 
loading type with a header, and only 
the main block needs to be loaded 
after you’ve saved and run Graham’s 
listing, which is (pause for fanfare): 

10 CLEAR VAL “24575”: LET 
a=VAL “23296” 
20 RESTORE: FOR f=NOT PI TO 
VAL “56”: READ b$: POKE a+f, 
VAL b$: NEXT f 
30 PRINT #SGN PI: FLASH SGN 
PI: AT SGN PI, VAL “9”; 
“<<LOADING»”: OUT VAL “254”, 
VAL “5”: PRINT AT NOT PI, NOT 
PI;: RESTORE USR A 
40 IF LEN INKEYS THEN GOTO 
VAL “40” 
60 DATA 221, 33, 0, 96, 17, 17, 0, 
62, 0, 55, 205, 86 
70 DATA 5, 48, 241,221,33,0, 96, 
237, 91, II, 96 
80 DATA 213, 62, 255, 55, 205, 86, 
5, 225, 235, 167, 237 
90 DATA 82, 200, 33, 0, 96, 126, 47, 
254, 32, 56, 5, 254 
100 DATA 123,48, I, 215, 35, 27, 
122, 179, 200, 24, 238 

Ta very much Graham. 

ntl** ^£ztp'°™e"'c 
thr°ughour C°Uld ^ve re* *'**• 

'vh/te text a Void'ng the J?ned' 

eag/e / C°pe and encoulT climbi> 

Previ°us locliCk d°wn ir)f.but 
n°n-use r,? °n- Due J jhe 

*y^SS" 

to d° is tynen°LUsh• but iu SVVOrd- 

SAVE £££££’s 
Well, one pound, anyway. Though to 
anyone thinking of reporting us 
under the Trades Descriptions Act 
we would point out that you can in 
fact save £££££’s if you buy five 
copies of The Gacpac from the 
Essential Myth. This suite of utility 
programs (see separate review) 
allows you to do all manner of 
wonderful things with your GAC’d 
adventures, and is available 
exclusively to Your Sinclair readers at 
£1 off the recommended price of 
£5.95. The specially reduced price 
includes a free copy of the 20-page 
Ultimate GAC Guide, which sells 
separately for £1.50 and is essential 
reading for anyone who wants to 
find out how to get more out of 
their GAC. To buy your copy of The 
Gacpac, fill in the coupon below and 
send it off with your cheque or 
postal order for £4,95 (which 
includes postage) made payable to 
The Essential Myth. 

r 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 

■ Send completed form to: The Essential 
J Myth, 54 Church Street, Tewkesbury, 
I Glos GL20 5RZ. 

Please send me.copies of 
Gacpac at £4.95 each. I enclose a 
cheque/postal order for £.made 
payable to The Essential Myth. 

NAME. 

ADDRESS. 

..Postcode. 

I 
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Come on down ... The price is a downright 
bargain! Come and collect your back issues here. 

Catch up on all that’s gone before and tread 
boldly into dim and distant past issues. 

m Jon '86 • Rasputin/Commando/ 
■ Saboteur/NeverEnding Story/Winter 

Sports 

2 Feb '86 • The Young Ones/ 
Bladerunner/Three Weeks In 

Paradise/Beach Head 11/The Worm In 
Paradise/Art Studio 

4* Mar '86 • Movie/V/Zoids/ 
W SpecDrum/Wham! Music Box 

Apr #86 • Max Headroom/Skyfox/ 
\ Lord Of The Rings/Art Studio 

May '86 • Batman/The Planets/ 
Micronet/Turbo Loader 

Jun '86 • Ghosts 'n' Goblins/ 
Way Of The Tiger/ 128K Games 

Jul '86 • Rock 'n' 
Wrestle/Heavy On The Magik 

8 Aug '86 • Paperboy/Pyracurse/ 
The Price Of Magick • Features: 

Hardware Special: get the most for 
your money/Animator 1: draw your 
own conclusions/Speech Melba: speech 
synthesis on the Speccy 

9 Sep '86 • Miami Vice/Jack The 
Nipper/Hijack 

— ^ Dec '86 • Dandy/Avenger/ 
u Jm Uridium/WAR/Lightforce/ 

Trailblazer/Dragon's Lair 

— a Jan '87 • Space Harrier/Star 
I w Glider/Gauntlet/Fat Worm 

Blows A Sparky/Thanatos 

_ — Feb '87 • Short Circuit/Aliens/ 
1 Gauntlet/Fairlight 11/Contact 

Sam Cruise 

m m Mar '87 • Auf Wiedersehen 
I 9 Monty/The Hive/Fist 11/Space 

Harrier/Hacker II 

_ jr Apr '87 • Nemesis The 
B O Warlock/Rana Rama/Enduro 

Racer/Leader Board/Shockway Rider 

_ « May '87 • Games: Tai-Pan/ 
I # World Games/Saboteur ll/lnto 

The Eagle's Nest/Arkanoid • Features: 
Road Race: exclusive Ocean game on 
the cover 

— a Jun '87 • Hydrofool/Head 
I & Over Heels/Sentinel/Auf 

Wiedersehen Monty/Koronis Rift 

_ ^ July '87 • Thing Bounces 
1 Back/Flunky/Storm- 
bringer/Dogfight/2187/Amaurote/ 
Nemesis The Warlock/The Pawn 

Aug '87 • Challenge Of The 
Gobots/Wizball/Stifflip & Co/ 

The Final Matrix/Killed Until Dead/ 
Exolon/Tai-Pan/Deathscape/Trio/ 
Computer Brain Of 1987: Well, are you? 

4b« Sept '87 • Games: 
Jack The Nipper 11/Catch 23/ 

Game Over/Slapfight/Chain Reaction/ 
Micronaut One/The Living Daylights 
Features: Free Nipper Wobbler/Game 
Over giant poster. 

Oct '87®Games: Battleships/ 
MkMk Deathwish Ill/Renegade. 
Features: Batty game on 
cover/Free Deathwish III poster/Slots 
of Fun checks out Minehtead arcades. 

Order Your Back Issues Now! 
January '86 
February '86 
March '86 
April '86 
May '86 
June '86 
July '86 

UK £1.20 each inc p&p, Europe £1.60, Rest of the world £1.80. 
*May '87 issue comes with exclusive Ocean game on the cover! 
^September '87 issue comes with free Jack The Nipper wobbler on 

the cover! 
I enclose a cheque/postal order for £.made payable to Dennis 
Publishing Ltd. 

□ August '86 □ *May '87 □ 
□ fSeptember '86 □ June '87 □ 
□ December '86 □ July '87 □ 
□ January '87 □ August '87 □ 
□ February '87 □ + September '87 □ 
□ March '87 □ October '87 □ 
□ April '87 □ 

Name. 

Address.. 

.Postcode. 
Complete and return this coupon to: Your Sinclair Back Issues, PO Box 320, London 
N21 2NB. 
Use a photocopy if you don't want to cut up the mag. 

FilfllLL I CRUSH \ 

SPORTS SIMULATIONS FROM E & J SOFTWARE (Established 3 Years) 
...SKILL...TACTICS...DECISIONS...STRATEGY...SKILL...TACTICS... 

4 CLASSIC Strategy Games packed with GENUINE FEATURES to make them the most REALISTIC 
of their kind. 

CRICKET MASTER : A SUPERB SIMU- NEW 
lation of one day international cricket \ nrj.rnQr 
- Captures the Atmosphere and Drama of the one ' 1 
day game - Weather, Wicket & Outfield Condi¬ 
tions, Batting & Bowling Tactics, Team Selection, - 
Fast Spin & Medium Pace Bowlers, 4 Types of Batsmen, Select Field Layout, 3 Skill Levels, Wides, 
Byes, No Ball, Misfield, Dropped Catches etc. etc., Scoreboard, Batting & Bowling Analysis Run Rate, 
Run Single Option, 3 Game Speeds ★ ★ Star Feature - Complete Match Overview, including Ball by 
Ball Action & Commentary ★ ★ plus Many Many More Features^_ 
Price £7.95 including a FREE set of CRICKET MASTER SCORESHEETS 

3 FOOTBALL MANAGEMENT GAMES ONLY £6.95 EACH 

PREMIER II : A COMPREHENSIVE AND EXCITING LEAGUE GAME - Can you handle all of 
this? - Play All Teams Home & Away, Transfer Market that allows you to buy any player in league/sell 
vour players to any other team, Full Team and Substitute Selection, Match Injuries, Match Substi- 
tutions, Named & Recorded Goal Scorers, Team Morale (all teams), Transfer Demands, Injury Time, 
Financial Problems, Match Attendances, Bank Loans, 7 Skill Levels, Managers Salary, Continuing 
Seasons, Job Offers or Dismissal based on your performance, Printer Option, Save Game and MUHt! 

EUROPEAN II : A SUPERB EUROPEAN STYLE COMPETITION - Enjoy the atmosphere of 
European Cup Ties! - Home & Away Legs, Full Penalty Shoot-out (with SUDDEN DEATH), 2 
Substitutes Allowed, Full Team And Substitute Selection, Away Goals Count Double, Extra Time, 7 
Skill Levels Disciplinary Table, Printer Option, Save Game, EUROPEAN II includes a comprehensive 
Text Match Simulation with these GREAT FEATURES - Match Timer, Named & Recorded Goal 
Scorers, Corners, Free Kicks, Goal Times, Injuries, Bookings, Disallowed Goals, Injury Time, Penal¬ 
ties, Sending Off and MORE! 

★ SPECIAL FEATURE - transfer your PREMIER II winning Side into EUROPEAN II ★ 
Both these GREAT games can be played separately or as companion games 

WORLD CHAMPIONS : A COMPLETE AND EXCITING WORLD CUP SIMULATION - Takes 
you from the first warm up friendlies through the qualifying stages and on to THE FINALS! Squad of 
25 Players Select Friendly Matches, Qualifying Round, 2 Substitutes Allowed, Disciplinary Table, 
Select Tour Opponents, Players gain experience/caps as competition progresses Extra Time Pena ty 
Shoot-Out, Quarter Final Group, 7 Skill Levels, Printer Option, Save Game, WORLD CHAMPIONS 
Includes a comprehensive text match simulation - Goal Times, Bookings, Injuries, Named/Recorded 
Goal Scorers, Injury Time, Match Clock, Sending Off, Penalties, Corners, Free Kicks, and MORE. 

All games for ANY 48K SPECTRUM, supplied on 
tape with full instructions and price includes P&P. 
GREAT VALUE - Any 2 Games Deduct £2.00 from 
total 
SUPERB VALUE - Any 3 Games Deduct £3.00 
from total 
FANTASTIC VALUE - Buy all 4 Games Deduct 
£5.00 from total 

These games are available by MAIL ORDER ONLY 
via our First Class Service. All are available for 
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH by 1st Class Post 
and are securely packed 

From: E & J SOFTWARE, Room 2, 37 Westmoor Road, ENFIELD, 
Middlesex EN3 7LE J 

BUBBLE BOBBLE 
BATTLESHIPS 
SKY RUNNER 
BARBARIAN 
IMP0SSABALL 
SPY V SPY II 
CONFLICT 1 
MASK 
THE FINAL MATRIX 
GAUNTLET 
SUPER SPRINT 
TANK 
NEMISES 
RYGAR 
GRYZ0T 
RED L E D. 
ELITE 
THEATRE EUROPE 
SABATOUR II 
BATTLE OF BRITAIN 
GAME SET + MATCH 
TOMAHAWK 
WORLD GAMES 
WORLD CLASS L/B0ARD 
FREDDY HARDEST 
JACKEL 
SCALEXTRIC 
JUDGE DEATH 
ELITE TRIO HIT PACK 
T T RACER 
ARKANOID 
CALIFORNIA GAMES 
DRUID 
HYDR0F00L 
PRESIDENT 
♦LAST NINJA 
ANIMATOR I 
ENDUR0 RACER 
FOOTBALL DIRECTOR 
ROAD RUNNER 
ARTIST II 
ADV ART STUDIO 
WIZBALL 
RENAGA0E 
GUNSHIP 
SENTINAL 
TAI - PAN 
PAPER BOY 
THE PAWN - 128K 
ARTIST II - 128K 
ir.KU.RS. 
HYPERBALL 
HEARTLAND 

MAILSOFT 
★ SIMPLY THE CHEAPEST MAIL ORDER COMPANY ★ 

M 
OUR 

PRICE 
5.40 
5.40 
5.99 
6.99 
6.50 

5.75 
5.99 
6.50 
6.99 
5.50 
5.50 
6.50 
5.50 
6.50 
7.95 
4.95 
5.50 
4.95 
9.90 
6.99 
6.50 
6.50 
5.50 
5.50 
6.99 
6.99 
6.99 
6.99 
5.50 
6.50 
3.99 
5.50 
2.99 

6.50 
6.50 

10.95 
17.95 
5.50 
5.45 
7.25 
5.95 
5.45 
5.50 
9.95 

13.95 
2.99 
2.99 
2.99 

OUR OUR 
PRICE PRICE 

EXPLODING FIST II 6.50 SEGA MASTER SYSTEM 99.95 

STAR WARS 6.99 LIGHT PHASER + CART 44.95 
NOT A PENNY MORE 10.95 MY HERO 14.95 
NAP0LEAN AT WAR 6.99 GHOST HOUSE 14.95 
SPACE HARRIER 5.50 TEDDY BOY 14.95 

GALLIPOLI 6.99 TRANSBOT 14.95 
MYSTERY OF THE NILE 5.25 SUPER TENNIS 14.95 

ZYNAPS 5.75 F16 FIGHTER 14.95 
ZULU WAR 7.25 ACTION FIGHTER 19.95 
ACE II 6.60 CH0PLIFTER 19.95 
ACE II - 128K 6.99 FANTASY ZONE 19.95 
RINGW0RLD 6.50 BLACK BELT 19.95 
STRIKE F. HARRIER 6.99 PROWRESTLING 19.95 
HEADC0ACH 2.99 ROCKY 24.95 
GRY0Z 5.50 WONDER BOY 19.95 

DURELL BIG 4 6.99 SHOOTING GALLERY 19.95 
ATHENA 5.50 QUARTET 19.95 
ANNALS OF ROME 9.99 WORLD GRAND PRIX 19.95 

BUGGIE BOY 5.50 SECRET COMMAND 19.95 

GAME OVER 5.50 SPACE HARRIER 24.95 
DURELL 4 VOL II 6.99 • • NINTENDO SYSTEM 1 
LEADER BOARD 6.99 
RA.W. 17.50 DELUXE SET 159.95 
BATTLEFIELD GERMANY 9.99 CONTROL DECK 99.99 
CONVOY RAIDER 5.95 GYR0MITE 32.95 
COMET GAME 2.50 STACK-UP 32.95 
SILENT SERVICE 6.99 DUCK HUNT 29.95 
DURELL SPEC 4 5.95 GUM SHOE 29.95 
GRAPHIC CREATOR 18.95 HOGANS ALLEY 29.95 
CATCH 23 5.50 WILD GUNMAN 29.95 
STAR RAIDER II 6.99 EXCITBIKE 29.95 
FOOTBALL MANAGER 2.99 MACH RIDER 29.95 
SOLD A MILLION 3 6.99 WRECKING CREW 29.95 
DESERT RATS 6.99 GOLF 19.99 
JEWELS OF DARKNESS 9.95 BASEBALL 19.99 
SILICON DREAMS 9.95 SOCCER 19.99 
CONFLICT II 5.50 TENNIS 19.99 
STARGLIDER 9.95 10 YD FIGHT 19.99 
EX0L0N 5.50 SPORTS ASSORTMENT 19.99 
TRIVIAL PURSUIT 10.95 URBAN CHAMPION 19.99 
METR0CR0SS 6.99 SUPER MARIO BROS 19.99 

BALLON FIGHT 19.99 
SHMUlHilili-', -TIT'S “ 1 CLU CLU LAND 19.99 

ICE CLIMBER 19.99 
10x3" DISKS 24.95 KUNG FU 19.99 
RAM TURBO 12.95 PINBALL 19.99 
KEMPST0N INTERFACE 7.95 ACTION ASSORTMENT 19.99 
PLUS 2 LEAD 2.99 —THI.LJI.il).■ — 
MULTIFACE 128 43.95 BBBHHUIiclllaffiBla J 
RAMPRINT+RAMWRITE 29.99 QUICK SHOT II TURBO 14.95 
D.K. TRON'S LIGHTPEN 18.95 QUICK SHOT II 7.95 
AMX HOUSE 59.95 K0NIX SPEEDKING 12.99 
CENT E INTERFACE 34.95 COMP PRO 5000 14.95 
RAM MUSIC MACHINE 44.95 CHEETHAH MACH 1 14.95 
SPEC DRUM 27.95 CHEETHAH 125 PLUS 8.95 

ALL PRICES INCLUDE P&P IN U.K. EUROPE ADD E1.00 PER TAPE. ELSEWHERE ADO £1.50 PER ITEM. 
ADD £5 00 FOR P&P FOR MACHINES. CHEQUES/POs PAYABLE TO: MAIL SOFT (YSI, P0 BOX 589, LONDON N15 6JJ. 

ACCESS AND VISA ORDERS WELCOME._ 

IF YOU DO NOT SEE THE TAPE YOU WANT, SIMPLY DEDUCT 30% OFF THE R.R.P AND WE WILL SEND TO YOU 
1 (EXCEPT BUDGET, SEGA, NINTEN00 SOFTWARE). 

★ Denotes new releases will be sent as soon as they are released by the software house. 
★ *★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★ PRICE MATCHING ************************ 

IF YOU SEEN ANY SOFTWARE YOU WANT ADVERTISED CHEAPER THAN OUR PRICE IN THIS MAGAZINE, JUST ENCLOSE THE IXIWER AMOUNT 
TO US AND TELL US WHICH COMPANY IT IS AND WE WILL MATCH THE PRICE - THIS ONLY APPLIES TO CURRENT TITLES AND NOT TO OTHER 

COMPANIES SPECIAL OFFERS 
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Dragged up to the 
Peter Shaw braves 
Blackpool. 

frozen North, 
the elements in 

Lady Luck was 
never a woman I 
really knew too 
well, so given a 
whole sunny 

summer season, I would go 
to Blackpool on the one 
day the town suffers 
torrential downpours! 
There I was, standing on 
the Pleasure Beach with 
my ice cream, and then 
woosh! I'm up to my spiral 
notebook in rainwater. 
Avoiding the cold, wet and 
general blerghiness of the 
weather, I headed for the 
shelter of the arcades to 
find out what was going 
down. This was actually 
quite a wise move since 
my companions for the day 
were all making 
themselves thoroughly sick 
on various stomach 
churning funrides. 

Once in the local dosh 
factory, I found all the usual 
stuff, plus some of the very 
best games such as the 
brilliant new All Points 
Bulletin from Atari plus SDI 
and Alien Syndrome from 
Sega. 

________——_ 
i 1 „ Tlva (fnn If you liked Taito's Renegade, you'll jest lurve Double Dragon. 

Donble lt.y essentially the same sort of game, ji ®^®e^9h^n| beat 
If you liked Taito's Renegade, you II jest lurve UouDieurago . 
It's essentially the same sort of game, a streetfighting beat 
'em up, but much nastier. The character you PlaV'? a .. 
streetwise ninja whose girl has been beaten and kidnapped b^ 
the bad guys. You must fight your way through the scrolhng 
streets beating up punks with your hands and feet, or by 
picking up weapons to thrash them with. Most villains are eas 
to beat up, but some of the tougher ones need swiping 
an appropriate weapon before they'll ^el over. The sprites 
are much bigger than the ones in Renegade, which adds to th 
realism. The sound is pretty good, too, wl^h l°*s of' 9 
and oofing going on, and gruesome sound effects for the 

SX—. — .o, 30p . ,h,ow. 

E3K 
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WEC Le Mans 

Starblazer 
If you want a good 
laugh at how bad 
arcade computer 
qames can be, then 
make sure you check 
out Sega's newie 
Starblazer. It s one of 
those video disk 
games where 
computer graphics 
are mixed in with 

video pictures to tort. « ££* fuSV,snTw5.{'ft» 

« **•“ “ 9a™ 
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answered my questions. Mean, eh. 

Andy Hamilton. 17, Birkenhead My 
mates and I all knock about in our local 

arcade all the time. It's a real dump, and 

there isn't much there, but we do have 
tournaments on a clanped-out Asteroids 

machine. My favourite arcade game here 

in Blackpool is that Outrun racing 

qame. I reached stage 3 this morning, 
but I'm going back this afternoon and I 

reach level 5,1 will! 

mm 

Steve Weston. 24, Kensington. West 
London “I only visit arcades very 
occasionally, so I've never starred on he 
high score tables anywhere, but I do like 

names like Pacland and Bionic 
Commandos. My first memory of an 

arcade was in the Queen's Building at 

Heathrow. It had a couple of Space 

Invaders and loads of one-armed 

bandits." 

Collun Durrell, 16. Barnsley. South 
Yorkshire "My favourite game at the 

moment is Halley's Comet -1 can get 
far as the head of the Comet, but I never 
seem to have enough lives or fire power 

left to destroy it totally. I found a really 
good shoot-'em-up in a service station 

the way up here but I forget the actual 

name of it. Oh well. I'll have another look 

on the way back.. ." 

as 

on 

Steve Hainsworth. 19, Watford "My 

favourite game is R-Type, which is 
simply excellent, but I also like Darius 

and Double Dragon. I think Sega makes 
the best arcade games, followed by Atari, 
because although Atari comes up with 

some clever ideas for its stuff, Sega uses 

the best graphics. I've got a Spectrum 
and about 60 games for it. I tend to buy 

> any arcade conversions, even if I didnt 

like the original." 

All Points Bulletin 

!l*i 

m * 

If you're faint hearted then 
stay away from Atari's 

APB. It drove me to utter 
frustration after only a few 

minutes of panicked play. 
So what's it all about 

then? I hear you ask. Well, 

it's all based around the 

life of an overworked 

American cop, and the 

problems he faces every 

day. Well, okay, it's actually 
a bit more satirical than 
that. 

The game starts with the 
Police Chief standing at the 
front of the briefing room 

giving a description of the 

crook you've got to catch, plus a picture of the car he's 

driving. Then you're out on the streets, tearing round 
booking people for any offence they might be 

committing, while you search for the big crook of the 

day Normal lawbreakers like litter droppers, honkers and 
the like, will normally pull over as soon as you finger 

them. The big crooks won't give up quite so easily. Once 
you ve brought the crook back to the station then you 

must get a confession out of him by rapping the buttons 
in quick succession. This is one of the most comic 

graphic displays I've ever seen on a game! While you're 
rattling the suspect's throat the Chief comes wobbling 

down the stairs. You have to get the confession out of 
the crook before the Chief opens the door. 

Probably one of the funniest games of the year, and it 
only costs twenty pence a game. 

Okay that's it. Next month I'll be heading to the d-e-e-p 
bouth again in the shape of Bournemouth. Keep your 

fingers crossed and I might avoid more of this lovelv 
summer weather.See ya there. 

\pCADE 
There are basically two new releases of 

note this month. Data East is to launch 
Captain Silver (hah har, Jim Lad!), which 

is a sort of animated pirate adventure. 

The aim of the game, surprise surprise, is 
to collect as much treasure as possible. 

Starting in a town on the first level, you 

must hotfoot it to the wharf, avoiding any 

nasties such as huge cats and pinching 

crabs. This all sounds a bit like Pitfall to 

me, since it requires lots of jumping and 
ducking to complete. Once at the wharf, 

you enter the second phase of the game, 

aboard the pirate ship, the Glug Glug. On 

board, you have to avoid the cutlasses 

thrown at you, while trying to find the 

Captain. After doing for im, you move to 

the last level on the island where the 

treasure is hidden. 
Captain Silver’s out very soon, so nip 

down to your local and check it out today. 

Mm 
The other important release this month 

comes from Hamco, an Arcadia style 

shoot-'em-up called Dragon Split. It’s set 

in a prehistoric world, where the usual 
spaceships and aliens are replaced by 
pterodactyls. The graphics are excellent, 

and the sound is reported to be terrif, 

although this remains to be seen... er, 

heard rather. 
Dragon Split is out very soon, so 

watch out for it and get them before they 

get you! 

We've mentioned it before, but now 
Capcom’s Bionic Commandos is out in 
strength at many regional arcades. It's 
another two player game, with a pair of 
bionically altered heroes for you to 
control. The bionic arms of the players 
extend so you can swing from branches 
and punch villains from a distance. It 
looks like wizard fun, so watch out for it. 

Look out for a full review in the near 

future. 
Also out now is Bally Midway’s new 

plan view combat game, Rescue Raider. 
You drive a battle engine, a sort of 

heavily armed cross between a tank and 
a tricycle, in 80 screens of high energy 
excitement. By the time you read this, 
Raider should already be edging into the 
charts, so watch this space. 
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TEN GOOD* REASONS 
WHY VOU SHOW. CfTtKSIII. 
1. Your Sinclair is skill! 

2. New subscribers get a 
brand new Ocean/Imagine 
game absolutely FREE! 

3. Subscribers don't pay a 
penny more for any cover- 
mounted games. In the next six 
months we'll be offering all 
manner of freebies with the 
mag. There'll also be two 
complete Ocean and Gremlin 
games before February — 
subscribe now and you won't 
have to pay the extra 50 
pence cover price! 

4. A YS subscription costs less 
than 15 Big Mac and chips and 
you won't be throwing up 
afterwards either. (Only £15) 

5. It'll put hairs on your chest. (It 

did me! Ed) 

6* All subscribers 
automatically become a 
member of the YS Subs Club 
entitling them to the monthly 
Subs Club newsletter written 
by the infamous Mike Gerrard. 

7. It's packed with news, views 
and reviews; compos by the 
score, hints, tips, previews and 
adventures; cartoons, special 
offers, posters and features. In 
fact, the only thing it's missing is 
Phil's lunch. 

8. It's got more trainspotters than 
Paddington station. 

9. Overseas readers will only 
receive cover-mounted tapes 
and gifts if they subscribe. 

10. You'd be a wally not to. 

If you've never thought about a 
subscription, isn't it time you did? 
If you've only thought about it 
and sat back on your fat spotty 
and done nothing, now's the time. 
Only 15 quid for 12 sparkling 
issues of Your Sinclair, 
membership to the exclusive YS 
Subs Club and a brilliant new 
Ocean/Imagine game FREE. You 
know it makes sense. 

*And a few fairly 
dodgy ones. 

PICK ANY ONE OF THESE TRIFFIC NEW OCEAN/IMAGINE 
GAMES - FREE WHEN YOU SUBSCRIBE TO YS! 

ATHENA 

Seven worlds of hyperfast 

action await you in this 

Speccy version of the 

SNK arcade classiG. 

Worth £7.95 

FREDDY HARDEST 

He's the hardest man in 

Spain in Dinamic's latest- 

but is it their hardest 

game?Try it and see! 

Worth £7.95 

I* YOUR SINCLAIR SUBS 
j How can I refuse this amazing offer. Please start my 

I subscription to YS from the.issue. 

| Please tick the appropriate box: 

| DOne year £15 UK 

| □ One year £20 Europe and Eire 

| □ One year £25 rest of known cosmos. (Unknown cosmos, 
| rates on application.) 
| NOTE: This offer applies to overseas readers too! 

| The free Ocean/Imagine game I’d like is: 
| □ Athena 
| □ Wizball 

□ Renegade 
□ Freddy Hardest 

1 Your free game will be sent separately from your first copy of YS. Because 

these are all brand new games, we can't put a date on when they'll arrive. 

| Please be patient. 

| I enclose my cheque/postal order for £.made 

| payable to Dennis Publishing Ltd. 

I_ 

-1 

□ Please charge my Access/Visa/American Express/Diners/ | 

Mastercharge card number. 

(Delete where applicable) 

Signature. I 

Name. 

Address. 

Now send the completed form with payment or credit card 
number to: 
Your Sinclair Subs, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P IDE. If 
you don’t want to cut up your magazine, use a photocopy of 
this coupon. 

OFRCE USE ONLY 

S P Y 

Start. 
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Once more unto the breach... Owen and Audrey Bishop bring 
you the second despatch from the new YS Strategy front. 

Ihountrin 
RURAL 
URBAN 
C XTY 

Just in case you were 
foolish enough to miss 
the first instalment of 
On The Warpath well 
tell you what you’ve 

missed. This is the spot for all 
strategists, tacticians, 
wargamers and anyone else 
who wants a game to exercise 
the little grey cells rather than 
the weary finger tips. Reviews, 
views, hints'n’tips and above 
all lots of stuff from you, the 
elite of Speccy games players. 

NEW GAMES FOR 
OLD 
There may not be many new 
games this month, but there’s 
still a lot of mileage to be had 
from the old ones. You can 

either just play them again 
using different tactics or you 
can set up an entirely new 
game from the framework of 
the original. To show you what 
we mean here’s a brand new 
wargame that’ll cost you 

absolutely nothing. All you 
need is a copy of CCS’s 
Vulcan and a bit of brainpower. 
Vulcan already has five games 
in it but why not make one 
more? 

Scenario 3, Eighth Army, 

AXIS 
1. Deutches Afrika Korps HQ 
2. Corpo d’Armata XX 
3. Corpo d’Armata XXX 
4. Sahara Group 
5. 164th Light Division 
6. 15th Panzer Division 
7. Trieste Division 
8. Spezia Division 
9. Pistoia Division 
10. GGFF 
It 90th Light Division 
ALLIES 
1. 51st Highland Division 
2. 7th Armoured Division 
3. 2nd New Zealand Division 
4. 8th Armoured Brigade 
5. L Force 
6. XXX Corps HQ 
7. X Corps HQ 

MARETH 

LINE 
GABES EB 

MARETH 

ffl 
MEDENINE 

3 

8.1st Armoured Division 
9. 4th Indian Division 

Moving the units into position for 
the Battle Of Mareth. 

APOCALYPSE 
ja^SSSF SSSS1" sassKtsss"* 

more revenue you obtain. Victory 
conditions are not built into the 
program. Suggestions are given in the 
manual and the players agree 
beforehand on how the winner is to be 
decided. 

There are four scenarios, based on 
maps of Europe, Britain, London and 
the Caribbean, respectively. These 
present minor variations (naval 
strategy dominates the Caribbean 
scenario, for example) but, whether 
you are trying to capture Berlin 
Battersea or Belize, the strategy is 
much the same. The London scenario 
seems intended for light-hearted play 
~ nuking Paddington Station from a 
silo in Trafalgar Square is a little 
unrealistic, to put it mildly! In fact in 
spite of the game’s title, the nuclear 
aspect does not add anything to it. The 

effects of nuking are not as 
devastating as they would be in real 
life. It just provides a gambling slant in 
an otherwise sober game. Fortunately 
players can agree to ignore nuclear 
weaponry altogether and concentrate 
on the basic strategic elements 

The manual is detailed and clear 
but it makes the game sound much’ 
faster and more exciting than it really 
is. This is a game for the pensive 
player who is happy to sit for a half- 
hour or more making a move. The 
manual helpfully suggests that you set 
yourself up with a supply of tasty 
provisions before beginning to play. 
Meanwhile, the other players will be 
scoffing all the dainties! The 
movement system is slow and 
cumbersome which further reduces 
the pace. Control is menu-driven and 
easy to understand; if in doubt press 
0’ and you are returned to the main 

menu. Unfortunately, the frequently- 
used ‘0’ key is next to BREAK, so a 

BASIC maCCUracy puts you back into 

The maps are simple but adequate. 
No'ses off are irritating - especially if 
you really are trying to think. Combat 
resolution appears to be based almost 
entirely on chance with a bit of bluff 
(poker players will like it, tacticians will 
hate K Summing up, serious strategy 
with frills of the wrong sort. y 

fe:„y SKSSigggnl 
.jtfJ^SrBSSSggggg 6 Ur*" ■■■ssggggg|_j| 
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covers the period that includes 
the battle at Medenine, Mareth 
and Tebago. The sequence 
starts with Medenine so you 
probably won’t get the 
formation of the Mareth Line 
battle, which is an interesting 
one. So, let’s set up the Battle 
Of Mareth as our starting 
point. Run Vulcan, selecting 
two players, open (non- 
hidden) movement and 
Scenario 3. To begin with we’re 
not fighting — just moving the 
units into position, as shown 
on the map. Of the Axis units, 
the Centauro Armoured 
Division, 10th and 21st Panzer 
Divisions, SV288 and the 
Ramcke Parachute Brigade 
were not in this battle so move 
them well away from the battle 
area. 

Hold the Allies where they 
are for the first turn, or they 
may catch up with the Axis 
units and start fighting before 
the whistle blows. Move the 
Allied units, the 201st Guards 
Brigade and the 23rd 
Armoured Brigade, well out of' 
harm’s way as they weren’t 
present. The 1st Armoured 
Division aren’t on the scene to 
start with, but will appear later. 
The 4th Indian Division will 
arrive later still, so don’t worry 
about them yet. You should 
have completed all this 
manoeuvring by the 17th < 
March. Now you can save the 
game. 

Re-run Vulcan and load the 
old game that you’ve just 
saved. You can now choose 
either the two player game, or 
one player against the 
computer, the computer 
commanding the Axis forces. 
The Allied commander (you) 
must do what Monty did — 
eliminate all Axis units or drive 
them back beyond Gabes 
before the game ends on 27th 
March. You can adopt any 
tactics you like but it’s fun to 
try Monty’s left hook where the 
New Zealand Division swing 
round the Matama Hills to 
engage the Axis reserves at 
Tebago. Oh, and don’t forget to 
bring the Indian Division into 
action when it appears on the 
road from the south-east. 

In a game within a game like 
this you can make up the rules 
and set your own victory 
conditions, provided that the 
program allows it. The rules 
we’ve outlined make it fairly 
easy to win — you can always 
make it harder by imposing 
another rule. We’d love to hear 
how you got on with this new 
game — which units did you 
send back, did the Allies win 
with the reduced force? Bung 
us a line and let us know, and 
don’t forget to mention any 
games within games that 
you’ve invented. They need 
not be historical battles like 
Mareth, just any game derived 
from another that’s interesting 
and fun. We’ll publish the best 
and send you a YS badge for 
your trouble. 

tactips 
Ft* 

troops east of the Arnhem river CheersK "° 
y°MVeuWOn y°urself a VS badge ’ 

Maybe the tip above will help Gary 
Horsham of Blackpool who anart fmm 
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This is just what you need now that 
summer’s on its way. A wacky YS T-shirt, 
made of 100 per cent, fully washable, 
cotton. It has a nifty Chris Long design in 
bright blue and black on the front and 
the YS logo in eye-catching red in the 
middle. You too can be the envy of 
your gerbil when you wear this round 
town. It’ll come to you clean and 
unworn by T’zer for the very 
reasonable sum of £4.50 including 
postage and packing, so what 
are you waiting for? Bung your 
name and address down on the 
coupon and prepare to stun the 
world! 

VSMEGABASIC 
YS MegaBasic is a triffic 
programming utility for only 
£7.95. It has on-screen 
windows, 64 column text, 
lots of fonts, user-defined 
character sizes and loads 
more. Plus there’s 
everything that’s in ZX 
Basic and a free sprite 
designer! What more 
could you want? Fill in 
the MegaBasic bit on 
the coupon and you’ll 
soon be programming 
to your heart’s 
content. 



You know the way it is with magazines. You 
start collecting them, the pile grows and 
grows, they look a mess lying down, they 
won’t stand up, they get all battered and 
ripped and you can never find what you’re 
looking for. Well, why not buy yourself a nifty 
YS binder in red with gold lettering to keep 
’em tidy. There’s space for twelve issues of YS 
— so if you get a subscription now, it makes 
sense to get a binder too! One can be yours 
for the measly sum of £4.95 including postage 
and packing — so go on, get all bound 
up in Your Sinclair. 
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I WANT LOTS AND LOTS OF YS GOODIES! 
I’d be a complete and utter cretin not to get hold of one of 
these natty Your Sinclair sports bags that’ll make me look a 
trendy Wendy, or Garry, or Darren, or... So bung us... sports 
bags since they only cost a measly £7.95 (plus post and 
packing: UK £1.00, Europe and Ireland £1.80, Rest of World 
£2.00). And it’s worth waiting 28 days for delivery, too! 

Yes, well, since I’m on a buying spree, you might as well send 
me.YS binders too. I’ve ticked the correct box below: 

□ UK £4.95 

□ Europe £5.45 

□ Rest of the world £5.95 

Yeah, all right then, I’ll have a copy of YS MegaBasic too, since I 
can get it for the minute sum of £7.95. 

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £.made payable 
to Dennis Publishing Ltd. 
Then again, as I don’t carry cash, please charge my 
*Access/Visa/American Express/Diners/Mastercharge card 
number. 
'delete where applicable. 

Signature.. 

Name. 

Address.... 

Oh, go on then, I’ll have a YS T-shirt too for the paltry sum of 
£4.50. My size is as I’ve shown, and I don’t mind waiting 28 days Postcode 
for delivery. . 

Small □ Medium □ Large □ Extra Large □ 
Now send the completed form with payment or credit card number 
to: YS Superstore, PO Box 320, London N21 2NB.If you don’t 
want to cut up your magazine, a photocopy will do nicely! 
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NOVEMBER ’87 FORMERLY MUSIC BY MAIL 

P.O. BOX 1035, ENFIELD, MIDDLESEX, EN1 IPG 

SPECTRUM SPECTRUM SPECTRUM 
LIGHT FORCE 4.25 
MATCH POINT 4.25 
THREE WEEKS IN 
PARADISE 4.25 
TRAILBLAZER 4.25 
WAR OF THE WORLDS 4.25 
WINTER SPORTS 4.25 
BOBBY BEARIN 4.50 
1942 4.50 
LASER BASIC 4.50 
COMBAT LYNX 4.95 
RESCUE ON FRACTALUS 4.95 
AUF WIDERSEHEN MONTY 

5.25 
COMPUTER HITS 5 5.25 
METROCROSS 5.25 
NOW GAMES 4 5.25 
MAG MAX 5.75 
QUARTET 5.75 
BOMB JACK 2 5.95 
ROAD RUNNER 7.95 
ELITE 12.95 

BATTLE OF THE PLANETS 3.50 
DRAGONS LAIR II 3.50 
ENDURO 3.50 
EVIL CROWN 3.50 
THE FORCE 3.50 
FRIDAY THE 13TH 3.50 
FUTURE KNIGHT 3.50 
GRANGE HILL 3.50 
GREAT ESCAPE 3.50 
KAYLETH 3.50 
KNIGHT LORE 3.50 
KRAKOUT 3.50 
LIGHTFORCE 3.50 
MERMAID MADNESS 3.50 
MIND SHADOW 3.50 
NOW GAMES 1 3.50 
NEXUS 3.50 
OFF THE HOOK 3.50 
PROHIBITION 3.50 
RIVER RAID 3.50 
SAM FOX STRIP POKER 3.50 
SHADOW SKIMMER 3.50 
SHERLOCK 3.50 
STARFOX 3.50 
THING BOUNCES BACK 3.50 
TOAD RUNNER 3.50 
TUJAD 3.50 
THE YOUNG ONES 3.50 
ZYNAPS 3.50 
FIGHTING WARRIOR 3.75 
FRANKIE GOES TO 
HOLLYWOOD 3.75 
PACMAN 3.75 
PITFALL 2 3.75 
SKY FOX 3.75 
SPACE SHUTTLE 3.75 
MAX HEADROOM 3.75 
MICRO VALUE (6 Games) 3.75 
BALLBLAZER 4.25 
DEACTIVATORS 4.25 
GHOSTBUSTERS 4.25 
GO TO HELL 4.25 
HACKER 4.25 

ALL OR NOTHING 1.65 
ARCADE ACTION 1.65 
ARMAGEDDON 1.65 
BEAKY & THE EGG 
SNATCHERS 1.65 
BRAIN DAMAGE 1.65 
BULLSEYE 1.65 
CASEY JONES 1.65 
CASINO ROYALE 1.65 
CHEQUERED FLAG 1.65 
CHESS 1.65 
CHESS THE TURK 1.65 
COMPUTER COOKBOOK 
(2tps) 1.65 
CONFUSION 1.65 
COSMIC DANCERS 1.65 
CYBER RATS 1.65 
DIMENSION DESTRUCTORS 

1.65 
DODO 1.65 
DOOMSDAY CASTLE 1.65 
DRIVE IN 1.65 
ENIGMA FORCE 1.65 
EXTERMINATOR 1.65 
F.A. FOOTBALL’87 1.65 
FREEZ’BEES 1.65 
GOLF 1.65 
GREAT SPACE RACE 1.65 
ICICLE WORKS 1.65 
JOHNNY REB 2 1.65 
KILLER KONG 1.65 
KRAKATOR 1.65 
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 1.65 
MONEY MANAGER 1.65 
MOTHERSHIP 1.65 
ONTHEOCHE 1.65 
ONE ON ONE 1.65 
ORBITER 1.65 
PANZADROME 1.65 
THE PYRAMID 1.65 
PSI GAMES 1.65 
RAPSCALLION 1.65 
REALM OF IMPOSSIBILITY 1.65 
ROAD RACERS 1.65 
RUPERT 1.65 

Jn£ UfflMATC ■ COMSAT - j£T SIMULATOR 

NOW GAMES 3 

SUPERMAN 
3QULDERDASH 

.. J £2.99 
► 5 FUN RUED GAMES A 

INTERNAT 

KARATE 

£2.99 
BOULDERDASH II 

FOOTBALL 
MANAGER 

£2.99 ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. & DELIVERY 

PLEASE PRINT YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, GAME(S) REQUIRED, AND FORMAT. ALLOW 21 DAYS FOR DELIVERY 

EXPORT CUSTOMERS, PLEASE ADD £1.50 TO COVER POSTAGE, PAYMENT MUST BE IN STERLING, 

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES/POSTAL ORDERS TO BOXERS MAIL OUT 





Hawking your hardware? Swopping 
your software? Or picking a penpal? 
Put a free ad in YS and see what 
happens! 

HARDWARE 
■ Spectrum 48K for sale. Cassette recorder, 
over 50 mags, latest games including 
Gauntlet, World Games, Avenger, Paperboy, 

plus 100’s more. £110 ono. Phone (0709) 
363200 and ask for Lee. 
■ Will swop DK lightpen, Interface One, 
microdrive and 5 cartridges for Kempston 
mouse. Write to Johnny Anderson, Kroklivien 
3, 0584 Oslo 5, Norway. 
■ Spectrum 128K plus disk drive, loads of 
software and utilities, multiface, Specdrum 
and books for £350. Phone 091-469 4362 
and ask for Martin. 
■ 48K Spectrum, Transform keyboard, 
Interface One, Alphacom 32 soundbox, CCR 
connector case, many software games and 
application books, courses, extra adaptor, 
joystick interfaces etc. Excellent bargain 
£250. Phone Violetta 01-583 4336. 
■ ZX printer with five rolls of paper, also with 
instruction&£15 ono. Write to Dave Holt,30 
Brookside Avenue, Grotton, Oldham, Lancs 
OL4 4LJ or phone 061-633 1530. 
■ Spectrum 128+2, lots of games, a 
joystick, manuals, good TV, mags, books, 
still under guarantee: £150 ono, worth £350. 
Tel (0772) 732762 and ask for Stephen. 
■ Spectrum 48K for sale, comes with printer, 
lightpen and over £300 worth of games, 30 
magazines, a bargain at £200 ono the lot. 
Phone Daniel on 01-657 1063. 
■ Acorn Electron for sale, £200 worth of 
games and tutorial programs, also data 
recorder, joystick and interface all worth at 
least £300. So do us a favour: £80. Phone 
Dave (0225) 702929. 
■ Spectrum 128+2 with Multiface 128, DK 
lightpen and ZX printer. Mags, 700 48K 
games, joystick (boxed, in great condition), 
worth £400 will sell for £270 ono. Graeme 
McGhee, 9 Marchdyke Crescent, 
Kilmarnock, Ayreshire, Scotland KA1 4TA. 
Tel 22659. 
■ 48K Spectrum with Saga 1 keyboard, data 
recorder, mouse and interface, Art Studio, 
microspeech, Quickshot II, DK Tronics dual 
interface, machine code books, over £300 
worth of software (many top titles). Will not 
sell separately. The lot: £200. Reason — 
upgrading. Tel Shotts (0501) 23763 after 
6.30pm. Ask for Dave. 
■ Spectrum 128+2, Multiface 128, joystick, 
30 input mags, software including Auf 
Wiedersehen Monty, Paperboy, Gauntlet. 
Blank tapes & tape holder. All boxed and 
new £200 ono. Phone (0977) 553206 after 
6.30pm and ask for Toni. 
■ £250 worth of software free when you buy 
my ZX printer for £100, with five rolls of 
paper and three joysticks. Phone (0602) 
813971 after 4.30pm and ask for David. 
■ Spectrum+, Protex interface, Quickshot 
joystick, £500 worth of software, including 
Heartland, Sir Fred, Paperboy, Tomahawk, 
Uridium, Astro Clone, Hypersports. Sell for 
£250. Please phone Martin 01-965 7636. 
■ Spectrum+, Quickshot II, Interface II and 
a few games including Adrian Mole and 
Super Cycle. All in good condition. All for 
£60. Phone Jason on (0272) 650213. 
■ Spectrum 48K, games, mags, Kempston 
joystick, interface £65. Opus disk drive, 10 
full disks inc Enduro Racer. £65. Multiface 1: 
£25. Alphacom printer: £20 or all for £165. 
Tel Robert (0253) 726449. 

■ 128K Spectrum+2, Interface 1, microdrive, 
two joysticks, programmable joystick 
interface, complete advanced home 
computer course, 100 mags, 90 original 
games. Worth over £1000, will sell for £450. 
(0872) 79722 evenings, ask for Lee. 

■ Spectrum+ for sale. With joystick, 
cassette deck, RAM turbo interface and light 
pen! Many original games £90 ono. Write to 
Marcus Price at 19 Hope Street, 
Cheltenham, Glos GLS1 9BQ. 

■ Spectrum+2 with several games. A few 
months old, hardly used. Will sell for £130. 
Phone Rachael on (034282) 2695 at 
weekends. 
■ Spectrum 128K, two joysticks, Data 
Recorder magazines, 3 Port Interface, £200 
worth of software including Exolon, Space 
Harrier, Arkanoid, Nosferatu and many more. 
All for £140 ono. Please phone John in 
Colchester on 851028. 
■ Crackshot joystick for sale or swop for 
software. Kempston compatible, £3. Also 
latest titles to swop. Send your list for mine. 
All letters will be answered. Write to N. 
Mokes, 25 Acacia Ave, Kingshurst, 
Birmingham B37 6AG. 
■ For sale: Spectrum+ home computer. 
Plus £100s worth of original games inc 
Space Harrier, Batman etc. All in excellent 
condition. I’m only wanting £50! Phone 031 
339 1758 and ask for Kenneth. 
■ For sale: Epson P40 thermal printer. Three 
rolls of paper: £35 ono. Tel: 0584 73637 and 
ask for Martin. 
■ Any three from the following: G.S.R., 
Fairlight, W. Games, Frankie, Knight Rider, 
Zoids, Nomad for a Trojan light pen. Must be 
+2 compatible and include software and 
manuals. Write to P. Bilton, 46 Acre Road, 
Middleton, Leeds 10. 
■ 48K Spectrum+, Kempston joystick — 
over £450 worth of top quality games. Over 
100 computer mags (in plastic container), 
tape recorder, leads, interface etc. All for 
£220. Cash only. Tel: Tom 01 788 0441. 
■ Spectrum 48K+ for sale. Also latest 
games (worth £408), Joystick, two cassette . 
holders and tape recorder. £125 only, Crash 
mags thrown in. Phone Brighton (0273) 
697006 and ask for Brett (evenings only). 
■ Spectrum 128, Quickshot II, joystick, 
cartridge, interface, £140 worth of games 
including Jailbreak, Gunrunner, Trio, 6-pak, 
Lightforce, Heartland, Dandy plus single 
microdrive: £130 ono. Will split. Phone 
Desmond 06937 38754. 
■ Any hardware that you don’t want? Well 
write to Gary Brighton, 111 Studlands Park, 
Newmarket, Suffolk. CB8 7AP. Tell me what 
you’ve got and what you want for it. 
■ Rotronics Wafadrive with two 64K wafers, 
boxed and with manual. Excellent condition: 
£35 ono. Also Currah Microspeech with 
manual and demonstration tape: £10. Phone 
(0202) 873595 after 6pm and ask for Mike. 
■ Quickshot Nine Joyball. Brand new and in . 
box. “Archer” Quickshot One — £3. Cursor, 
joystick, interface £3. Phone (Kilmacolm) 
050 587 3776. 
■ +2 boxed, £350 worth of software 
including Starglider, Atari joystick, 60 mags 
(YS, Crash), books. All worth over £550. Will 
sell for £320 ono. Write to: Mark, Belle Vue, 
Mill Street, Buxton, Norfolk. NR10 5JE. 
■ 48K Spectrum, software, books and 
mags, microdrive, Interface 1, Multiface 1, 
two cassette recorders, cartridges worth 
over £900. Will sell for £250 ono. Write to 
Russell, 6 Cypress Place, Fairwater, Cardiff 
CF5 3LN. 
■ Spectrum +2 — External tape recorder. 
Two joysticks, Currah Speech, 7 months old. 
Many games including Bryan Clough’s 
Football. Write to Ryan Barker, 117 Carlton 
Road, Pontefract, West Yorks. 
■ For sale — 2X Microdrive. Never used as 
could not afford interface: £15. Please write 
to John Baker, 5 The Leys, Kibworth, Leics. 
LE8 0NZ. Exchange for games considered. 

SOFTWARE 
■ Will swop my Treasure Island or Punchy 
for Red Moon, Sherlock or Spiderman. Write 
to Rene Gisbertz, Markisingel 58, 6102 VX, 
Echt, Netherlands. 
■ I have over 450 games to swop. Latest 
titles include Metrocross, Hydrofool etc. 
Send your list for mine. Write to Carl Young, 
4 West View, Padgate, Warrington, Cheshire. 
WA2 0NX. 
■ Lots of games to swop. I have all of the 
latest including Game Over, Thing Bounces 
Back. Write to Russell Gallon, 8 Sunnidale, 
Fellside Park, Whickham, Newcastle upon 
Tyne, NE16 5TT. 
■ Swop Dan Dare, Great Escape, 
Ghosts’n'Goblins, Rebel, Sweevo, Dynamite 
Dan 2, Movie, Bounder, Avenger, Revolution, 
Hitpak One, Exolon, Baseball, Dandy, 
Highway and more. Write to John Ham, 
Tighallan, Evelix, Dornock, Sutherland. Tel 
(0862) 810619. 
■ I have over 1000 titles to swop. All latest 
titles (well nearly all). Please write to: Jukka 
Kosonen, Kumpu, 587 Sulkand, Finland. 
■ Great games to swop including Enduro 
Racer, Thanatos, Great Escape, Fairlight, 
Quazatron, Lightforce. Want PAW, Exolon, 
Micronaut 1, Tai-Pan, Hydrofool & others. 
Phone 0530 324203 after 5pm. Ask for 
Marc. 
■ Will swop Sentinel, Dinky Digger, 
Stonkers, Ah Diddum plus four others. 
Phone Austin: Stafford 851395 after 4pm. 
■ Swop Pawn for Disassembler. Also 
Arkanoid, Konami Golf, Short Circuit, 
Barbarian, plus Space Harrier for ZX printer. 
Write to G Houchin, 12 St Pauls Place, 
Newcastle upon Tyne. What happened to 
Sid? 
■ Swop 1942, Nightshade, Knight Lore, 
Blue Max, Enigma Force, Alien 8, River Raid 
and more. Send sae to Boyd, Eskham Farm, 
Seadyke Way, Marshchapel, Grimsby, South 
Humberside. 
■ Wanted: Fairlight II. Will swop for Dawdy 
and Scooby-Doo. Phone 061 789 4876. 
■ I will swop my Gladiator and Alpine games 
for Indoor Sports or Rock and Wrestle. 
Phone (0902) 761150 and ask for Steven. 
Hurry! 

■ Will swop Laser Basic, Dam Busters, 
Avalon, Turbo Esprit, Video Pool and many 
oldies. Also a few POKEs for the oldies. 
Anyone got POKEs for Rambo. Write to: B 
Dixon, 22 Drum Close, Glenrothes, Fife, 
Scotland. KY7 4SE. 

■ Will swop TT Racer, Dandy, Great Escape 
or Back To Skool for either Trivial Pursuit, 
Spy Vs Spy, Arkanoid, Turbo Espirit, FA Cup 
’87, Trap Door, World Games or ID. Phone 
Chertsey 63523 and ask for Chris. 
■ I will swop Starglider for your copy of 
Artist or Artist 128K. Write to Zig the Sprot, 
111 Drakefell Road, London SE4 2DT or 
phone 01-732 5220. 
■ Games to swop include Space Harrier, 
Great Escape, TT Racer and Uridium. Send 
your list for mine. Write to Gary Brighton, 111 
Studlands Park, Newmarket, Suffolk CB8 
7AP. 
■ Will swop Dragon’s Lair and PSIPSPYfor 
Bombjack II or Superman for Barry 
McGuigan. Write to Ewan Mitchell, 16 
Garuock Hill, Dunfermline, Fife, Scotland 
KY12 7YY. 
■ Will swop Starglider, Xcel, Molecule Man, 
Storm Speed, King II, Codename^Mat II and 
Skool Daze along with 30 POKEs (all games 
originals) for PAW. All letters will be 
answered. Write to David Birchley, 399 Wye 
Court, Thornhill, Cwmbran, Gwent, South 
Wales NP44 5UL. 
■ Over 300 titles to swop including many 
new ones. Send your list for mine. Write to 
Colin Buteux, 1 Trenchard Drive, Buxton, 
Derbyshire SK17 9JY. 
■ Games to swop — your list for mine. R. 
Blake, 32 Derwent Avenue, Rayleigh, Essex 
SS6 8LE. Hello to Andy in Letchford. 
■ I have Avenger, Dukes of Hazzard, Storm 
and Death Cruiser. Will swop any three for 
Gauntlet. Write to M. Reynolds, 86 Clos 
Glanlliw, Pontlliw, Swansea SA4 1EH. 
■ Swop Elite, 6-Pack Hit Pack, Pole Position 
for Gauntlet, Head Over Heels. Also have 
Parabola, Imagination and Transmuter to 
swop. Phone Darren on (0277) 655900 now! 
■ I will swop my World Games, Trivial 
Pursuit, Paperboy and Transformers for a 
Trojan lightpen and Interface. Phone John 
Paul on Swindon 642971. 
■ I will swop my Booty, Derby Day, Treasure 
Island, Cylu, Don’t Buy This, Ghostbusters, 
Ian Botham Testmatch, Hunchback for Barry 
McGuigan, Hypersports, Rocco, Summer 
Games, Trio. Tel Gary Stevens 0942 892028. 
■ 16 hour-a-day Speccy 128K user with over 
400 games to swop. Your list for mine. 
Guaranteed reply within a week. Lee Bell, 72 
Summerfield Gardens, Whitfield, Dundee 
DD4 OB2. 
■ Latest games for 48K Spectrum. Send list 
of games to swop with mine. Over 100 titles 
to choose from. Barry Cheneler, 173 Church 
Street, Witham, Essex CM8 2JW or phone 
0376 521375. 
■ Wanted! Super Soccer and/or 
Leaderboard. I’m offering: Room Ten, (Elite 
6 Pack), Super Robin Hood, Scrabble, Black 
Crystal, Eureka, Softaid, Sega collection, 
Snooker. Take your pick. Only originals 
please — mine are. Write to: Steven 
Drummond, 33 Blarney Crescent, 
Cowdenbeath, Fife, Scotland. 
■ Will swop Minestone, Waxworks and The 
Price Of Magic for ZZZ, Vera Cruz and 
Bugsy. Write to Michael Woyciech, 16 
Margaret Ave, Shenfield, Brentwood, Essex. 
■ Do you want someone to swop games 
with? Send your list for mine (700 games). 
Write to Thomas Bjork, Hydeengen 283, DK- 
2625 Vallensbaek, Denmark. 
■ Will swop Gauntlet, Paperboy, Batman, 
Art Studio, They Sold A Million 3 for Super 
Soccer, Super-test 48K, Winter Games, 
Imagine’s Tennis, Leaderboard, Taj-Pan, 
Double Take. Write to: Joseph Foley, 46 St 
John’s Avenue, Clondalkin, Dublin 22. 
Ireland. 

• BOOK VOUR FREE AD HERE 
If you’d like to advertise in Input/Output, please write in BLOCK CAPITALS below and send 
the coupon to Input/Output Your Sinclair, 14 Rathbone Place, London W1P IDE — oh, and 
don’t forget your address and phone number. We can’t accept any software sales, and this 
service is only available to private advertisers. 

Please enter my advert under the following classification: 
□ Hardware □ Software □ Wanted □ Messages & Events □ Pen Pals 

Address 

Postcode. 

MAGAZINE HEALTH WARNING: 
Think before you snip — most people use a photocopy instead. YS23 
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WANTED 
■ Wanted — Volex, TTX 2000S Teletext 
adaptor. Will swop for games including 
Super Soccer, Gauntlet, Great Escape, 
Lightforce, Colony Invasion. Alternatives 
available. Phone (0446) 747649 after 7pm 
except on Fridays or Saturday. 
■ Wanted — Silent Service or Gauntlet, will 
swop for Paperboy, Footballer Of The Year, 
Breakthru, Storm, Future Games or Video 
Olympics. Phone Bobby (0475) 87370 after 
6pm. 
■ Wanted — a complete AMX mouse. Swop 
for Shadow Of The Unicorn, Lone Wolf, 
Swords And Sorcery, Sorcerer Of Clamorgue 
Castle, Spiderman, Hunchback, Hunchback 
II. £72.81 worth of software, all for complete 
AMX mouse. Write to A. Brooks, 66 St Johns 
Road, Staveley, Nr Chesterfield, Derbyshire 
S43 3QW. 
■ Wanted — a Spectrum. Write to Gary 
Brighton, 111 Studlands Park, Newmarket, 
Suffolk CB8 7AP. Please include what you 
want for it, ie games or money or both. 
■ Wanted — VIX5000 modem for Timex 
2040 printer. Please phone 01-546 4663 and 
ask for Paul between 7-10pm. 
■ Wanted — any two of Rock ‘n’ Wrestle, 
Steve Davis Snooker, Spy Vs Spy, BMX 
Simulator, Hardball or World Series 
Basketball for my Specdrum. Write to Chris, 
81A London Road, Forest Hill, London SE23 
3AZ. 
■ Wanted — Dragon’s Lair or World Games. 
I will swop for Leaderboard or Thanatos. 
Phone (0674) 76631 between 4pm and 5pm 
and ask for Gordon. 
■ Swop 35 Spectrum originals including 
Rambo, Commando etc for ZX Microdrive 
and Interface 1, or RAM music machine or 
sell. Contact David (0236) 29808. 
■ I want to buy any games made in either 
1986 or 1987. Send your list with prices to 
Frank Wallace, Sprinfort, Charleville, Co 
Cork, Ireland. Originals only. 
■ Wanted — Specdrum. I’ll swop for any 12 
games. Name them and you’ve got them! 
Write to Nick Giogias, Kanari 44, 153 43 
Agia Paraskevii, Athens, Greece. Thank you.. 
■ Battlecars wanted. Swop for one of Gift 
From The Gods, Space Shuttle, Gladiator, 
VU3D. Phone (0384) 345176 and ask for 
Andrew. 
■ Wanted World Series, Basketball, 
McGuigan’s Boxing, Kung Fu Master. Will 
swop for Paperboy, Lightforce, Music Box. If 
I don’t reply offer has ended. Write to John 
Marshall, 13 Maidstone Road, Sheffield S6 
1JS. 
■ Wanted — Interface 1, Microdrive and 
cartridges in working order. Swop for G.A.C. 
Megahits, Trailblazer, Galvan, Spellbound, 
Atic Atac, B.M.X., Speedking 2, Rambo. 
Please write to Sadek Malik, 32 St Dunstans 
Road, Hounslow, Middx TW14 7QP. 

■ Wanted — Help with The Hobbit. Reward 
offered (games). If you’ve got hints and/or 
want a female penpal, aged 12, write to: 
Katy Sheppard, Caerwent, Libanus Road, 
Ebbw Vale, Gwent. 
■ Help! I’m looking for people with a QL. 
Penpals also welcome, from everywhere 
(female preferably). Write to Seroen Vid, Belt 
Chrysantenlaan 17, 1424A3 De Kwakel, 
Holland. 
■ Wanted — 48K Rubber key or Spectrum 
+. I will pay £25 plus postage. Must be in 
working order. Write to Chris Gornall, 205 
Cop Lane, Penwortham, Preston, Lancs. 
PR1 9AB 
■ Wanted — Elite. Will swop for any two: 
Enigma Force, Avenger, Movie, Druid, 
Surfchamp, Now Games 4 and Arkanoid. 
Must include instructions. Phone (0626) 
68362 after 6pm and ask for Nick. 
■ Wanted — Hijack, Vera Cruz, Sydney 
Affair. Will swop latest software for any of 
these games. Write to P. Coles, 9 Burnway, 
Hornchurch, Essex. 
■ Wanted — Microdrive - Interface 1. Also 
printer with interface for 48K Speccy, for 
example Alfacom 32, ZZ or N.L.Q. printer 
A4. Phone Paul on Colwall 40124. Also 
wanted: Volex TTX 2000S. 
■ Wanted — Elite (must be in good 
condition) for Konami’s Coin-Op Hits, 
WestBank, Thrust II, Alien Highway and 
Glass. Please write to Garry Lancaster, 
26 Bridgeleap Road, Downend, Bristol. BS16 
6TW. 
■ Wanted — Arkanoid, Enduro Racer. Will 
swop for World Games, Bombjack, Hit 6 
Pack, Leaderboard and some others. Write 
to Tom Duchin, Hill House, Carlton, Near 
Newmarket, Suffolk. CB8 9JY. Enclose 
phone number. 
■ Wanted — Multiload and code slicer 2. 
Reward: 10 latest titled games: Ghosts ‘n’ 
Goblins, Arkanoid and more — £95 worth. 
Write to: Edward O’Hanlon, Tara, Charleville 
View, Tullamore, Co Offaly, Ireland. Hurry! 
■ Wanted — Infiltrator for a game such as 
Konami’s Golf or Footballer Of The Year. All 
enquiries considered. Ring (0706) 827483 
after 6.30pm and ask for Martin. 
■ Wanted — someone to make a program to 
help run a badminton tournament for a 
Spectrum 48K. Prepared to pay. Chris 
Chaplin, 40 Thatcham Park, Yeovil, 
Somerset BA21 3BR or Tel Yeovil 25001. 
■ Wanted — a Microdrive and Interface 1. 
Will swop an Alfacom 32 printer in good 
condition and five rolls of paper plus some 
games. Please phone (0569) 63301 any time 
and ask for Steven. 

MESSAGES, 
CLUBS & 
EVENTS 
■ If you’re not a saphead you must not miss 
out on tape mag only 90p and you don’t 
need to send a stamp. Send 90p to Tape 
Mag, 22 Bridle Close, Banbury, Oxon OX16 
9SZ. The first tape mag to go under £1. 
Saps get other tape mags. 
■ S.V.V.G. tape mag is the best. Keep up the 
good work Dave. The Haggii Head-Hunter. 

■ Hacker? Can anyone help a novice with 
advice. List of equipment needed to get 
started. I am willing to join club. Write to: 
A.K. Dockerill, 57 Northfield Road, Batford, 
Harpenden, Herts. 
■ I’ve just got one thing to say: Katherine...I 
love you. From David. Thanks for the past 
nine months — Hope the next nine months 
are just as good. 
■ Microphobia. The micro mag from 
Spectrum, Commodore, Amstrad, BBC. For 
the latest issue send 50p & SAE to Gerald 
Preston, 5 Meadow Park, Cabus, Garstang, 
Lancs. PR3 1TA. 
■ Fanzine, Computer Lynx for Spectrum and 
others. Only 30p plus SAE. Hints, reviews 
etc from Jonathan Morris, 187 Parrysfield 
Road, Cheshunt, Herts. EN8 0TL. 
■ POKES. If you want loads of POKES, just 
send a SAE and a cheque or P.O. for £1 and 
ask for Pokes Issue 4. Gerald Witherington, 
4 Westfield Road, Rhyl, Clwyd, North Wales. 
LL18 4PN. 
■ Hello to TW1 drivers, Math Allen, Dave 
Bailey, Robo Chef and Wee Wiggy Wimples. 
A quick message to Fog Raa Maa Yah Ta 
Ra! From your faithful old B’zer.(And I got 
my nickname before you did T’zer.) 
■ Eprom Two — Spectrum review magazine 
out now! Your Sinclair Fanzine of the Year 
winner — 48 packed pages. Only 80p inc. 
From Eprom, 328 The Maltings, 
Penwortham, Preston, Lancs. PR1 9FD. 
■ Join the Time Bandits for a mag mail 
order service etc. Send your list of games to 
Zeed & Eggs, Time Bandits, 15 Meadow 
Grove, Chandlers Ford, Hants. 
■ POKES, POKES, POKES. Send an SAE 
and £1 to Ian Williams, 19 Harper Grove, 
Idle, Bradford, West Yorks. 
■ Crazy! The wacky new reader 
participation Spectrum fanzine, including 
news, tips, reviews and free advertising! The 
fanzine you help write. For info send SAE to 
Crazy, 1 Ledbury Gardens, Cysworth, 
Doncaster ON5 8LS. 
■ Wafadrive owners — Magazine on Wafer, 
includes program protector, transfer tips and 
utilities and more info about using your 
wafadrive. Send a blank formatted 64K wafa 
and £1 to M. Archer, 29 Holbeck, Blackpool 
FY4 4LS. 
■ RAM is here, the tape based fanzine with 
news, reviews (over 20), previews, tips, 
POKEs etc. Only 80p. Phone Jay on 01-807 
4849 or Duncan on 01-884 0234. 
■ Multiface 1 POKEs. Over 260 covering 
more than 125 games, new and old. Send 
only £1 (for 6 typed sides of A4) to Dal Roy, 
153 Norsey Road, Billericay, Essex. Now! 
■ If you are interested in new titles from a 
new software name and would like further 
details, send your name and address with a 
SAE to: Martin Dawson, 163 George V Ave, 
Worthing, W. Sussex. 
■ Christopher — We are now quits. I do not 
owe you 40p. From Robert Wilkins. PS. I told 
you I’d get my name in print. 
■ Adventure Probe is a monthly magazine 
containing oodles of adventurous stuff. Send 
£1 for sample copy or SAE for details to: 
Adventure Probe, 78 Merton Road, 
Highfield, Wigan, Lancs WN3 6AT. 
■ 50 games tips for 70p, pages of tips, info, 
hints, P&P included. Grant Edwards, 19 The 
Maltings, Kings Langley, Herts WD4 8QL. 

PENPALS 
■ Penpal wanted. I have lots of software to 
swop (including Head Over Heels, Tai-Pan, 
Zynaps). Send your list for mine. Write to 
Peter Salsbury, 32 Dereham Drive, Arnold, 
Nottingham NG5 6PS. 
■ Extremely crazy Lutonian seeks tasty 
female 13-15. I’m heavily into Queen, sport 
and road signs. Please send piccy to 
Matthew Morris, 21 Waller Avenue, Luton, 
Beds LU4 9RP. 
■ Good looking, cool guy seeks girl now. 
Please enclose photo. Send to Mr E Malone, 
29 Hatherton Street, Stafford, Staffs ST16 
3TP. Must have nice personality and sense 
of humour. Thanks. 
■ Boy 13 wants male penpal preferably the 
same age, living far away, even another 
country. I like most things, ie drawing, 
collecting posters, music. I have a 48K 
Spectrum. Write to Mark Shepherd, 55 
Beresford Avenue, Tolworth, Surbiton, 
Surrey KT5 9LH. 
■ I am a 15 year old male seeking a penpal 
(male or female) between the ages of 13-16. 
I have a 48K Spectrum with over 80 games 
and POKEs. Lee Cook Morgan, 566 
Clydach Road, Ynystawe, Swansea, Glam 
SA6 5AY. 
■ I would like a penpal (male or female) to 
swop games, ideas and tips. Write to Paulo 
Ferreira, Av 25 de Abril, No7 Porteira, 
Almada, 2800 Almada, Portugal. 
■ Male, +2 owner seeks good-looking 
female penpal who is aged 13-15 and likes 
computing, sport and good-looking boys. 
Prefer to be local. Please enclose a photo. 
Jonathan Whittle, 1 Benbow Close, 
St Annes, Lancs. 
■ Female (11) seeks male (11). Interest in 
computers — optional. Interest in girls — 
essential. If you can afford a stamp, write to 
Elizabeth Sheppard, Caerwent, Libanus 
Road, Ebbw Vale, Gwent. 
■ Is there anybody out there who would like 
to write to a 14 year old male from Runcorn. 
If so, write to Graham Ellis, 157 The 
Uplands, Palace Fields, Runcorn, Cheshire. 
WA7 2UD. 
■ I’m a 17 year old male. Yes ladies, this is 
your chance to meet the man of your 
dreams. My hobbies are all fantasy games. 
So send letters and photos to James Bond, 
(alias Richard Harrison), 419 Hawthorn Drive, 
Ipswich, Suffolk. 
■ Two boys want to interface with two 
female, leggy Speccys. Must be 48K owners 
and aged 13. Should want to join the protest 
against Power House software. Write to 
Mark Illingworth & Jedi Barker, 16 Whace 
House Lane, Yeadon, Leeds. 
■ Yo! Homegirl! Any funkey fresh girls there 
like Hip-hop? If so, scribble to me: Jazzy Jay 
at 55 Lingfield View, Moortown, Leeds. LS17 
6DA. Please enclose a photo. 
■ Penpal wanted to swop games. Any age. 
My hobbies are computers and music. Send 
your list for mine. Guaranteed replies. Write 
to Simon Keith Hobbs, 40 Penros Cres, 
Rumney, Cardiff, South Wales. 
■ Hi girls of 14-17! Are you looking for a cool 
programmer? Well never fear, Nigel Bell is 
here. Write to me: 25 Dunhill Road, Ipswich, 
Suffolk. 
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YOUR SINCLAIR DOES NOT 

CONOONE SOFTWARE PIRACY 

CRIBBAGE 
The popular pub game six card cribbage is now 

available for the Spectrum 48K/128K 

Features include: 

IMPRESSIVE FULL COLOUR 

PLAYING CARD GRAPHICS 

100% MACHINE CODE 

TWO LEVELS OF PLAY 

AUTOMATIC SCORING 

HELP OPTION FOR BEGINNERS 

Six card cribbage is suitable for both beginners and 
experienced crib players and comes with full 

instructions and rules of the game. 

★ ★ ★ ★ MONEY BACK GUARANTEE ★ ★ ★ ★ 

If you are not delighted with six card cribbage then simply 
return the tape within 5 days and your cash will be refunded. 

★ ★★★★★★★★★★★★★ 

Send cheque or postal order for £6.50 to 

ESEM SOFTWARE 
112 Wrington Close, Little Stoke, Bristol BS12 6EJ 

Tel: 0454 612811 

n»vr SLHI 
19 Dunloy Gdns, Newtownabbey, Co. Antrim BT37 9HZ 

r★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★************** 
SPECTRUM 16/48/ + 1 28K AND COMMODORE 64/1 28K SOFTWARE LIBRARY 

BORED WTIH PLAYING THE SAME OLD GAMES? 
JUST LOOK AT WHAT MEMBERSHIP TO SOFTLINK (H. 1) WILL OFFER YOU 

★ FIRST FREE HIRE 
A 7 DAYS FULL HIRE 
★ CLUB RENTAL CATALOGUE 
★ FREE MONTHLY PRIZE DRAW 
★ FREE TO ENTER COMPETITIONS 
★ MEMBERSHIP FEE IS ONLY £2.00 
★ MANY TITLES AT DISCOUNTED PRICES 
★ THE LATEST TOP CHART TITLES AVAILABLE 
★ TAPE AND MICRODRIVE HIRE FOR THE SPECTRUM 
★ HIRE DISCOUNTS OFFERED ON FOUR TITLE ORDERS 
★ HUGE LIBRARY OF EX-CHART TITLES ARE AVAILABLE 
★ TAPE DISK AND CARTRIDGE HIRE FOR THE COMMODORE 
★ HIRE PRICES RANGE FROM £0.75p PER TITLE PER WEEK 
★ REGULAR UPDATE LISTS GIVING NEW TITLES AVAILABLE 
★ ALL ORIGINAL SOFTWARE SUPPLIED WITH DOCUMENTATION 
★ BI-ANNUAL NEWSLETTER GIVING HINTS, TIPS, POKES, ETC. 
★ ARCADE ADVENTURE, EDUCATIONAL AND BUSINESS SOFTWARE 
★ RETURN POSTAGE CHARGES/PACKING ARE PRE PAID BY SOFTLINK 
★ UP TO FOUR INDIVIDUAL TITLES CAN BE HIRED AT ANY ONE TIME 
★ 'THE KEY TO COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
★ SOFTLINK DOES IT WEEKLY, NOT WEAKLY'' 
SEND CHEQUE/P.O. MADE PAYABLE TO "SOFTLINK (N.l.)", OR SEND A S.A.E. 
(10"x7"). PLEASE STATE COMPUTER TYPE. 

CRICKET CHALLENGE 
for the cricket connoisseur 

Spectrum 48K/128K + 2 
Captain¥the team of your choice in an exciting and 
realistic 60 over cup competition. 
The game features: 
Choice of 17 county sides, 250 + named players, 
batting/bowling abilities, qualifying group of 
matches, full team selection, batting/bowling tactics, 
detailed scoreboard, scorecard, pitch analysis, other 
match results, save game, + much more. ^ 
Send cheque/postal order for £6.95 to: 
TANGLEWOOD SOFTWARE 
157 Warwick Road, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8SG 
Fast and efficient mail order service. 

IN 
THE NEW 

DIMENSION 
★ Hire from 75p. 
★ Extra credit: £1 for £10 sent and 

£2.50 for £20 sent. 

★ 7 day hire (first class post). 

★ Many titles always being added. 
★ Huge range of ex chart games 

available, plus utilities (400 

different titles). 
★ Many hundreds of top music tapes 

available. 

★ All originals. 
★ Additions bulletin every 3 months 

sent out. 
★ Life membership £2 (refundable 

within 21 days if not satisfied). 

More details from: 

SOUNDBOX, SOFTWARE, DEPT YS 
P.0. BOX 12, RENFREW, 

RENFREWSHIRE PA4 

FRUITY 
THE ULTIMATE FRUIT MACHINE GAME 
★ HIGHLY PLAYABLE * FAST SPINNING 
REELS * COLOURFUL GRAPHICS 
★ IMPROVED SOUND ★ HOURS OF FUN 

FEATURES INCLUDE 
HIGH SPEED ROULETTE GAMBLE 
NUDGES 
SPECIAL FRUIT 
REEL CLIMB 
FEATURE SYMBOL 

£6.95 
SEND CHEQUE OR P 0 TO: 
R0SSWARE (DEPT YS) 
646 LONDON ROAD, WESTCLIFF 
ESSEX SSO 9HW 
For fast delivery put Cheque Card No. 
of cheque. 

SPECTRUM 

REPAIRS 

£14.95 inclusive of labour, 
parts and p&p. 
Fast, reliable service by 
qualified engineers. 
Average repair 24hrs. 
3 months guarantee on all 
work. 
For help or advice — ring: 

H.S. COMPUTER SERVICES 
Unit 2, The Orchard 

Warton. Preston 
Lancs PR4 1BE 

Tel: (0772) 632686 

FAST COMPUTER REPAIR 
CENTRE - IN LONDON 

* BBC Micro, Commodore, Spectrum 
* Amstrad, Others 

* We sell spare parts 
* Used Micros bought and sold 
★ Eprom Programming Service 

phone 01863 7166 

PROMPT ELECTRONICS 
Unit 4, 15 Springfield Road, 

Harrow, Middx. HA1 1QF 
(entrance in Amersham Road) 

SCOTTISH COMPUTER REPAIR SERVICE 
First class repairs at fixed prices 

Spectrum £16 • C64 £26 • Amstrad CPC P08 

C16 £20 • Vic 20/C + 4 £22 • Electron BBC etc. P08 

Printers, modems, TVs, VDUs, P08. Pick-up & 
delivery service throughout central Scotland. 
Three month guarantee on all repairs. 
Enclose payment with order to: 

S.C.R.C. 
Unit 26a 
Hawkslaw Trading Estate 

Trade & commercial Leven, Fife KY8 4LT 
enquiries welcome Tel: 0333 21487 
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YOUR SINCLAIR DOES NOT 
CONDONE SOFTWARE PIRACY 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
A Better Deal from Micro-World 

POWER SUPPLIES (Spectrum/Plus) 

KEYBOARD — REPLACEMENT 

(Not just a repair) (Mat, Membrane & Plate) 

Makes your Spectrum look like rjew 

ALL OTHER FAULTS SPECTRUM/PLUS 

KEYBOARD REPLACEMENT AND REPAIR 

SAGA EMPEROR ONE KEYBOARD 

inc. fitting 

SAGA EMPEROR ONE KEYBOARD 

AND REPAIR 

16-48K UPGRADE (12 months Warranty) 

(Issues 2 and 3) 

CHEETAH 32K RAM PACK 

ZX — INTERFACE I — REPAIR 

ZX - MICRODRIVE — REPAIR 

ZX — PRINTER — REPAIR 

• Prices fully inclusive of VAT & 
Insured Return P&P 

• 48hr turn round on most machines 

• 3 months warranty on repairs 

• Send SPECTRUM ONLY suitably packed clearly stating | 
fault, your name & address, cheque or postal order to: 

Micro-World Computers (YS) 
25 Hill Top Road Slaithwaite, Huddersfield HD7 5ES 

Telephone: (Day) 0484-846117 (Evening) 0484-845587 

Showroom: 
1006/1010 Manchester Road. Linthwaite. Huddersfield HD7 5QQ 

Open 9 to 5.30, 6 days 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
48K SPECTRUM FAULTS.£17.00 
48K SPECTRUM KB FAULTS.£12.00 
4164 MEMORY 1C.90p 
4116 MEMORY 1C...50p 
Z80 CPU.£2.10 

All prices include VAT and postage 

R.A. ELECTRONICS 
133 London Road South, Lowestoft, 
Suffolk NR33 OAX TEL: 0502 66289 

C.C.L. SOFTWARE LIBRARY 
HIRE 'EM, AND TRY 'EM - BEFORE YOU BUY 'EM 

LOOK WHAT MEMBERSHIP TO CCL OFFERS 
★ FREE FIRST HIRE 

★ PRICES FROM 50p PER WEEK 

★ FREE CLUB CATALOGUE 

★ FREE MEMBERS DRAW 

★ FREE TIPS, POKES, HINTS, MAPS 

★ REGULAR UPDATES 

★ DISCOUNT TITLES 

★ FAST, RETURN POST SERVICE 

★ HIRE 3, GET ONE FREE 

★ BIRTHDAY PRESENT TO OUR MEMBERS 

★ ONLY ORIGINAL SOFTWARE SUPPLIED 

★ FREE PROGRAMME FINDING SERVICE 

★ FREE PEN-PAL SECTION 

★ FREE MEMBERS SWAP/SALES SERVICE 

★ ONLY £5.00 FOR LIFE MEMBERSHIP 

Send cheque/PO made payable to: 

C.C.L., 17 Eastbrook Hill, Desborough, 
Nr. Kettering, Northants NN14 2QQ 

IS THE NEW 
DIMENSION 

FAST COMPUTER 
REPAIRS 

Spectrum/Plus.£15.95 
Commodore 64 £22.00 
Vic 20.£22.00 
C16 £20.00 
Plus 4 £22.00 

FREE collection and delivery 
in Leeds, Bradford and 
Huddersfield areas. 

Phone Heckmondwike 
0924-402715 after 5pm or send 
computer direct to MrT. 
Marshall, 21 Powell St., 
Heckmondwike, West Yorks, 
WF16 OBA enclosing cheque 
and brief description of fault. 

FIXED PRICE 
COMPUTER 

REPAIRS 
All types of home computers: 
Amstrad, Sinclair, etc — prices 
from £7.00 inc VAT and post and 
packaging and three month 
guarantee. Also, we buy/sell/rent 
new/used home/micro 
computers. Also available: 
spares, software, cables, 
peripherals, maintenance 
contracts etc. 
Tel: (0702)618455/527864/613741 
for immediate price. 
ANALYTIC ENGINEERING LTD 

Analytic House, Unit 18A, 
Grainger Road Industrial Estate, 

Southend-on-Sea, Essex 

SOFTWARE 
EXCHANGE 

Bored with your present 
software? Then swap it via 
our club for something to suit 
your tastes in programs. 

• Spectrum & CBM64 
• FREE club membership 
• Huge program base 

SAE please for fast reply and 
details. 

UK SEC (Y.S.) 
15 TUNWELL GREA VE 

SHEFFIELD S5 9GB 

GIANTT.V. PICTURES 
FOR 

ONLY £15.00 
★ Play your games lifesize 

★ Simple to build projector 

★ Can be built in half an hour from 

everyday materials 

★ Fits over your existing T.V. or monitor 

★ Contains lens and easy to follow 

instructions 

★ Terrific results for flight simulation and 

all 30 games 

Send cheque or P.0, for £ 15.00 

( + 30p p&p) 

To: M. Robson, 61 Mayfair Road, 
West Jesmond, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE2 3DN 
For more details phone: 091 281 7008 

KOBRAHSOFT SPECTRUM 48K/128K UTILITIES 
S03 ADVANCED TAPE TO M/D UTILITY:- Transfer even the latest programs - e.g. "FIST", "B0MBJACK", - also the 

latest Pulsed Leader programs e.g. "BATMAN", "WINTER GAMES". FULL Manual, PLUS Disassembler, PLUS FREE Header 

Reader. Price:- £6.95 {inc. P&P). On Microdrive Cartridge:- £8.95 (inc. P&P) 

S03 TAPE TO OPUS DRIVE UTILITY:- As for SD3 - but transfers to Opus Drive - similar superb value:- Price:- 

£6.95 (inc. P&P). 

SUB ADVANCED TAPE UTILITY:- Makes backups of programs to tape. Handles even the latest programs - fast loaders; 

LONG programs; Pulsed Leaders - all dealt with speedily and efficiently. Price:- £6.95 (inc. P&P). 

SHARPSHOOTER:— A 100% Machine Code multiscreen Arcade Game with superb graphics and sound. Many advanced 

features, multiple skill levels, uses Keyboard, Kempston or ZX Interface 2 joysticks. Incredibly addictive. Price:- £7.95 

(inc. P&P). 

KOBRAHSOFT SPECTRUM Z80 MACHINE CODE COURSE:- A 12 month course from Beginner to Advanced level. 

Suitable for anyone. Applies to ALL current Spectrum models. Price:- £15. 

SL3 ADVANCED SPEEDLOADER:- Converts most programs to Fast Loaders with a choice of SIX loading speeds, Multi 

Coloured and various other loading borders - converts even the latest programs. FULL Manual, PLUS FREE Header Reader, 

FREE Disassembler. Price:- £6.95 (inc. P&P). 

SUPER INTERFACE FL2:- A superb interface which converts ANY program to reload at any of SEVEN speeds as a Fast 

Loader - AUTOMATICALLY! Programs reload INDEPENDENTLY of FL2 with multi-coloured border! Price:- £29.95 (inc. 

P&P). 

SUPER INTERFACE MD1:— This interface transfers programs to microdrive FULLY AUTOMATICALLY! COMPACTS code 

- gives TWO LONG programs per cartridge! Programs reload INDEPENDENTLY of MD1. Price:- £29.95 (inc. P&P). 

SUPER INTERFACE 001:— As for MD1, but converts programs to your Opus Drive AUTOMATICALLY! Similar 

specification to MD1. Price:- £29.95 (inc. P&P). 

Send cheque/P.O. to:- "KOBRAHSOFT", "Pleasant View", Hulme Lane, Nr. Longton, Stoke-on Trent, Staffs ST3 5BH. 

(Overseas:- Europe add £1 P&P PER ITEM, others £2. Send for FREE FULLY DETAILED Catalogue of ALL our products - 

please mark envelope "ENQUIRY". 
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YOUR SINCLAIR DOES NOT 
CONDONE SOFTWARE PIRACY 

NEW TAPE UTILITY A 
This program gives a tape back-up of most Spectrum software! 
Even converts most JERKY LOADERS and SOME OTHERS (e.g. 
with counter down to zero) normal for reliable loading. Manages 
very long programs (even every byte in 51K!), fast loaders, etc, 
etc. State type of Spectrum when ordering (48K, 128K, etc.). 
Unrivalled, full manual — a superb and interesting utility. 
£6.99 on tape (£4.99 if updating). 

NEW TRANSFER PACK 4 — 
SPECTRUM TAPE TO DRIVE 

A software system to convert many old and new TAPE based 
programs to your DRIVE (no matter what type) + OTHER 
USEFUL UTILITIES. Most jerky programs and others (e.g. with 
zero counter) are EASILY converted to drive. Pack has at least 
7 programs! Opus/Beta owners add £1 for OPTIONAL extra 
program. State TYPE of Spectrum + name of DRIVE when 
ordering (e.g. 128K Spectrum and Microdrive). £11.99 on TAPE 
(£12.99 on cartridge for 48K Spectrums only). (£6 if updating). 
INFORMATION SHEETS £1 each — approx. 8 TRANSFERS of 
POPULAR programs per sheet — needs TP4. Up to No. 50 
available. SPECIAL DEAL Nos. 1-20 £3, Nos. 21-30, 31-40 or 41-50 
£3.50. Covers MOST of current and recent TOP 20 programs. 

M/DRIVE OWNERS NEED 
MICROTRANS 

MICROTRANS 2b— for m/drive to m/drive back-up, easy ERASE, 
tape to drive (inc. headerless) — does NOT convert programs. 
Includes MICROTAPE and RUN programs. ONLY £4 on TAPE, 
£5 on Cart. ALL Spectrums 
CODE COMPRESSOR — MANY uses but ideal for use with 
hardware devices that don’t compress saved code! ONLY £3.50 

Overseas: add £1 Europe, £2 others each product. SAE for details. 

NO RISK - ALL PROGRAMS CARRY OUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE (not updates). 

LERM, DEPT YS, 11 BEACONSFIELD CLOSE, 
WHITLEY BAY NE25 9UW 

TELEPHONE: 091 25336J5 

CUT PRICE SOFTWARE 
★ ★ BEST SELLERS# ★ ★ ★STAR BUYS# ★ ★ ★ BEST SELLERS# ★ 

SPECTRUM 
Stars on 128 & *2 
Exolon 

The Eagles Nest 
Gryzor 
Super Sprint 
living Daylights 
Bismark 
Hit Pak 6 
Freddy Hardest 
Konami's Coin Op 
Trio (Hit Pakl 
Xecutor 
Star Games II 
Traxion 
Saboteur 2 

Bubble Bobble 
Battle Ships 
Mercenary 
Super Soccer 
Ourell's Big 4 
Catch 23 
Jewels Darkness 

OUR 
RRP PRICE 
9.95 7.95 
8.95 6.50 
9.99 7.25 
8.95 6.50 
7.95 5.50 
9.99 7.25 
9.95 7.25 
9.95 7.25 

*9.95 7.25 
7.95 5.50 
9.95 6.95 
9.95 7.25 
7.99 5.75 
9.99 7.25 
8.95 6.50 
7.95 5.50 
7.95 5.50 
7.95 5.75 
7.95 5.50 
9.95 7.25 

*7.95 5.50 
*9.95 6.95 

7.95 5.50 
14.95 11.95 

SPECTRUM 
Jack Nipp II 
Elite 
Mutants 
Trantor 
W.C Leaderboard 
Mag Max 
Road Runner 
Starglider 
Implosion 
Academy (Tau ceti) 
Prohibition 
World Games 
Mask 
Leaderboard 
Last Mission 
WizBall 
Ace 2 (48k) 
Ace 2 (128k) 
Graphic Ad Creat 
Arkanoid 
PAW. 
Barbarian • 
Athena 
Survivor 

OUR 
RRP PRICE 
7.99 5.95 
9.95 7.50 
7.95 5.50 
8.99 6.50 
8.99 6.50 
7.95 5.50 
895 6.50 

*14.95 11.95 
8.95 6.50 
9.95 7.25 
9.95 7.25 
9.95 7.25 
7.99 5.75 
9.95 7.25 
8.99 6.50 
7.95 5.50 
8.95 6.50 
9.95 7.25 

22.95 18.95 
7.95 5.50 

22.95 17.95 
9.99 7.25 
7.95 5.95 
899 6.50 

SPECTRUM 
Side Wize 
Silent Service 
Rygar 
T T Racer 
Head Over Heels 
Game Over 
Triv Pursuit YP 
Footballer/Year 
Fifth Quadrant 
Triaxos 
Nemesis 
Enduro Racer 
Knight Ore 
L/Com People 128 
Paperboy 
Best Beyond 
Dark Septre 
Gauntlet 
Trivial Pursuit 
Five Star 2 
Space Harrier 
Tai Pan 
Kinetik 
Death Wish III 

5.50 
7.95 5.50 

5.95 

OUR 
RRP PRICE 
7.95 5.50 
9.95 7.50 
8.99 6.50 
9.95 6.95 
7.9! 

7 J 
7.9! 
7.95 5.50 
8.95 6.50 
8.99 6.60 
7.95 5.50 
995 7.25 

14.95 11.95 
999 7.25 

*7.95 5.50 
9.95 6.95 

14.95 11.95 
9.95 6.95 

*14.95 11.95 
9.95 7.25 

*7.95 5.50 
7.95 5.50 
7 95 5.50 
7.99 5.95 

This is just a small selection from our stocks. Please ring for more details. P&P included. Overseas orders add 75p 
per tape. For up-to-date lists please enclose S. A. E. mail order only. Please send cheques/PO payable to C.P.S. Visa/Access 

orders by phone welcome to: 
CUT PRICE SOFTWARE (DEPT. 6), 

Unit 6, Stort House, Riverway, Harlow, Essex CM20 2DW 
Tel: (0279) 24433 or (0279) 31956 (24 hr ansaphone) 

HAVING 

TROUBLE 

GETTING 

YOUR 

COMICS? 

Try a 

\?r 
COMIC SHOP 

021-2001437 
Opan Mon-Sat 9.30-6.00pm 

Terrific Utilities for the Spectrum 48, Plus, 128, -l- 2 

from BRADWAY SOFTWARE 

LETTA HEAD PLUS tape £9.00 3% " disc, mdv £ 10.50 
Create business and personal stationery, letterheads, labels, posters, etc. using graphics and 25 
different character fonts. Select the required format and print all the copies you need! 
DUMPY 3 tape £8.50 3%" disc, mdv £10.00 
Unique code generator produces all the screen dumps you will ever need. Simple menu options select 
from over 10OO different size, shape and density combinations. Less than 1 p per dump! 
LIN O TYPE tape £8.50 3Y2" disc, mdv £10.00 
Prints wordprocessor files in style in high density NLQ with a choice of 25 fonts, or becomes a full 
WYSIWUG electronic typewriter, superb for short notes, addressing envelopes, etc. 
WORDFINDER tape £9.50 3Vi " disc, mdv £ 11.00 
At last — rescue for the crossword and word game enthusiast! Instant access to 24,000 unique 
words (not derivatives), names and anagrams. 
ASTRUM + TAPE (STATE MDV/DISC) £ 13.50 " disc, mdv £ 15.00 
Exceedingly versatile assembler/monitor. Wordprocessor editor, unlimited source code to mdv, 
Discovery or Disciple. Command driven monitor; multiple breakpoints, single step, slow run, etc. 
DISCOVERY DISC MANAGER 3Vi " disc £10.50 
Powerful file manager and disc sector editor. Erase, rename, copy groups of files, recover corrupt 
data, backup & restore to tape. 

Programs drive all interfaces; Letta-Head, Dumpy and Lin-O-Type require an Epson compatible 
printer. Tapes transfer to mdv, Wafa or disc. Send for a full catalogue for further details. To order, 
please add 50p UK, Europe, £2.00 wordwide airmail P&P per program. 

Bradway Software (YS), 33 Conalan Avenue, Sheffield S17 4PG 

Computer repairs 
Fixed Super Low Prices! 
Inclusive of parts, labour and VAT 

FIRST AID 

FOR 

TECHNOLOGY 

1 week turnaround. Collection + delivery available for local areas 

★ UNBEATABLE OFFERS # 
£14inc. + Free Game 
£22 inc. + Free Game 
£18 inc. 

Spectrums 
C64 
C16 
VIC20.C + 4 
BBC 
ELECTRON 
AMSTRAD 464 
SPECTRUM 128 + 2 at a price of 
C64P.S.U. FOR SALE 

£22 inc. 
£32 inc. 
£19 inc. 
£32 inc. + Free Game 
£16 inc. 
£20 inc. 

Secondhand computers bought and sold 
Please enclose payment with item — 3 month warranty on repair 

Please enclose advert with repair 

W.T.S. ELECTRONICS 
5-9 Portland Road, Luton, Beds LU48AT 

Tel: 0582 458375. Telex: 265871 

CAPRI MARKETING LTD 

THIS MONTHS 
SPECI ALS ALL L3 99 
C.P. SOFTWARE - SUPERCODE III . ASTROLOGY II. 

SUPERCHESS 3.5. SnflIL LOGO. FLORTIIIG POinT FORTH. 

SPECTRUm PLUS 2 - JOYSTICK ADAPTORS L2.99 
PLUS 2 - HLIGniREnT KIT L5.99 inc. FREE GRIRE 

QL SHURE SHOT JOYSTICK OnLY L9.95 - R R P. L19 95 
DK’TROniCS REPLRCEITlEnT KEYBOARD L29.95 

100‘S SPECTRUIT1 TITLES STOCKED-mflnY BflRGflinS 
mOST PERIPHERIRLS-THPES FR0IR ORLY 99P 

ROTRONIC’S 
WAFERS 

64K £.3.99 - 16K L2.99 

TOOLKIT WAFER L9.95 - KEUlPSTOn KIT L3.00 
WHFRDRIVE RS232/PRRRLLEL PRIRTER CABLES L9.95 
IRRSTERFILE WRFER LI4.95 - VRRI0US HELP SHEETS 
SEND LARGE S.A.E FOR FULL LIST. 

CRPRI ITlHRKETinG LTD. 24H WHITE PIT LHnE, 
FLRCKWELL HEATH, HIGH WYCOmBE, BUCKS. 

HP10 9HR QUOTE YS2 
TEL: 05285 - 31244 * HCCESS or CHEQUE OnLY. 
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Yes, if you have a brain the size of a planet, you could be in the running for fame, 
fortune, a fabulously expensive champion’s trophy and a bundle of YS/US Gold goodies, 

including a brand-new Spectrum +3! Does the size of your brain cause you 
embarrassment at the barbers? 

Does your hat size read like a 
telephone number? If you’ve been 
following The Challenge’ in the last 

three issues you’ll know that this month is the 

final part of this, the hardest and most 
brainblending compo in the history of Your 
Sinclair. The four readers, plus guest, who 
answer the most Brain Page questions 
correctly will be invited to the 1987 
Computer Brain Of Britain Challenge, to be 
held at an all-expenses-paid ritzy venue in 
London’s glittering West End. (Zowie!) Not 
only will the winner walk off with a stunningly 
expensive Computer Brain Award trophy, but 
the lucky brainbox will also receive a brand- 
new Spectrum +3 computer with all the bells 

and whistles! (Ting! Peep!) And even the 
runners-up swagger off with some US Gold 

goodies. Interested? 
Okay, this is what you have to do: a 

complete entry consists of the three previous 
Brain Pages, plus the one you’re reading now, 
four in all, ripped out of a copy of Your Sinclair 
(no photocopies allowed this time), with as 
many questions as you can answer completed 
in black or blue pen. Then fill in the coupon 
on this page with your name and address, so 
we know who you are. Right? Now, don’t be 
worried if you can’t, answer all the questions, 
as it’s the reader with the most correct answers 
who’ll win. And don’t let the fact that you 
missed the last three Brain Pages bug you 
either, as you can easily get copies of the 
mags (August, September and October) from 

the Back Issues ad on page 88. 
So, put your brain in gear and prepare for 

the final barrage of very hard (oo-er) 

questions. 

I. Who wrote Finders Keepers, Spellbound, Knight Tyme and 
Stormbringer? 

2. Which coin-op conversion comes free with the Sega Games 
Console? 

3. Where would you find Churglik, Phyzo and Blustan? 

11. How many tracks are there in BMX Simulator1 

12. Name the free program on Academy. 

13. Who digs for liver and kidneys in the dead of night? 

4. In which simulation do you get a message ‘Sonar Reports Distant 14. Where can you fight with Leiser-Freisers? 
Explosions’? 

. 15. Name the game from which 16. Which is the odd man out: 
5. Who is this character and in 6. How many levels are there in this screenshot was taken. Lee, Joe, Edgar, Tarquin or 
which game does he appear? Sentinel? Mary? 

■Hi ■ 7. Who Is Number 5? 

8. What colour is the baddie you 
can’t kill in Gauntlet? 

■HH ■ 

17. What does OXO mean in 
Gauntlet? 

18. What colour is the Monty 
Mole sprite in Auf Weidersehen 
Monty? 

9. Name all five planets in Head Over Heels. 

10. Name three ninja games. 

Name. 

Address.. 

.Postcode. 

Daytime phone. 

19. In which game do all the characters wear sunglasses? 

20. How many issues of Your Sinclair have 
there been? (Including this one!) 

Send this whole page, complete with the 

previous three Brain Pages to: The 1987 

Computer Brain Of Britain Challenge, Your 

Sinclair, 14 Rathbone Place, London WIP 
IDE. Completed entries must arrive at the 

YS office no later than 15th November 1987. 

The Editor’s decision is final, and no 

employees of Dennis Publishing or US Gold 

may enter. 

I enclose the four completed 

Brain Pages, with as many 

questions completed as I 

could wring from my 
underworked brain cells, and 

declare my intention to 

enter the Computer Brain 

Of Britain Challenge. 

4 
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How the Summer will surely last forever! 
The smell of the surf, the sun on your back, the sand between your 

toes.. .This isn’t California Dreamin’ - this is for real! Six of the best West 

Coast sports designed to set your pulse racing! Wow your friends with your 

incredible flying skateboard feats; or show your cool hacking at the sack. 

Skate down the boardwalk, flip the Frisbee " and wheelie the BMX. 

And then the ultimate test - that King of Californian sports - shooting the curl 

as you battle with those giant Pacific'rollers to decide which surfer truly rules 

the waves! - 

You’ll be playing for big name sponsors like 

Pacer Skateboards, Ocean Pacific* RAD Mag, 

Frisbee"’ * Hacky Sack®’ * Morey Boogie* * 

Burton** Snowboards and Bluebird"’; and 

containeu in each pack you’11 find a fun to 

enter competition to win quality 

products made by these companies 

too! 

California Games™ 
features superb graphics, all 

the atmosphere of the West 

Coast, and one to eight 

s can take part. All the quality you expect from a Epyx product is here 

and so much more. We could tell you more but instead let’s hear what the critics 

have to say: 

“California Games is quite simply the apex of computer sports gaming. 
Even in purely technical terms Epyx have somehow managed to 

surpass their own high standards - the pictures and sounds generated 
by this program are atmospheric beyond belief. 

If yon gather np all the superlatives from previous Epyx reviews 

and add them together, yon just might go halfway towards describing 
California Games”. 

-ZZAP64. 

“California Games has to be the best release this year so far. 
Some of the individual games are almost worth the asking price 

on their own”. 
- COMMODORE COMPUTING INTERNATIONAL. 

Need we say more? 

Mbmia 

ItIZES 
TO BE WON IN 
EVERY 

Manufactured and 
distributed under 
licence from Epyx 

Inc. U.S. Gold Ltd., 
2/3 Holford Way, Holford, 
Birmingham B6 7AX. 
Epyx is a Registered 
Trademark No 1195270. 
*A11 supplied by Markitrade. 

Screens as seen on Commodore 64 

Epyx 
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